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THE FUNCTION OF FORM
Farshid Moussavi

'Form follows function." There has never been a more seductive dictum in the history of

architecture. ln the nineteenth century, when it was first put forward by Louis Sullivan, function
i.iás uñderstood in terms of its cultural and social role. Different building types were associated
¡,¡ith different types of materials, which, to paraphrase Sullivan, included all things organic
anrd inorganic, all things physical and metaphysical, all things human and superhuman, all true
manifestations of the mind, the heart, the soul.l For the modernists who adopted this dictum
r: the twentieth century, function was narrowly defined as the use or utility of a built form,2

an interpretation that has provoked disagreements among architects and theorists ever since.

3ut, if not function, what does form follow? A whole range of ideas and concepts have been imposed

on physicalforms in an attempt to find the answer. However, despite their differences, the theorists of

nodernism and the revisionists who came after them shared three underlying assumptions: first, that

society is defined by a unitary culture; second, that physicalform must be preceded by a fundamental

¡.inciple or cause, a cause which is driven by either objective or subjective concerns - the way forms

a.e built and used, or the way they are perceived - but never by both; and, third, that form either

ecitomizes or responds to a single, ideal meaning, identity or possibility.

These opposing views of function and the role of architectural form are typical of a whole range

otl binary oppositions that dominated the twentieth century: East v. West, Left v. Right, culture
{. nature, mind v. matter. However, the end of the Cold War, the spread of global communications,
tre increase in multinational trade agreements, and the resulting mass migration of capital,
abor, goods and ideas have brought radical and rapidly accelerating changes to cities and their
c.lltures, and consequently to the practice of architecture. These changes demand that architects
:. nk and act very differently.

Cur environment is the product of diverse processes that are linked in complex ways. Cities are

-o longer defined by, or even identified with, a single culture. They are spaces where a multiplicity
:i cultures and cultural forms cohabit and interconnect, where novel subcultures and identities
:'e constantly emerging. Culture can no longer be considered as a set of universal values

:r conventions which have been established by practice and validated by consensus. Cities
a'e characterized by difference and multiplicity, and this unprecedented level of complexity has

^c.eased the demand for built forms that provide higher levels of performance. Consequently,

a ,'ast number of new areas of expertise have evolved, each introducing a highly specialized

:_, stem with a multitude of different components. These include transport consultants, archaeology

-¡rsultants, wind consultants, fire engineering consultants, development managers, access
::rsultants, risk and opportunity managers, sustainability consultants, planning consultants,
:- me prevention design advisors, public relations and communications consultants, property

'*r,'isors and letting agents, professional construction consultants, rights of light consultants,

'a:ade consultants - in addition to the more familiar ones such as structural engineers, mechanical



engineers, cost consultants, project managers, landscape engineers, construction managers,
acoustic engineers, lighting consultants, and so on.

A new binary process has emerged: architects endow a built form with unique sensorial qualities,
while engineers and technicians address its technical requirements. This disconnect between
needs and desires results in over-specified and over-complicated built forms, and does not
allow the design process to respond effectively to urgent problems which are the outcome of
a variety of causes, or to potentials that may reside in multiple spheres, whether climate change,
urban sprawl, the decompression of the urban industrial city, housing diversity, or digital tools
and technologies.

Such hybrid concerns cannot be addressed through binary thinking. They require a change in
our approach toward materiality, away from an understanding of material as exclusively physical
and tangible, to include both the physical and the non-physical - climate, sound or economics
as well as wood, steel or glass. This expanded notion of materiality - one could describe it
as "supramateriality" - liberates built form from a dualist approach that separate ideas from
substances, objects from subjects, and production from perception. Today, abstract and
dynamic materials can be precisely measured and visualized with the aid of digital software,
and merged with concrete materials used to produce the design of built forms. lt allows built
forms to address multiple causes and hybrid concerns, and it allows us to redefine the role
of function in built forms, aligning it with the way it is understood in other disciplines.

ln mathematics, biology or computer science, function is seen as a unique, transversal process,
performed by a medium that is specific to that discipline (for instance, a differential equation,
an organ, a browser). Multiple inputs or materials (numbers, cells, content) are combined in
a specific way to achieve a single output - a singular form (a specific curve, an organism, a body
of information). lt is the singularity of the resulting form that embeds it with a specific function,
ln architecture, diverse materials (physical elements, context, climate, economy) are combined
to produce a built form, the medium being an assembly of physical elements. Each built form
or assembly of physical elements functions or performs in a specific way as a consequence of the
way in which the diverse materials are combined. That is, the function of each built form consists
in a transversal process in which the production of forms and the performance of forms are
combined, resulting in a singular form.

Per[form]ance of form
ln his essay "Critical Architecture",3 Michael Hays outlined two possible positions for architecture
to adopt vis-á-vis culture: architecture is either an instrument of culture, or it is an autonomous form.
Drawing on the work of Mies van der Rohe, Hays defined a "third position" in which architecture



operates independently, "between culture and form", as a critique of the dominant culture. Today

these positions present architecture with two challenges.

First, in all three scenarios culture is represented as static, a monolith against which all

distinctions and critiques are positioned. Mies, for instance, repeatedly referred to his buildings
as a refuge from the "acute anxiety derived from the metropolitan experience". However, given

the molecular nature of contemporary reality and the multiplicity of culture, finding a clear
'in between" position such as the one Mies occupied is difficult, or even impossible. Cultural
spheres and individual desires overlap and interact with one another to such an extent that single
crnaries rarely occur and, when they do, they are fleeting by their very nature. Architecture can
'ro longer afford to structure itself as an instrument that either reaffirms or resists a single, static
dea of culture. lnstruments (codes, symbols, languages, etc.) simply repeat without variation.

As a function rather than an instrument of contemporary culture, architectural forms need to vary
r order to address its plurality and mutability.

Secondly, in all of the three positions outlined by Hays, form is an a priori, abstract principle
:^at gives expression and meaning to matter, and consequently to culture, in a downward

-ode of causation, establishing a hylomorphica relalionship between them. Historically, this
:etachment of form from materiality has resulted in architectural forms that arose either from
:oncerns that related solely to the production of the "physical object", irrespective of how
:.e object related to people and the environment, or from concerns relating to the way forms
,\ere perceived, irrespective of the way they were produced, That is, forms were unmediated,
a drrect consequence of either objects or subjects - either rational or sensorial considerations.
{ ternatively, as in the "between culture and form" approach, form has referred to autonomous
:eas that mediate between people and culture. However, as Deleuze tells us,s dialectical
:rsrtions operate with polarities, extremes of difference which are synthesized into a new,

:- 'd position that, because it remains "in between", ultimately preserves these polarities and

:--rs the status quo, Therefore, in neither the unmediated nor the mediated approaches to
:-iure and form have objects orsubjects been considered simultaneously in awaythatwould
:i o$r' them to have an influence on one another. This is how architectural culture was defined
,^r the 1970s.

Unmediated forms

--e approach that gives priority to the physical object has a long history, including the ancient
.3-eek concept of techné, understood as the rational basis for the construction of objects, and

-:c eval ideas of the mechanical arts, which considered built forms as utilitarian objects. lt is
': *-C in the writings of Gottfried Semper in the nineteenth century, who advanced a theory of

-.:, e that derived objective principles from systems, structures or manufacturing techniques which



could be used to determine the external appearance of objects and relate them to their context.

ln the same period, Viollet-le-Duc advanced his theory of structural rationalism, which concerned

itself with functional efficiency and the honest expression of structures and materials as the basis

for the external appearance of forms. For Modern Movement architects such as Walter Gropius,

the machine aesthetic and the techniques of mass production served as the inspiration for

built forms. Later in the twentieth century Aldo Rossi proposed a system of structural and spatial

typology as another objective basis for style.

Conversely, approaches that focused on the intellectual processo rather than the praciical result

include much of the literature on disegno, which was elaborated by Leon Battista Alberti in

Florence and was later taken up by Vasari. Disegno meant more than the practice of "drawing"

and more than the modern notion of "design" (in the sense of composition or pattern), although

both words have been used to translate it. Crucial to disegno was the intellectual idea or

concept present in the mind of the artist. The principles of perspective enabled artists and

architects such as Leonardo da Vinci and Andrea Palladio to create their own ideal visualization

of an object or scene, as distinct from its actual appearance, and to place it in a harmonious

relationship with human beings. Discussions of architectural character, led in the seventeenth

century by PerraultT and in the eighteenth by Boullée, Ledoux and others, sought to establish

a new language of forms - a "speaking architecture" (architecture parlanfe) based on simple

geometrical forms - that would enable people to grasp the purpose and character of buildings.

ln the twentieth century Le Corbusier, in line with these earlier ideas, advocated the use of

simple geometric objects that could be easily grasped. His use of the Modulor as a universal

system of proportion for the elements of a built form, conceived in relation to the human form,

and the tracés régulateurs - the outlines of existing buildings that he drew in search of the rules

of their visual harmony - reflected his interest in the way forms would be perceived rather than

the way they were produced. Later in the twentieth century, the CIAM group, including Siegfried

Giedion, Josep Lluis Sert and Fernand Léger, and others such as Alison and Peter Smithson
(New Brutalism) and Aldo van Eyck (Structuralism), were more concerned with collectivity
than the production of the object, and attempted to incorporate a humanistic approach into the

design of built forms.

Deconstruction, promoted in the 1980s by architects and architectural critics such as Bernard

Tschumi, Mark Wigley and Philip Johnson, aimed to supplant purely object- or subject-oriented

systems by creating a direct confrontation between them. The technique of collage was proposed

as a way of acknowledging the differences - and the disjunctions - between object and subject

that were being exposed in the post-modern era. ln this approach, Wigley wrote, "forms are

disturbed and only then given a functional program . . . lnstead of forms following function,

function follows deformation."s Such deformations, however, when uninformed by a functional

program, ultimately resulted in a disconnect between objective and subjective concerns.



Mediated forms

Reacting to modernism's pure focus on the object (technology, machines, structure), theorists
and architects of the 1970s sought a way of mediatinge between object (built form) and subject
(people, the environment). Robert Venturi and Denise Scott-Brown advocated the addition
of historical symbols or allegories (metaphors) to the modernist object as a way to contradict
the rational and consistent disposition of structure and program, in order to project a "richness

of meaning"l0 and, as Charles Jenks has suggested, to create "a complexification of modern

elements with other ones, that is, a double-coding".11 Complexity was deemed synonymous

with contradiction, as was apparent contradiction with actual contradiction. But a built form,

even if consistent as a whole, is rarely perceived as such and can therefore elicit different, even

contradictory, perceptions, and generate different responses. Moreover, the strategy of applying
or assigning meanings to objects ultimately subordinated subjective considerations to objective
cnes, while the contradictions, or disjunctions, between form and the elements that projected
rneaning prevented any creative interaction between them, maintaining the duality between
objective and subjective considerations and resulting in "double meanings rather than double
{unctions".12 Moreover, with the advent of globalization, symbols became increasingly ineffectual
as a way of communicating meaning.

Another form of mediation, the "index", has been advanced in different ways by Peter Eisenman

and Michael Hays as an alternative to pre-existing meanings. ln his writings and work during
:-e 1970s and early 1980s, Peter Eisenman proposed "autonomy of form" as the index that

-ediates between built forms and culture. The concept of autonomy, he argued, would enable

a'chitects to detach form from the way it had been previously actualized, thus limiting "the internal

rrocesses of architecture to their own internal possibilities", so that "the discipline is critical
,'. ihin its own project".ls Accordingly, form would be inherently critical and would "not rely on an

:rternal, subjective judgment of taste or value". However, by inhabiting a position of autonomy

a^d confining itself to the intellectual and conceptual matters that concern built form (the object),
:^ s approach excluded social and environmental concerns. Detached from these other spheres,

'-',"rr as a purely conceptual index was unable to connect the object to the full range of subjects
:-at concern built forms.

r,f chael Hays proposed an alternative approach in which "authorship" would serve as the
-:ex of a dialectical relationship between an autonomous formal concept, on the one hand,

,-o the dominant external culture - the "free market" - on the other. Adopting a third, different,
::s rlion, the designer would oppose the market's pure focus on economic objectives and

:= d sregard for subjective concerns, in order to grow "knowledge according to its lthe
: :: oline's] own special beginnings and conventions".l4 This notion of detachment assumed
-¿: knowledge of the discipline's proced ures was sufficient to oppose the dominant culture.
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It also implied that the role of mediation is subordinate within a culture which is static,
However, culture is moving at an ever-accelerating pace, continually absorbing and co-opting
critical positions, and it is no longer possible to grasp its perpetually changing processes
from a position of detachment.

More recently, Jeffrey Kipnisls has also proposed index as a form of mediation between built forms
and culture. ln a discussion of indexical relationships between the two, he suggests "that new
feelings erupt into the world, that design and the arts give diverse and specific material moments
to these feelings". The idea that feelings and sensations are related to materiality is crucial,
as these can only exist in the material world. But the question remains whether architecture is

a medium that gives form to existing sensations, or whether the sensations are the product of the
architecture itself. ln other words, is architecture a form of mediation (an instrument of culture,

criticism, etc.) and a product of culture, or is it a producer of culture?

Given the molecular nature of contemporary reality, forms of mediation have become elusive.
Just as spoken and written language can function in radically different ways in different cultures,
so can the relationship of people to built forms. When addressing an audience, we cannot
assume universal fluency in or comprehension of a single language. Mediation, which is intended
to facilitate communication, can just as easily obscure it. Attempts to relate built forms and
people through an external medium are therefore destined to remain marginal and ineffectual.

Novel forms

Since the 1970s, capitalism has entered a new phase characterized by decentralization and the
transnationalization of production. Systems of production and consumption have been transformed
as a consequence. The mass production of standardized goods has given way to a new mode of
production, known as Flexible Specialization, which has introduced systems of labor and machines
that can mass-customize products to cater to micro-markets and individual consumers. Driven by

the need for novelty rather than volume, this new mode of production is establishing a connection
between the way products are made and the way they are perceived. No longer exclusively
a homogenizing force, capitalism now contributes to the production of difference and novelty.

Remember the pasta sauce your parents used to serve, then consider the fact that there are now
thrirty-six varieties of Ragú spaghetti saucel6 available at the supermarket. We may lament the
gtobat expansion of Starbucks, but it is easy to forget how uniform and bland coffee was before in

-rost parts of the world. Now it can be customized: selecting from a wide range of coffee beans,
,vays of brewing the coffee, syrups to blend with it, choices of quantity and temperature, types of

I :::site page: The differentiation of jeans according to cut, wash-type and styling. Photos courtesy of Acne.



milk or cream as well as sweeteners, Starbucks can make your coffee in 70,000 different ways.
Denim jeans, once a ubiquítous uniform, have been diversified into cuts, wash-types and designs.
Now they can be low-rise or ultra-low-rise, stone-washed, black, blue or white, flare-leg,
boot-leg or straight-leg, with front pockets, back pockets or both, with or without studs, with
or without colored stitching, branded or not, etc. ln the automobile industry, sensorial qualities
are being incorporated into the design of cars to multiply the options available to consumers.
The appearance of a Fiat 500 can be customized in over 500,000 different ways by the addition
of accessories or interior and exterior colors. Volkswagen cars, whether you are considering
a Polo Match, a Polo Blue Motion or a Polo SE, may all be pretty much the same as technical
systems, but they can be differentiated by endless options, including color, upholstery, internal
lighting, sound system, or the shape of the rear lights. Such variations may not change the
way the car functions technically, but they diversify the perception and sensation of driving it.

lndustry crossovers have created another genre of differentiation, from internet cafés and
music store cafés to crossovers between different fashion categories. ln traditional tailoring
and sportswear, decorative motifs, inscriptions, humor, textures and patterns which are typical
of one have been transferred to and merged with the other. This interaction between two
very different areas of fashion has not only introduced decorum to sportswear and comfort
to traditional tailoring, but has fostered a multitude of novel fashion identities. Differentiation
has also played an important role in the sciences and in the engineering of new structures
and materials. All proteins are constructed from only twenty simple molecules of amino acid.
However, the number of molecules and the sequences in which they are assembled determine
the different proteins, each with a different function, enabling an organism to function in
different ways. The multicolored flash of an opal is created by the organized self-assembly of
identical building blocks. ln this case, the difference in size of small spheres of quartz crystal
that measures only in thousandths of a millimeter determines the wavelengths, and therefore
the colors, of the reflected light. Similar principles underlie the design of photonic materials
that direct the communications signals in the bundles of optical fibers that form the backbone
of the internet. Even more intriguing, millimeter-scaled metal rings and other shapes are being
assembled into special cloaking devices, whereby different orientations and slight variations of
these elements can make the objects placed inside them invisible to the outside world. Finally,
in the emerging multidisciplinary field of supramolecular chemistry a new family of molecular
structures is being created from a small set of molecular building blocks, or sub-units.
Designed with special connecting points on their ends, these sub-units have a unique structural
outline and set of electrostatic charges which enable them to link up with complementary
points on other sub-units. The way these connections are made can be altered by a change in
the chemical environment, making it possible to create a variety of "supramolecular" structures

Opposrte page: lnflatable dresses from AW03 Kinship Journeys by Hussein Chalayan. Photos courtesy of Hussein Chalayan.







from a small number of units. This potential is being exploited to create new materials for
electronic, optical and biological applications.

The internet and other forms of new technology have similarly contributed to the production of
different products, tools and services, An increasing freedom from the constraints of experience,

context and history, and a mass of easily accessible data, have made it easier to gather
nformation from disparate sources and disciplines, and combine it into heterogeneous ideas and

objects. Novel combinatory forms have entered every aspect of our lives to such an extent that the
traditional oppositions - between people and things (objects and subjects), between technology

and sensation, between production and perception - are no longer valid.

However, a distinction needs to be drawn between the New and the Novel. We are inundated by

a whole variety of products such as sci-fi movies portraying a "new" world based on technology,

'or boy bands and girl groups based on the presumption that three or four individuals of the same

sex but apparently different from one another, when combined into a group, can redefine pop
cr¡lture. The New relies on an external, autonomous force to bring about an abrupt and complete
cnange in a particular cultural sphere, discarding all existing forms. ln order for culture to change,
:"rere has to be a foundational shift. ln the absence of such a shift, culture remains static, unable

:o generate its own possibilities of change and development.

Tne Novel, by contrast, is the product of evolution rather than revolution - the result of one

exrsting form combining with another to become a differentlT form that meets a specific purpose,
¡ oause. Novel forms are not random. Donald A. Crosby explains that novelty is a principle of
s,eilection that innovates through the exclusion of choices made available by causal processes.ls
--u¡s novelty is never the replication of an existing form, but always a different form. Causes
¡-d novel forms inhabit a feedback loop: causes motivate the act of innovation that results in
cifferent forms, while novel forms make causes perceptible.

n all of the cases described above - whether it be the production of spaghetti sauce or coffee
or jeans or cars - we have seen that the market produces novelty with the single and fundamental
causality of sustaining and growing itself. ln this sense, novelties produced by the market limit our

"eedom, since our choices can be limited by economic causes, which may be antithetical to other
oauses such as individual purpose or expression. lf we allow the market to be the only source

l:cosite page: Fig. a: Diagram showing some of the supramolecular structures that can be created from two simpler building-blocks,
-: :cules 1 and 2. Successful assembly in this case depends on the choice of solvent for the molecules: if the molecules are dissolved
- r,ater, they do not adhere to each other, but if dissolved in gasoline they do.
Frgs, b, c, d: lmages of these supramolecules, created on a thin sheet of graphite (pencil lead) and recorded with a special microscope
::1-- .an detect the individual atoms as (blurry) white dots. The atoms in image a are divided into two sub-units, illustrated in several
: -:'ent arrangements by image b. The sub-uniis are clearly visible in the zoomed-in images c and d. Note that the scale of these images is

,r,r- onanometers,orbillronthsof ameter.Themolecularsub-unitsthemselvesarelessthanathousandthof thewidthof ahumanhair.
I - anes-Pallas, C. A. Palma, L. Piot, A. Belbakra, A. Listorti, M. Prato, P. Samori, N. Armaroli, D. Bonifazi, Journal of the American
l-=mical Society 2, vol. 131 (2009), pp.509-20.



of novel forms, culture will become stagnant and homogeneous. The fundamental challenge for
architects and other producers of culture is to imbue the production of forms with a diversity
of goals and causes which are not solely market-driven, thereby contributing to an environment
that connects individuals to multitude of choices.

Though practicing in very different stages of the capitalist era, Mies van de Rohe and Rem
Koolhaas are two architects who have succeeded in diverting market-driven causes towards
architectural goals. Mies, who witnessed the advent of Fordism, recognized its huge potential
for the building industry. Modern steel-frame construction enabled built forms to be liberated
from the solidity and opacity of premodern construction, allowing for the development of a new,
freer relationship between the interior and exterior of a building. Adopting the elements of Fordist
buifding culture - the repetition of prefabricated steel components - Mies created careful
architectonic assemblages, embedding spaces with an openness, transparency and tranquility
that would contrast with the chaotic nature of the city. ln each of his buildings, Mies dissected the
tectonics of the frame (slab, rolled angles, channels, l-beams, and H-columns) and the enclosing
skin differently. For example, in some of his long-span structures, the beam is placed inside
the space, while in others it is above the roof. These beams could be part of a system based
on a one-way frame, a two-way frame or a space frame; the exterior skin, almost always made
of glass, would fill the spaces between the frame, which in turn could be left as raw structure
or embellished with additional columns attached to it, in order to embed it with an affect of
verticality. Mies sometimes used l-shaped columns, and cruciform columns at others; the junction
between the columns and the beams or slabs was detailed in different ways, but always revealing
the difference between the two elements. Such variations were internal to the frame, however,
and did not alter its form. According to Mies, form was abstract, devoid of building problems
that he was interested in. Mies believed that "it was not the task of architecture to invent form
. . . it was a question of truth"le directed "towards a spiritual purpose".20 And, with regard to the
similarities between the Bacardi building and the National Gallery in Berlin, he said he refused
"to design a new architecture every Monday morning. The Greeks needed hundreds of years
to complete the Doric Column, and it's all to do with completion." Instead, Mies focused on
creating ideal spaces through the repetition and variation of the steel-frame system. The success
of this approach, he believed, was to be measured by its "beauty" and truth.

ln his essay on the Ugly, Mark Cousins has written that, "from antiquity and massively reinforced
by Christianity, we inherit a philosophical trinity of the Beautiful, the Good and the True" and
this trinity has survived in the grouping of the negative of these terms - Ugly, Evil and Error -
which "produces the theoretical basis for persecution and stigmatization".2l "Trlte", for Mies,
meant building according to the logic of materials; "good" meant serving the purpose for
which the building was intended. Accordingly, a building made in this way would be "beautiful".
Given the multiplicity of contemporary culture, it seems inevitable that the idea of truth or beauty



as a measure of architectural merit has to be reconsidered. There can be no fixed definition
of beauty, whether it relates to modes of building construction, the aesthetics of a composition,
or moral and spiritual concerns. Beauty has to be considered in relative terms.

Like Mies, Rem Koolhaas embraces "ready-made" cultural forms and the technology of capitalism.
But, whereas in the Fordist era technology acted as an autonomous force and affected built
forms through the mechanics of industrial production, Koolhaas seeks to engage with it as

a sociopolitical force operating in a broader arena, where social concerns and technological

outputs are intermeshed. Mies manipulated tectonic structure to create an "ideal" beauty,

expressed through the purity of the systems he assembled, while Rem Koolhaas embraces

the hybrid nature of culture to challenge Miesian notions such as the timeless, the authentic or

the pure. lnstead, he explores the disposable, the synthetic, and the hybrid. By reappropriating
materials such as plastic, cardboard, color and imagery, and assembling them into novel

combinations, Koolhaas/OMA have challenged ideal beauty, producing built forms that respond
to the flows, the mutability and the diversity of contemporary culture.

The question remains: how can a building perform as a multiplicity? Once assembled, built forms

are fixed. Even if we pursue modernist and mechanical ideas of flexibility in which the elements of a

building are designed to be movable, or spaces are designed to be adaptable to a variety of purposes,

once the reconfiguration has taken place, the elements are, again, fixed and immovable. A possible

explanation as to how forms, despite their origin, or the methods or intentions of the designer, can

elicit multiple interpretations, and avoid being fixed, can be found ln Deleuze's discussion of affect.

The term "affect" has been interpreted in many different ways which are most commonly associated

with emotions and feelings. Deleuze's interpretation (based on Spinoza's affectus),22 as distinct from

affections (Spinoza's affectio), gives it a precise definition and helps us to understand how forms

can perform as a multiplicity. According to Deleuze, an affection, such as a perception, relates to

the state of a body which is due to the action of another body or form. Since this affection has to be

enveloped by the human body, it is subject to personal, biographical or social mediation. Affect, on

the other hand, is an "intensity" transmitted directly by an individual or form, the specific qualities

of which depend on the characteristics of that individual or form. Affections are the effect of a form

on individuals and are subject to different types of mediation, whereas affects are pre-personal and

unmediated and can generate different affections in different persons.

The perception of an architectural form involves two stages. First, an affect is transmitted by

a form. This affect is then processed by the senses to produce unique affections - thoughts,

'eelings, emotions and moods. As an affect can unfold into different affections or interpretations

n different beings, it embeds a form with the ability to be perceived in multiple ways. Through

the agency of specific affects, in each instance an architectural form performs as a singular
^rultiplicity - as a "function" that connects human beings to their environment as well as each



other, albeit in different ways.23 ln order to explore forms as multiplicities, designers need to
focus on their affective functions.

We are very familiar with the affects Mies pursued: rationality, order, lightness, disappearance.
It is also well known that he was interested in more than merely the rational assembly of
architectonic elements, or the most efficient means of assembling a structural system. Rather,
he sought the appearance and experience of rationality. He saw in the steel frame an opportunity
to create ideal, free spaces which avoided both the "chaotic" affects of the modern metropolis
and the heaviness and representational figuration of classical architecture. Mies well understood
the affective potential of architectural forms, and in his works these affects are finely tuned and
directed at eliciting a singular and clearly defined experience. The simple repetition of the steel
frame contributes to the appearance of rationality. The way the elements are combined is always
visible and the different elements of the forms remain distinct. Columns never merge with slabs,
the mullions of the frame never merge with the infill panels. There is always a connecting element
or a change in color or material.

Mies's interest in controlling the perception of rationality in his buildings is illustrated by the Seagram
building in New York (p. 74). He designed this building to be viewed from Park Avenue as a pristine,

slender, vertical tower. ln fact, considerable effort was required to embed these affects. The tower
has an irregular volume. The three modules that, viewed from Park Avenue, appear to make up the
depth of the tower were in fact extended at the back by a further three bays to house ancillary uses.
These were introduced by stepping the volume in to preserve the slender, three-by-five-module

extrusion facing Park Avenue. Had Mies simply added the ancillary spaces as an extension of the
bays on the Park Avenue frontage, the tower would have entirely different proportions, being six

bays deep, with only five bays on Park Avenue. Not only would this have transmitted an affect of
stumpiness rather than slenderness, it would also have changed the orientation of the tower away
from its entry plaza on Park Avenue. Mies disguised the functional requirements of the building
in order to produce a simple, extruded form. Even though he varied the tectonic elements of
the steel frame - its "ornaments" (joints, seams, shapes, colors, depth) - the combinations were
systematically controlled in the interest of conveying the sensation of rationality.

Certain parallels could be drawn between the way Mies's forms work and gym equipment. The

typical piece of gym equipment is fixed and one-track-minded, developing a single muscle at a time

through linear or isolated patterns of movement. A bench-press works your arms, a butterfly-press
works your pecs, over and over again. The exercises require no coordination or concentration

Opposite page'. History F/ow, designed by IBM's Watson Research Center, is a tool for creating images of the evolution of a text and
the interactions of multiple authors. The illustration above shows the Wikipedia entries on abortion and chocolate. The vertical lines
track new versions and the colors track the contributions of individual editors. The form of the resulting pattern is intrinsic to the material
being combined at a given moment, reflecting the transversal nature of Wikipedia as an information forum. Credits: Fernanda Viégas
and Martin Wattenberg, Visual Communication Lab, IBM Research







- just your muscles: "the mechanics" of the body. Accordingly, most gyms are full of television

screens, iPods and mobile phones. lf you exercise with enough of the different types of equipment,

you can achieve the promised "ideal" body, but you will almost certainly be uncoordinated.

Deleuze has proposed the substitution of machines for mechanisms. He associates mechanisms,

which have a fixed function that they perform by themselves, over and over, with closed,

autonomous forms that have a fixed identity, whereas machines depend on the connections they

make with other machines, including the human body, and therefore have the capacity to foster

multiple interpretations and an open-ended relationship between forms and people. Gyrotonic@

machines, for example, are entirely different from conventional, pre-programmed gym equipment.

The body and the machine work together in a holistic manner to develop not only isolated sets

of muscles but whole functional lines of the body, including the connective tissue, ligaments,

'rerves and the energy that flows through these lines. You can control the machine as well as the

exercises, which are synchronized with your own breathing patterns. lf you stop breathing or if
,¡ou lose concentration, you lose coordination and your machine is disassembled. lt is your own

rrteraction with the machine that unfolds the different exercises, and triggers the different functions
according to your own needs, whether they be getting fit or lean, healing, or relaxing.

Closer examination of the steel frame reveals it to be more open than Mies allowed it to be.

T're steel frame is a structurally specific material system that responds not only to its own weight

¡ut also to external forces. Together, they produce a specific pattern of load distribution and

:cnstitute a specific assemblage of beams and columns, known as the frame structure. lf the steel

s neplaced by glass, the load pattern is entirely different and produces a different material system.

'thre external loads are varied, the assemblage of beams and columns need to alter to allow yet

=^other pattern of load distribution. As a material system, the steel frame carries traits which

.-e sensible and affective as well as structural. When the frame converges with environmental

':nces such as wind, gravity, rain, snow, or with subjective forces such as the desire for different
- ses, spans or profiles, it takes on a unique form with varied affects. From the New York

:ci./scrdper, to projects such as 111 First Street, WTC, Agadir, and Jussieu Library, as well as the

ICTV building (analyzed in this book on pp. 100-1), Koolhaas/OMA have explored the versatility

:=:re frame, combining it with different external forces (spatial desires, circulation needs,

"-: ohysical context) to produce novel forms, sensations and affects. Rem Koolhaas describes

-1,1,'f 
A's buildings as a "machine to fabricate fantasy - structured for others to have eurekas".2a

-=tead of protecting the "purity of the frame", as Mies did, these constructions by OMA invite
':,,"rtamination" by external factors to generate hybrid forms that trigger a variety of affects -
: *'e.entiation, skewing, continuity, contingency, immersion, compression, simulation. The Kunsthal

I ::: =:: cage: Most conventional fitness equipment segments the body - pecs, abs, biceps - and exercises isolated muscles in a linear
- -- -:-::. The Gyrotonic@ Pulley Tower works on the mind and entire functional lines of the body simultaneously, including muscles,
: : -:-:s joints, nerves and the energy that flows through them. Photos courtesy of Gyrotonic@.



uses the frame in a non-repetitive manner, resisting a simple delimitation of interior- exterior.
The WTC tower complex uses the frame in a non-extruded manner to create an "upside-down
figure" with a stepped profile which is reminiscent of art deco. 1'l1 First Street (p. Z6) stacks tower
blocks on top of one another. Looking up at the tower, you wonder if you are looking at a series
of weightless towers, floating towers, or a pile of heavy boxes about to fall on top of you - or,
indeed, if this is a giant looking down at you, since the three blocks resemble the legs, torso and
head of a human being. For Rem Koolhaas, "coherence . . . is either cosmetic or the result of
self-censorship".25 This of course does not mean that forms do not need coherence or that design
is by nature not an act of censorship (selection). The work of Koolhaas/OMA questions the image
of coherence in order to avoid limiting the building's affective possibilities.

Other projects that perform as a multiplicity are documented in this book. One example is the
Yokohama lnternational Port Terminal by FOA (p, 392). Although St. John's Abbey by Marcel Breuer
(p' 352) or the Air Force Academy Chapel by SOM (p. 386) also use a folded plate structure, they
simply repeat it to produce a single, undifferentiated space and, consequently, a single percept,
triggering the same affects of pleating, axiality and uniformity throughout. The material system of
Yokahama lnternational Port Terminal is a hybrid composed of steel folded plates and pairs of steel
girder bridge systems, which together make it possible for the form to vary along both its length
and its width to cater for varying programmatic, circulatory, structural, and services requirements
as well as those of the predetermined asymmetrical foundation piles. Girder bridge systems allow
the orientation, geometry and length of the circulation system to shift in order to accommodate
disparate requirements, while the folded plates shift in orientation, scale of folding and sectional
profile to accommodate different spans and changes to the girders. The hybrid nature of this
material system results in a complex form providing spatial variety as well as multiple percepts and
affects. The parking level transmits affects of flatness, pleating, openness and axiality, and efficiency,
while the terminal level transmits arching, pleating, diagonality, asymmetry and purposefulness, and
the roof plazatransmits undulation, smoothness, landscape, valley, mountain and perambulation.
These diverse affects contribute to a variety of percepts - origami; landscape; a whale, ship deck,
pier or wave - and ensure that the terminal is not reducible to a single interpretation or meaning.

Similar explorations of the diagrid by OMA and FOA have generated other novel forms. Since the
triangular members of a diagrid can distribute gravitational loads as well as lateral forces, they
obviate the need for the conventional vertical columns on the building perimeter, allowing more
freedom in the floor plan, and the construction of complex tubular forms. Two examples át tower
forms that explore the characteristic elasticity of the diagrid are 30 St. Mary Axe (p. 120) and the
Hearst Headquarters (p. 1O2), both by Foster and Partners. 30 St. Mary Axe (Swiss Re) uses
the diagrid as part of the main load-bearing system, and the diameter of its floors varies in size
to produce a tower with a conical profile. The diagrid is carefully designed to transmit affects of
latticing and twisting. The cross-bars - composed of a series of two-story-high triangular A-frames



which are placed end to end - are painted a very dark blue, while the diagonals are white, so
that the form reads externally as a pattern of four-story-high diamond shapes. Two colors of glass
are used to clad the diagrid, with a darker shade assigned to the diagonal atrium that extends
along the height of the building to transmit an affect of twisting. More than merely a product of
inventive engineering, Swiss Re is a unique example of the integration of engineering with sensorial
desires. On the other hand, the building remains isomorphic, much like the Hearst Tower in New
York. Because both of these buildings are based on a symmetrical plan form (the circle and the
square) they perform in the same way in all orientations. The Hearst Tower uses two plan shapes,
a rectangle and an octagon, which repeat cyclically to create a tower form that transmits affects
of crystallinity and three-dimensional latticing. Both towers are situated in dense urban conditions,
where they can be seen from many different directions, and by appearing the same from every
direction they confine differentpeople's interactions with the towers to identical percepts.

The CCTV Headquarters by OMA (p. 100) performs very differently in each of its orientations.
Six horizontal and vertical sections are grouped around an open center. The horizontal and
vertical sections join as a continuous loop, dispensing with vertical corner columns that would
reinforce the division between the sections, to create a complex form with an irregular diagrid
on its enclosing surfaces. Unfolding through a series of ever-changing percepts, reminiscent
of cinematic images, the building transmits affects of gradation, differentiation, latticing and
ilooping. The P&O Elizabeth Tower by FOA (p. 114) also explores the potential of the diagrid
tto produce, in this case, a vertical tube with a crystalline,form. The tower has a diamond rather
than a rectangular plan-shape, which is mirrored in orientation in twelve-story sections. Each of
the intermediate floors is slightly different in order to mediate between the two plan orientations,
creating a non-extruded twelve-story-high section. This section is repeated and mirrored three
:irnes to create the overall form. The result is a complex form that appears broad from some
directions and slender from others, and thus transmits a variety of affects such as crystallinity,
atticing, asymmetry, slenderness and broadness, triggering multiple percepts - an "hourglass"
"'om St. James's and Elephant & Castle, a diamond from Embankment and Southwark, a spire

''om Vauxhall and London Bridge.

These are projects which move design beyond the construction of a static identity and the
'epresentation of a single critical position. Like a kind of political physiology, they overcome the
:onventional split between concepts and percepts, opening the design process to the different
,rays in which they can combine to develop forms that allow people with differing views and
sersibilities to develop an affective relationship with their environment. Contemporary reality
,-, :h its molecularized nature offers an infinite variety of possible combinations. But in order
:-. avoid the formation of identical combinations and a homogeneous environment - to ensure that
': #erence inhabits repetition", as Deleuze describes it - we need to reconsider the systems used
:: generate such combinations.





The production of form i

Throughout the history of architecture the development of built forms has unfolded within two
systems that could broadly be described as top-down, in which a single principle determined
the relationship between an ideal whole and its constituent parts, and bottom-up, where a single
principle determined a system of parts that were repeated to produce the whole.

The top-down approach can be traced back to the architecture of the ancient Greeks and Romans,

which tried to imitate the beauty of natural forms. Greek systems of proportion based on the

Golden Section and the system of symmeiry and ideal proportions described to us by Vitruvius

provided a hierarchical framework for determining the relation between the parts and the whole.

During the Renaissance, a figure, type or grid, as in Leonardo's centrally organized plans for
churches or the tartan grid used by Palladio in his villa plans, provided two-dimensional "ideal"

rules which, with the aid of the technique of perspective, were transformed into three-dimensional
deal wholes from which the parts were generated. Although these wholes could be combined

1lo produce variations, as in the case of Leonardo's churches or Palladio's villas, the possible
combinations were limited by the symbolism embedded in the originating rules. ln the seventeenth

century and later, during the Enlightenment, these earlier aesthetic and metaphysical systems

,vere repláced by typology,26 which emerged as an epistemological system for determining the

¡¡hole and its parts. The idea of architectural "character", as proposed by architects and theorists
such as Boullée and Ledoux, served as the basis for a system of elementary geometric forms and

applied symbols, each of which was capable of transmitting a unique sensation and therefore

appropriate for a particular building type.These forms were then subdivided to produce the

rdividual parts. Durand put forward an alternative typology based on a system of prototypical
qeometrical units that could be combined to generate different building types. The aim of this
-ational system was to create an autonomous design method "subject to purely geometric rules

:f association and efficient",27 which could refocus each assembly towards fitness and economy,

seen as the measures of moral utility. This was achieved through the simplicity, regularity and

-<-rnmetry of the parts and the resulting compositions. However, such a fixed notion of utility
"-rted the way the elements could be combined and ultimately this too was a closed, part-to-

.,,nole system. ln the twentieth century, typology was defined by post-modern theorists such as
r co Rossi2E and Robert Venturi as a set of formal properties that can be repeated to produce
:,lt forms. Rossi proposed a set of highly reduced structural and spatial types, derived from the

,:rnacular and classical traditions, as the constituents of the city as a whole, whereas Venturi

:-oposed the addition of archetypal symbols to systems of space. Thus typology, in all its different
r- ses, was essentially a top-down system based on a set of ideal or a priori forms.

I :::: :e page: The building of Wells cathedral began in 1175 and spanned four centuries, under the supervision of a series of bishops,
* : : .' 'nasons and arch itects. The inherent flexibility of the G oth ic system enabled each phase of expansion to take on a u n iq ue spatial

- -' :,'ation, introducing different affects and sensations without compromising the coherence of the whole.



Modernism sought a new approach, a rational system for determining the relationship between
whole and its parts, based on principles derived from the processes of mass production. Mies van
der Rohe's Seagram headquarters is an example of a building based on modern industrialized
building technology, using glass and steel frame construction. Although, as mentioned earlier,
any number of silhouettes could have been derived from the steel frame system, Mies pursued the
simplest option in order to achieve the image of rationality. During the same period Le Corbusier,
with his idea of the Modulor,2e sought to establish a universal proportional system of relating the
different elements of a building, from three-dimensional space to structural modules, sections
and elevations. This system relied on the human eye, positioned at a predetermined height, rather
than the intrinsic dimensional requirements of its constituent parts. Thus the Modulor was also
essentially an idealized system of visual control.

A very early example of the bottom-up approach to form can be found in lslamic architecture, in
which a system of mathematical formulae governed the repetition of geometrical figures to produce
whole surfaces. ln the 1960s and 1970s, functionalism, as proposed by CIAM (Dutch structuralists
such as Aldo van Eyck, Herman Hertzberger and Piet Blom), and later by Team 10 and the
Metabolists, advocated the use of "modules" that could be repeated to produce an architectural
whole. The Capsule Hotel in Tokyo, by the Metabolist Kisho Kurokawa, exemplifies this approach.
The fourteen-story tower contains 140 individually articulated capsules stacked around a central
core, with each capsule designed to be detachable and replaceable. However, this idea of flexibility
is limited to the possibility of replacing the capsules and the whole is essentially an addition of
identical parts. As in other bottom-up systems, it cannot respond to specific needs. During the same
period, Louis Kahn and Robert Le Ricolais produced alternative modular systems in which spatial
and structural requirements were related topologically. The intention of this topological approach
was to enable the parts to change shape while retaining the same properties. But, because such
changes were limited to needs that were internalto the system, they resulted in isomorphic wholes.

Both the top-down and bottom-up approaches to the genesis of form were based on essentialist,
idealized views of the world. Geometric systems of proportion, perspective, typology, the Modulor,
the geometrical tiling of lslamic architecture, and functionalism were all based on a priori, ideal
principles that either repeated the parts or subdivided the whole, in response to concerns
that remained internal to the given system. Furthermore, since the parts and the wholes were
conceived as fixed geometric aggregates, they could not combine to modify each other.

Transversal systems

This book proposes a transversal approach to the production of forms. ln a transversal system,
a "base unit" assembles a variety of causes and concerns into a complex supramaterial whole
- an amorphic rather than hylomorphic whole; that is, the way the elements combine is not



subject to a predetermined system but is specific to those elements. The amorphic nature of
the base unit means that it has no fixed shape but is embedded with protogeometric properties
that are physically and geometrically specific but not exact - for example, loadbearing capacities
that govern the ways it can tessellate (that is, "repeat and vary"3o) in response to external
contingencies such as the physical requirements of the site, climate, local tools and technologies,
economic factors, or subjective desires. The protogeometry of the base unit also embeds it with
affects that remain a consistent feature of any form it generates. Because the base unit is not
geometrically fixed, it is versatile and can vary as it repeats, or even mutate, when hybridized
with other base units, into novel and unpredictable forms that are temporally and spatially specific
yet capable of responding to external concerns.

Gothic architecture employed a unique transversal system that was simultaneously objective and
subjective, technical and sensorial, visual and non-visual, abstract and concrete. lts palette was
supramaterial and included gravity as well as stone, light and space as well as glass, and built forms
lvere associated with different types of materials, both physical and non-physical. The base unit of
ihe Gothic system comprised a pair of crossed roof arches with a polygonal ground plan, buttressed
i1'side arches. The crossed roof arches formed a vertical space that embedded the base unit
,', t[-r an affect of verticality and spirituality, while the plan area, with the side aisles set within the
:-:tresses, formed a horizontal space where people could gather. The height of the central and side

-'ches could vary to be either equal or different in height, and the shape of the plan could also vary,

'-. :hr the resulting space ranging from axial to more centrally focused. Accordingly, the relationship
:,etr'veen the plan and the enclosing load-bearing structure embedded the base unit with material
:^,"sical, structural, sensorial and affective) traits that were realized differently across different

: :es. resulting in singular forms that not only evoked powerful sensations of lightness, verticality and
:,i: ":-a ity, but many others such as ribbing, stepping, asymmetry, crystallinity, cellularity and fanning,

-l- 'i essentialist, transcendental3l approaches to form in top-down universal systems or bottom-up
TI:':- a'systems, the Gothic approach could be described as non-essential, focusing instead on
ii:.-b ng forms that were tied to specific material components. Gothic architecture adopted the
:''?-=r strnrg Romanesque vaulting system and deployed it as a "machine" to decode and recode
- - ::-er words, to change and vary. The Romanesque groin vault was difficult to build and the
''*-: -: -c forms had to remain more or less square. Gothic introduced diagonal reinforced arches
r'*,ii l cn thin pillars, which enabled the stone to channel compressive forces more efficiently,
:- :-at the vault could become thinner and extend higher, and the walls could be hollowed out and
'i' ':: '¡¿ith windows. ln this way the Gothic multiplied the technical and affective performance of the
: : -.anesque groin vault, as it could now generate a variety of plan forms, orientations, degrees
:' ,'; stallinity, openings and heights that previously would not have been possible. Moreover,
: = 3 rthic system prioritized visual sensations, despite the fact that its spaces were intended for
:"::: e to congregate and listen to an oration. The great heights and volumes produced by the





Gothic system resulted in long sound reverberations which obscured the clarity of speech and
music. As a consequence of this acoustical affect a whole series of developments emerged in the
institution of the church. Chanting, choral music and other slow-paced musical styles gradually
evolved to cater for the long reverberation time. And, as the only instrument with sufficient power
and grandeur to fill such a large volume, the organ eventually became a permanent fixture. To this
day, religious services in Gothic cathedrals are totally dependent on their affiliation with these
external materials: chanting, specific styles of music, and the organ. Since no two cathedrals are
the same, this relationship is played out differently in each case, making each service unique.

Because Gothic church architecture was based, not on an ideal geometrical system, but on
a protogeometry that was anexact (precise, but not metrically so), it was supremely pliable and
elastic, able to respond to many different concerns (productive, economic or subjective) such
as adapting to an irregularly shaped site, the involvement of different architects, or the changing
demands of the patrons. Gothic cathedrals are the epitome of a form which is connected to
.rultiple causes yet remains domain-specific. Their growth is similar to that of a snowflake, where
l''vo hydrogen atoms bonding with an oxygen atom (H-O-H) at an angle form six-sided flakes that
sprout six branches and side branches in a direction and shape which are influenced by a whole
array of environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, wind, and position in the cloud.
:rnis process results in an infinite number of variations: thick, dendritic flakes in stormy conditions;
lrg, needle-like crystals in windy but warmer temperatures; hollow, hexagonal prisms in weather
:-at is colder but not windy, Similarly, the Gothic base unit was capable of changing in response
:: both the physical context and the passage of time.

--e flexibility of the Gothic system is illustrated in the history of Milan cathedral, which was built
:,er four centuries, under the supervision of more than eight architects and engineers. Each of
:-: architects and engineers had a different idea for the relationship between the central and
:-: side aisles. The differences lay in how it would be realized - the extent to which the side
: : es and the central aisle would be visually connected, and whether the orientation would be
:'=Cominantly axial or also transversal. Most Gothic cathedrals remained under construction
'-- rany years, but the inherent flexibility of the base unit enabled it to be varied as it repeated
-: a:commodate specific requirements in different regions of the building, evolving over long
:=- ¡ds of time into different spatial configurations with distinct affective properties.

--= Gothic was unique as a moment in the history of architecture when form was both physical

=-: acstract. ln all other periods form and matter have been considered in opposition to one
r- -.^Br. a duality which is paralleled in Western thought: the empirical world that we see and
: : - -r: on the one hand, and the non-physical, which accounts for the mental and spiritual world.

.::,.-.:a3e:Thegrowthof asnowflakeiscontrolledbythemovementof supersaturatedairinsideacloud.Eachflakeissubjectedto
- 1 .-- -:-ditions along its trajectory and therefore develops a unique shape.



This split began with Plato, for whom abstract, intelligible ideas (Forms) inhabited the world of
pure reason, while sensible and physical things (forms) were a reflection and imitation of these
archetypal Forms. The question of whether the physical or the non-physical has priority has
preoccupied succeeding generations of philosophers.

From the seventeenth century onward philosophers began to challenge the transcendental
tradition in philosophy. However, despite their disagreements over whether the physical or the
non-physical provided identity and meaning to forms, all of these critiques maintained, in one
way or another, the fundamental distinction between ideas and matter. Every form was a replica,
and identity remained singular, complete and atemporal. The idea of repetition was therefore
controversial, since a form that represents a pre-existing ideal lacks the capacity to evolve
or to generate a new identity. Deleuze offers a solution to this problem with his conceptual
framework of the virtual and the actual. According to Deleuze, nothing exists outside the world
we live in; there are no transcendental ideals. Our world is composed of virtual forms and actual
forms. Virtual ideas are differences in themselves, and these differences are like intensities that
differentiate them from one another. Virtual forms are therefore not ideals detached from reality,
but abstract ideas not yet actualized. Owing to their abstractness, they can be interpreted in a
variety of ways to produce a variety of sensible forms, a process that Deleuze has referred to
as differentiation. There are therefore two types of difference: an intensive difference that relates
to difference in kind between abstract ideas, and an extensive difference that relates to the
degree to which one sensible form is different to the other. This degree of difference is explicated
as a simulacrum32 that in turn affects us in specific ways. A simulacrum is not, however, the
representation of another thing (for example, the representation of an ideal form), but an image
whose identity depends precisely on the difference between the virtual and the actual.

We therefore need abandon the polarity of simple v. complex repetition, which considers
simple repetition as mere replication. Difference is to be measured not only in spatial extensity

- that is, the way a form is spatially varied - but also in the intensity of a form and according
to the specific way it affects us. Architects can embed the environment with difference in two
ways: by producing different kinds of ideas for built forms and by exploring different ways of
actualizing ideas as built forms. Current architectural investigations are mostly focused on
internal geometrical variations of forms, rarely focusing on how the ideas they embed differ from
other ideas or on how the built forms they produce differ from other built forms. Yet two forms
that actualize an idea differently but involve no internal variation can embed the environment with
a greater degree of difference, by affecting us in very different ways, than two forms that are
internally differentiated but actualize an idea in the same way, thus transmitting identical affects.

This book explores the idea of architecture as a continuous process of creating novel forms
and identities through the repetition and differentiation (tessellation) of virtual forms. ln doing



so, it seeks to move built forms away from essentialism, from any theory that claims to identify a
universal, transhistorical cause. lnstead, it seeks to establish a productive relationship between
architecture's past and its future by analyzing virtual and actualized forms that have been created
throughout history and exploring their potential to actualize novel forms and identities in the
future. The virtual forms assembled in this book are material systems that conjoin physical and
non-physical materials and yield unique structural as well as affective traits. Each built form is

the consequence of one such material system, its capacities (freedom) as well as its constraints
(structure) - a unique conjunction of objective and subjective, structural and experiential,
physical and nonphysical materials. It is through the medium of built form that architecture blurs
the boundaries between oppositions and distinctions to produce differences in kind as well as
degree, embedding the environment with simulations (simulacra) rather than representations.

Different material systems have been studied in this book, and the virtual idea, or base unit, of each
system has been extracted. Each base unit identifies a series of elements that are assembled in a
:nique way to define the affective qualities and structural capacities that remain as specificities as
,,vell as constraints of the system as the base unit is repeated and varied (tessellated) to produce
Cifferent forms. As in a cyborg that involves the fusion of machine and organism, or in music,
,vhere a novel genre or sub-genre emerges when form is infused with different techniques, styles,
:ontexts or themes, the constraints and capacities of each base unit are activated by a range of
external inputs or material such as regulatory policies (planning guidelines), social and cultural
_ rcumstances (program, the construction culture of a particular city), economic criteria (budgets,

- --:s;¡uctions costs), climatic conditions or affective desires. Although it is not within the scope of
- : book to investigate this external material, each base unit has been tested against a series of
: -:rentiating processes such as variations in tessellation and geometry, or hybridization with other
:..::erns, as examples of differentiations which are necessary to incorporate such external material.
I -¡e all of the material systems are by nature protogeometric, they are pliable and can vary to
. - : ¡nnmodate external material, producing in each instance a novel form with unique sensations
.-: affects. Built forms, accordingly, are determined not only by technical efficiency but also by the
.:=: f ic choices (subjective) that architects make among a myriad of possibilities that each material
: ,::sm offers. The differences between forms are a product of the complex interaction between
*=::- al systems (virtual forms) and external materials (the environment).

r : - ir.'s light that we should interpret the similarity of the Glass Pavilion (p. 118) to 30 St. Mary
'*: ip. 12O), ortheTall Building MasterThesis 2 (p.98) to CCTV (p. 100), orSt. John'sAbbey
: 352) to the Yokohama lnternational Port Terminal (p. 392). Each of these pairs of projects is

: ased on the same virtual idea that has been repeated differently in different locations to produce
-:.el physical forms. This revision of repetition as an evolutionary process enables us to think

':=-ally across geographies or locations to address the globalization of the architectural practice.
::as can originate anywhere, but they need to combine with material that is specific to the



environment where they are to be actualized to produce novel forms. Forms in this way motivate
the generation of other forms and they perform transversally, addressing locally multiple criteria
and concerns which may belong to different geographies or time in history.

We no longer need to think in terms of irreconcilable oppositions - mind v. matter, people
v. objects, production v. perception, rational v. sensorial, old v. new, difference v. repetition.
Our environment includes all of these and this necessitates an "ecosophical"3s practice that
considers all forms of ecology together, whether environmental, mental or social. This calls for
a transversal design process that bypasses the traditional top-down or bottom-up approach.
A transversal approach, in which causes and concerns that are immanent in the environment are
combined to generate forms, enables us to harness the transformative power of contemporary
reality. Moreover, it enables us to incorporate greater levels of complexity within built forms,
allowing multiple inputs to interact simultaneously on the same plane to generate a multitude
of novel forms, each with unique expressions, sensations and affects. Because such affects
and sensations are conditioned by individual experience, their reception is inevitably different
in each case, and therefore multiple. Thus the environment acts as a social matrix in which
built forms provide a link between individuals with different views. Given the increasingly plural
nature of society, the affective character of built forms can play a powerful role by embedding
the environment with multiplicity, providing society with the means to conduct an autocritique.
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Afterword

Differences across the systems:

Grids and Frames

o The Seagram tower by Mies (p. 74) and

111 First Street (p. 76) and WTC (p. 78)

by OMA are similar insofar as they all use a

steel frame, but different in the way the steel

frame is tessellated. Seagram repeats the

steel frame base unit simply, along the vertical
axis of growth, while 111 First Street stacks
and reorients three simply repeated sections,
creating an overall affect of cantilevering and

stacking. WTC changes the plan width of

three steel-frame, rectangular plan areas as

t tessellates vertically, until they join into a
single plan area, creating an affect of stepping,

-rniting and cantilevering.
o Diagrids differ from other grids in their
ability to tessellate in all three modes
to produce horizontal, vertical and spherical
torms.

¡ The P&O Elizabeth Tower by FOA (p. 114)

anrd the Hearst Tower by Foster and Partners
p. 102) both use the diagrid, vertically

,essellated, to produce a tower form, but the
-'learst Tower is symmetrical and isomorphic
,,."hs¡s¿s the P&O Tower is asymmetrical
,rd anisomorphic.
r Goldsmith's Tall Building Master Thesis 2

c. 98) and OMA's CCTV (p. 100) use the
: agrid similarly, as an exploration of
: fferentiation of scale. However, the Tall

3- lding Thesis 2 retains a vertical column
:. the edges of the tower, thereby confining
--: diagrid to a cross-bracing role, whereas
IOTV uses the diagrid as the main

-.'-cture, eliminating the corner columns.

Vaults

o Vaults can produce spaces with an affect
of multi-directionality, produced by the
irregular distribution of columns, or spaces
with an affect of axiality, which give priority
to a particular orientation. Vaults can also

be made to be of equal height in section,
removing the sense of verticality which
is common to most cathedrals and many

churches. The majority of Early Gothic
churches were linear, with a central nave

and two lower side aisles. As the mason's
knowledge of vaulting techniques grew,

linear orientation gave way to more complex,
non-oriented shed spaces. This was
accomplished through the introduction of the
typology of the box cathedral, in which the
side aisles are the same height as the central
nave, and through the use of more complex
vaulting techniques, which allowed for the
non-linear distribution of columns. The result
is a shed that transmits variegation such as
the High Gothic example of the Franciscan
Church (p. 206), and the lierne vaulted

form as proposed on p. 182 of this book,
where the typical linearity of the earlier vault

typology is replaced by a multi-directional,
highly differentiated vaulted surface whose
corrugations respond to variable column
locations and/or side openings.
o Vaults can accommodate a variety of
sectional differences through variations in

the spring-line (p. 185), or variations in the

supporting walls and/or columns.
o Vaults have the capacity to adjust to almost
any plan condition, from linear to curved
to radiating, and they can even be stacked,



as in the Palazzo del Lavoro in Rome or
Siosepol bridge in lsfahan.
o The barrel vault is extremely limited in terms
of its porosity, allowing openings, and therefore
light to enter, only at its two ends. (ln the Belgo
restaurant in London (p. 168), FOA manages
to overcome this deficiency by treating the
barrel vault as a series of stepped segments
rather than a single vaulted surface.) ln a cross
vault, the use of corrugation and/or ribbing
introduces sufficient structural stability as
well as geometrical flexibility for a variety of
openings to be introduced.
o Vaults with a greater degree of corrugation
or ribbing are more adaptable to irregular plan

shapes. The barrel vault is the least adaptable
type of vault, and the lierne and cellular vaults
are the most adaptable. Subdivision of the vault
surfaces eliminates the problem of introducing
complex curvature into cross vaults.
o Cellular vaults generally have smaller spans,
as, historically, they have depended on the
interlocking action of bricks for structural
integrity. Thus they were generally limited to
small parish churches and domestic interiors
or monasteries. The extreme flexibility of this
highly corrugated type of vault allowed it to be
used in structures with an irregularly shaped
plan such as over spiral stairs, or in spaces
with multiple orientations or an irregular grid
of columns.

Domes

o The pendentive and the squinch were
developed in order to provide a transition
between the circular plan of the dome
and a polygonal ground plan,

o The kaseh-sazi dome can work in

conjunction with the kar-bandi dome to
produce a full enclosure by replacing the top
dome which is typical of the kar-bandi with a
number of smaller domes. When there are a
large number of such domes, they transmit the
affect of a highly pixilated flat ceiling decorated
with three-dimensional openings.
. Muqarnas domes grow through the
stacking of a series of variable but repeating
tracks, with each track involving four elements
- a squinch surface (Ias), a pendentive
surface (Shaparak), and two flat surfaces
(Takht and Lowzi). Every muqarnas uses up
to four of these, depending on the desired
complexity. The pendentive and the squinch
provide a transition between the ground plan
of a muqarnas dome and the plan form of its
subsequent trays. There are many examples
of a muqarnas dome that consists of
non-structural pendentives hung from
a structural shell dome, as in the case of the
Alhambra. However, the muqarnas system is
capable of being self-structural, as in the case
of Zumurrud Khatun tomb in Baghdad. ln this
case the pendentives are stacked on top
of each other, and loads cascade
down the structural surfaces from one tier
to the next.
o Kar-bandi domes can adapt to any plan
shape, depending on the number of arches
used and how the arches are arranged.
. All lslamic domes are symmetrical in form,
with the exception of the yazdi- bandi, which
can also be formed asymmetrically.
¡ The muqarnas is the least repetitive
type of dome and, as there are so many
components, can be extremely granulated.



It is therefore difficult to distinguish between
the components.
o Some lslamic domes can be completely
closed, while others always have an opening at

the apex. The muqarnas is usually constructed
as a half-dome but can also form a closed
dome. The kaseh-sazi sits on top of a kar-

bandi to close the roof and, in so doing, also

makes it shallower. A kar-bandi can be open or

closed, depending on the context. For example,

in a house it is usually closed, while in abazaar
it is open, bringing light into the bazaar at noon

so that the people working there will know
that it is time for prayers. The top oculus
in a yazdi-bandi can be also left open, without
a dome resting on top, as in Amin Al Dolleh

3azaar Timcheh (p. 290), or closed, again,

according to the context. Kaseh-sazi, the most

contemporary dome system of all, and specific
to lran, is roughly a hundred years old. Similar
:o the yazdi-bandi, it is made of a kar-bandi

,,¿ith the addition of shallow domes resting on

:op. Using this system allows a much shallower
:eiling (p. 316). ln a kar-bandi, the ceiling has

:c be dome-like (p. 293), but when kar-bandi

s combined with shallow domes to create the
* aseh-sazi, the roof of the resulting dome is

=rtremely flat as well as crystalline (p. 322).
¡ The degree of complexity of lslamic domes:
:-e least complex is the kar-bandi, then the
. aseh-sazi, followed by the yazdi-bandi, and
:-: muqarnas is the most complex.

S -ells

¡ r :¡ell surface can be supported by a

':'-:-:ary edge frame and tie along two
: ,:,: -r rg edges (Bagneux Railway Workshop,

p.4O4), or can incorporate only an integral
vertical column support from the middle of the
hyper-curved shell surface (Rio Warehouse,
p.410), or can comprise only a hyper-curved

surface which is self-supporting at three or more

base points (Xochimilco Restaurant, p. 388).
o Hyper-curved shells can consist of a
singular continuous surface or they can
incorporate a range of subdivisions in their
surface; the more surface subdivisions on a
hyper-curved shell, the more the places where
it will need to be supported either by touching
the ground directly (Xochimilco Restaurant,
p. 434 or through the incorporation of a
secondary edge or ring beam (Cuernavaca

Bazaar, p. a36).
. Hyper-curved shells are almost always

symmetrical in order to achieve an equal

distribution of forces across their surface
(Bacardi Bottling Plant, p.428), but umbrella

column shells can be made asymmetrical,

often working in pairs to accommodate the
required distribution of forces (lglesia de la
Virgen, p. ala).
o The material composition and sectional
curvature of shell surfaces determine their
spanning abilities. A conical shell that
incorporates hollow clay brick with cement
topping and has a Gaussian sectional profile
(Dieste's Port Warehouse, p. a06) can span
a larger distance than a conical shell of
reinforced concrete and with a straight section
(Bagneux Railway Workshop, p. 4O4).

Tensile

o The surface continuity of tensile structures
can vary according to the tension forces



held within the system of supporting cables.
lncreasing or decreasing these forces will result
in a smoother or more articulated surface.
¡ Tensile systems rely on a secondary system
of compressive masts that support the tension
cables. The number and location of these
vertical supports determine the shape of the
perimeter. Masts can be located in parallel pairs
(Bremen Dock, p.462), centralized (Festival

Pavilion, p. 458), at the edges (Haj Terminal,
p. a66) or radially (King Fahd Stadium, p. 426).
o Some tensile systems rely on a series of
ridge-and-valley tension cables to produce
enclosure above and apertures along the
edges (Folklore Pavilion, p. 402), whereas
others produce an aperture overhead and
require a thickened tension cable ring around
the inner edge (King Fahd Stadium, p. a72).

Pneumatic

. All pneumatic systems require a sealed
perimeter, whether it be at the level of overall
plan (air-supported) or at the level of the
individual pneumatic elements (inflated

beam); however, as long as the perimeter
is continuous, the actual plan shape can
vary considerably, from circular to ovoid to
scalloped and irregular.
¡ Depending on the secondary system of
tension cables, the membrane surface can
take on a variety of sectional characteristics,
ranging from highly continuous to segmented
to cellular (tgZO Expo USA Pavilion, p, 4A4)
to scalloped (Orchid Pavilion, p.492).
The density of these tension cable nets can
also vary across a single system, creating
areas of more or less dense cablinq.

o Self-similarity in inflated-beam pneumatic
systems may be seen in projects composed
of varying scales of repeated or radiating cells.
All air-supported pneumatic systems need to
be sealed along their perimeter to maintain
the difference in air pressure that gives the
membrane its form. ln some cases, the form
is shaped to be blastular in order to include
a courtyard in the center, hosting an exterior
open space or drainage points for water
runoff, such as the examples drawn on pp.
500-503.

Similarities across the systems

o Frames, diagrids, vaults, domes, folded
plates, shells, tensile and pneumatic
membranes can tessellate horizontally to
produce horizontal forms. Frames, diagrids,
vaults, domes and folded plates can tessellate
vertically to produce tower-like forms. Diagrids,
domes and folded plates can tessellate in a
curved direction (through a polar arrangement)
to produce spherical forms.
o The Glass Pavilion by Bruno Taut (p. 118)
and 30 St. Mary Axe by Foster and Partners
(p. 120) are similar in that both use the diagrid
to explore conicality.
o Grid slabs and two-way frames are similar
to domes in that they can produce curved
shapes.
o Frames, cellular vaults, and folded plates
are similar in that all can produce changes in

sectional depth, which results in the surface of
the ceiling ranging from fine-grained to rough.
. Frames, vaults and folded plates can produce
both non-oriented and oriented spaces,
curvilinear space, or a combination of the three.



r Tl're Serpentine Pavilion by Siza and Souto
:: Fuloura (p. 8O), a two-way frame, is similar to
'*3r-vi'S Air Force Hangar (p. 138), a grid-slab,
^ :he expression of the frame depth and the

curvature of the roof. The Serpentine Pavilion
is more varied, whereas the Hangar is more
regular. ln addition, the Serpentine Pavilion
has a curved plan and section, while the Nervi
hangar has a curved section.
¡ Diagrids and frames are the two systems
where vertical tessellation (towers) is most
often found,

Kar-bandi domes can stack vertically, similarly
to surface domes, when working in conjunction
with a system of pendentives.
Yazdi-bandi domes were primarily developed
as a surface treatment for the interior of a
dome. As such, they subdivide the dome's
surface to produce affects of scale and texture,
particularly when they are painted with an
extensive range of colors and line patterns.
However, corbelled, masonry-like systems
can be used in the construction of yazdi-bandi
and muqarnas domes, with the units stacked
:o become self-supporting.

'1,. 
-: .,ol hybrids across the systems

="a'ne/Dome: Ribbed Dome (St. lvo della
i:r enza, p.262); Grid/Shell : Grid Shell;
J::el Folded Plate and Truss/Bridge Girders

=::el beams) (Yokohama Port Terminal,
: 392); Hyper-Curved Shell/Frame:
*-,:er-Curved Frame (Saint Vincent Chapel,
: :22) ; Hyper-Curved Shell/Frame/Tensile :
-.'3er-Curved Tensile (Philips Pavilion, p. a3B);
* =-candi/Kaseh-sazi/Muqarnas : a very
: : -clex dome (Moshirolmolk Mosqu e, p. 324);
- 

= 
-- iandi/Yazdi-bandi/Muqarnas

Affects across the systems

o Smoothness to crystallinity is common to
all of the systems, from diagrids to domes.
This range points to hybrid conditions between
domes and diagrids, or domes and space
frames. All systems can produce forms that
trigger affects of smoothness or crystallinity.
Shells trigger mostly smoothness. Domes can
trigger smoothness, crystallin ity or steppin g.

Pneumatic systems can trigger affects of
smoothness, or be articulated to trigger affects
of pleating.
¡ ln Gothic cross vaults, the bays are clearly
defined, accentuated by the ribbing, as in Reims
Cathedral (p. 176), contributing to an affect
of axiality. ln lierne vaults the bays could also
be aligned, as in Bristol cathedral (p. 1g0),
or staggered, as in St. Mary's Church (p. 218),
contributing to affects of axial symmetry in the
case of both. ln fan vaults, such as can be found
in the Franciscan Church in Salzburg (p. 206),
the visual perception of the individual bays is
dissolved, removing axiality from the space.
o ln early Gothic cross vaults, the surface of
the vault is not determined by purely structural
concerns; as with any system; it is also about
the way the system is constructed. Gothic
masons used wooden formwork to erect the
ribs, and then used these ribs to create the
complex vaulted surfaces in between without
the need for costly and time-consuming
wooden formwork. The ribs therefore created
a framework, or set of guides, which could
then be filled in by the masons.
o Vaults can trigger a range of optical affects.
However, barrelvaults trigger mostly affects
of ribbing and rotundity. Cross vaults trigger



mostly affects of pointedness and crystallinity.
Lierne vaults trigger mostly affects of ribbing and
reticulation. Curved-ribbed vaults trigger mostly
affects of hyper-curving and ribbing. Fan vaults
trigger mostly an affect of fanning. Cellular vaults
trigger mostly affects of faceting and cellularity.
o The cross vault evolved from the intersection
of two barrel vaults at right-angles to one another.

The increase in the number of ribs and their
disposition from a simple cross arrangement to
a radial arrangement (such as the fan vault of the
Franciscan Church in Salzburg, p. 206) changes
the affect of axiality to one of diamonding.
o The construction of a dome determines the
affects it transmits. Surface domes transmit
an affect of rotundity and various degrees
of irregularity and asymmetry, depending on

how the dome is tessellated. The use of ribs
in a dome allows freedom to fill the spaces
between in a variety of ways. Ribbed domes
can therefore transmit varying degrees of
pleating and scalloping. The stacking system
in stacked arch domes allows freedom in

the number of arches used in each tray and
the overall number of trays used to construct
the dome. Accordingly, stacked arch domes
can transmit varying degrees of faceting and
conicality. The diamond-shaped modules
used to construct a yazdi-bandi dome as well
as the number of tracks of these modules can
vary. Yazdi-bandi domes therefore transmit
varying degrees of diamonding and gradation.
The number of arches and therefore of infill
surfaces used to construct a kar-bandi dome
can vary, defining in each instance a different
plan shape for the dome and transmitting
varying degrees of rotundity and faceting.
The number of arches, pendentives and

shallow domes used to construct a
kaseh-sazi dome determine the plan shape of
each dome and the degree of its shallowness
and crystallinity. The number of tracks used to
make a muqarnas dome determines the degree
of its granularity as well as its conicality.
o Folded plates consistently transmit an affect
of pleating. However, depending on the way the
system of folds is tessellated - in other words,
the number of pleats and the location of the
resulting seams within the folded structural
surface - the space it encloses can also transmit
affects of horizontality, verticality or rotundity.
o Shells consistently transmit an affect of
vaulting. However, depending on the way
the shell system is tessellated, it can adopt
different plan shapes, transmitting other
affects such as rectilinearity, rotundity,
scalloping or triangularity.
o Tensile systems consistently transmit an

affect of lightness and stretching. However,
depending on the number of masts used,
the tensile surface can gain different degrees
of intricacy and transmit other affects such as
simple vaulting, pleating or stellatedness.
. Frame systems consistently transmit an

affect of lightness. However, whereas
one-way frames, two-way frames, grid-slab
frames and double-layer grids produce
forms that transmit affects of smoothness,
the tessellation of diagrids can produce forms
that transmit crystallin ity.



Glossary

Organization of the Book

The book is divided into chapters, each one
devoted to a different material system.
Each chapter then explores the subsystems,
or variations, which are possible within
each system.

Each system is identified, first, by its base
unit. ln the pages which follow, each base unit
is tessellated in three directions - horizontal,
vertical, and curved - to test its potential
to produce such different forms of enclosure
as horizontal, shed-like forms; vertical,
tower-like forms; or spherical, dome-like
enclosures. ln some cases the base unit
varies in other geometric ways, increasing the
complexity of the overall form. Rather than
follow a linear progression of changes made
to the base units, the pages in the individual
chapters explore divergent and differentiated
actualizations.

Over seventy percent of cases documented
in this book are speculative - the result of our
research. The remaining pages show cases
that are either built or have been proposed by
architects and engineers. Together, they reveal

the range of possible actualizations of each
of the base units, revealing the range of built
forms that can be generated in each system
and pointing to its inherent flexibility.

Each double spread following the base unit
illustrates its tessellation on the right-hand page
and an image of the resulting form on the left,
in an attempt to suggest the affects transmitted
by each space. Illustrating affects is a difficult
task, as affects are in fact "intensities". We have
therefore resorted to a combination of affect

titles and an image of each space to indicate
the sensorial differences between the different
spaces.

ñ The acoustic sensation of each is marked by
this symbol and included in the titles at the top
of each left-hand page.

We believe that an image of each space should
be able to indicate the differences in optical
affect between the cases tested. As affects
are unmediated thoughts or ideas, images are
themselves a type of affect.

Systems included in this research are Frames
and Grids, Vaults, Domes, Folded Plates, Shells,
and Tensile and Pneumatic, selected for their
elasticity - their ability to produce a wide range
of forms in a wide range of scales and shapes.

Base units are the smallest structurally
independent material entity that defines the
structural and affective properties inherent to
each system. A base unit is the product of a
specific pattern of load-paths that distribute
forces, both self-weight and external (such as
gravity, wind, people). As external forces cannot
be precisely quantified or predicted, the base
unit is designed to accommodate a range of
loads. Accordingly, the load-paths of a base unit
assign to it a protogeometric property - that is,

a geometry which has no fixed dimensions -
enabling it to adopt different geometries. Base
units are therefore specific as well as elastic.
The protogeometry of a base unit embeds
it with affective and expressive properties.
The base unit of a concrete shell, for instance,
has a smooth, vaulted affect, while the base unit



of a brick shell has an affect of micro-faceting
and vaulting, and the base unit of a concrete
folded plate has an affect of corrugation and
heaviness. On the other hand, the elasticity
of each protogeometry allows the base unit to
be tessellated in different ways to generate
a whole range of built forms that respond to
non-structural and domain-specific concerns.
This can include factors such as regulatory
policies (planning guidelines), social
and cultural (use or programmatic issues,
the construction culture of a certain city),
economic (budgets, constructions costs) or
climate. lt is not within the scope of this book
to focus on such factors; instead, it examines
the ways in which they could affect the
tessellation of each base unit, resulting
in specific sensations and affects.
ln each of the base unit diagrams illustrated
in this book we have indicated the path taken
by vertical loads internally in a simplified way
to enable an understanding of how the unit
resists applied loads.

Definitions

I Externally applied load
lt External reaction
,' lnternal load path

Tessellation, as referred to in this book, is

the complex repetition of a base unit - that is,

it varies as it repeats. Simple repetition, on the
other hand, entails repetition of the base unit
without any changes.

Affects, as defined by Deleuze, are the
pre-personal intensities transmitted by

forms. Because they are unmediated by
previous experience or by other systems of
representation, they embed forms with the
ability to be perceived in multiple ways. The
perception of a built form therefore involves
two stages. First, a pre-personal affective
relationship occurs between a human being
and a form. The affects are then processed
by the senses to produce individual percepts
and thoughts, feelings, emotions, moods,
ln this way, forms can unfold into different
interpretations by different people, while at the
same time binding these people together by
connecting them to a common cause. ln each
instance, affects enable an architectural form
to perform as a singularity - as a specific
"function" connecting human beings,
The affects examined in this study include
the optical and the acoustic, though not
the tactile, another sensorial property of
space. Since affects precede speech,
different people may choose different words
to describe these sensations, but we have

assigned a name to each for the purposes
of this discussion.
Optical affect is conditioned by the geometry
resulting from the tessellation of the base
unit, which influences our visual perceptions.
For example, a dome which is octagonal
on its base, stellar along its surfaces, and
asymmetrically tessellated will transmit a

sensation and affect which are entirely different
from that of a dome which is round on its base,
arched along its surfaces, and symmetrically
tessellated. The former would transmit affects
of diamonding, gradation and diffusion,
whereas the latter would transmit affects of
ribbing, rotundity and diffusion.



Acoustical affect is conditíoned by the nature
of the surrounding surfaces, which can reflect
sound in three principal ways: Specular,
Diffusing, and Focusing.
Specular reflections create secondary sound
images, like a mirror. But the delay in the
formation of a reflected optical image is
mperceptible to the human senses, while

that of a reflected sound is audible and, in its
extreme, is manifested as a distinct repetition
called Echo. The time the multiple sound
mages take to appear and disappear affects
the speed with which the combined sound
cuilds up and decays. ln large spaces, this
s too slow to follow rapid changes in, for
example, speech or fast music. We have called
irhis affect Slowness.
Diffusing surfaces reflect sound that arrives
'nom one direction into many directions,
scattering and spreading it, just as a white
surface does with light.
Focusing is a form of specular reflection in

,vhich sound emitted in many directions from
a single source is focused on a single point.
n some examples, the surfaces absorb sound
-ather than reflect it, and no significant sound
'nages are created - similar to the optical
:ffect of a black surface - resulting in an affect
:t Deadness.
-ese categories are not fixed, however,

: -ce acoustic affect is also conditioned by
:-e nature of the sound - whether it is
- oh-frequency (a whistle, for example) or
:,,r-frequency (a rumble) - and the location
:' ts source as well as the listener. The way

= sound is reflected from an articulated surface
::pends on its wave length relative to the
: rensions of the articulation. The wave length

of audible sound ranges from about 20 mm
(high frequencies) to 20 m (low frequencies)
and so may be small or large compared with
the scale of surface articulation.
A concave surface has a focusing effect only
when the sound or the listener are positioned
at the centre of the curvature. Some types
of surface may provide a specular reflection
when sound arrives at a right-angle to the
surface, yet may scatter sound that arrives
at an oblique angle.
ln this study, the acoustical affects have been
assigned by considering the scale and implied
perspective of each image.

The matrix is composed of a series of material
systems, three different ways in which each can
be tessellated (horizontal, vertical and curved),
and a range of affects. The matrix maps different
combinations across these concerns with the
aim of exploring forms which emerge, not driven
by single concerns or causes, but as the result
of spatial and sensorial as well as technical
considerations. Moreover, novel forms can
emerge through the variation of a single form,
or through hybridization.



SYSTEM

Frames
and Grids

Vaults

Domes

Folded Plates

Shells

Tensile
Membranes

Pneumatic
Membranes

lamella * dome

space frame *

stacked arch dome

yasdi-bandi

karbandi

kaseh sazi

muqarnas

folded-plate

conical shell

umbrella column shell

hyper-curved shell

parallel-cable tensile

\------\-\\- \
radial-cable tensile

folded * dome

folded'plate + truss

hyper-curved

hyper-curved

* frame

+ tensile

radial-cable * dome

tensile * vault

geodesic

inflated beam pneumatic

actualized- future/potential--

air-supported + tensile



IESSELLATION

horizontal

vertical

rsometflc

curved axial

horizontally axial

vertically axial

bif urcated

centralized

radial

parallel

periodic

aperiodic

reticular

multiscalar

anisometric

AFFECT

# slowness
undulatton

- 

heavtness
vaíeaatton

# lateralness
contrnu|l

monolith

rectilinearil
cellulari
roundness
concentricil
eccentrici
cantileve
hoverin

un¡formii
ribbin
onentedness
crucifo
rectanqularit
axialit

porntedness

reticulation

INCSS

stalactiformity
reflectivity
mattness
truncated
striation
directionality
multiscalarity
deadness
variability
variation
pleating
tw¡sting
pointing
rotát¡on

asymmetricality
closu re

undulating
centra¡ity
symmetricality
orientation ality
bi-axiality
bi-d irectio nality
piercing
luminosity
banding
striatedness
slanting
tenting
smoothness
tapering
fluting
attenuation
torqu¡ng
stretching
hollowness
floating
quilting
centeredness
bubbling
blastulation

br

fannin

pinching

curved

tubularity
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The base unit of a one-way frame is composed of a rectangular grid of columns supporting
a pair of primary, parallel beams along the column lines which in turn support secondary beams
that span between them at much closer intervals than the centers of the columns. One-way
frames direct the primary bending moments along the beam lines both primary and secondary.
The loads travel from secondary to primary beams, and then to the columns. The purpose of using
such a system is to cover the largest possible area with the most uniform and minimal depth of
floor structure. This requires a balance between grid aspect ratio, structural depth of primary
and secondary elements and the relative spans of each. For uniformity of floor depth the primary
beam will usually span the shorter distance of a rectangular grid. This distribution of loads along
the lines of the steel, concrete or wooden frame embeds the one-way frame with an optical
affect of lightness and hierarchy that remains consistent within any space it defines.
The reflection of sound by a slab or surface that is supported by a frame can be modified by
the characteristics of the frame. The degree to which the sound is modified corresponds to the
degree of openness and lightness of the frame, and to the direction and spectrum of the sound.
For example, a flat slab that would otherwise have an affect of specularity can, in conjunction
with a frame, have one of diffusion. A frame together with its overlaid surfaces can have an affect
of specularity, focusing or diffusion, depending on the degree of its openness and lightness,
and the contours of the surfaces. A one-way frame usually modifies the reflection of sound by the
supported slab or surface to a far greater extent if the sound is travelling orthogonally in relation
to the frame than if it is travelling parallel to it.

The one-way frame is flexible in several waysl
Span: Because the protogeometry of a one-way frame is not fixed to an exact dimension
but works with approximate depths to span ratios of 1:15-20, it allows for a range of spans from
column to column. Accordingly, the base unit can produce a variety of plan forms in single
structures by adopting different sizes of span.
Depth; The struclural strength of the beam increases as the depth of jts section )ncreases,
lncreasing the depth of the beam therefore increases the rigidity of the system and allows
for longer spans.
Flanges: When the frame is made of steel, the flanges of the beam as well as the depth of the
web can be adjusted in scale in response to the loading requirements.
Profile: One-way frames can tessellate to produce forms that are horizontal (mats or sheds)
or curved (domes). Because the base unit of the one-way frame can vary as it tessellates, it can
allow for both regular and irregular profiles.
Affect: The affective properties of a one-way frame can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition to
lightness and griddedness, a one-way frame can transmit other optical affects, including openness.
freedom, segmentation, bending, porosity, orthogonality, diagonality, enclosure, rippling. A one-way
frame can modify or dominate the acousiical affect of an overlaid surface by adding an affect of
directional diffusion.



BASE UNIT :

One-Way Frame .

secondary beams -

:^
_: " 15-20

*: : - ronnections for the columns



Openness, Lightness, Freedom, Horizontality, Specularityo
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Horizontal lOne-Way Frame 
:

secondary column -a

:rr*ary column -.,.

L. MIES VAN DER ROHE, PACE ASSOCIATES : CHICAGO, USA : 1950-56

One-way portal frame allows
the space to be uninterrupted
by any structure, transmitting
an affect of freedom

The construction of Crown Hall
uses the simple repetition of a
one-way frame portal. Since the
beams of the portal frame appear
externally, the interior space
transmits an affect of openness
and lightness.

ÍIrflmcmsn i¿ 
-

lllflÍnNilt'ilNs an
¡mrqic aiecl
r¡fi !uE{:ue-ty.

\ rrll¡on"

glazing

The simple repetition of the
one-way frame portal along
a single axis creates a form
that transmits an affect of
horizontality.

rri
tLrlrrrlrr: r-1 - r-f 1-f I r f . a a - ts i f

ts+rrts++:-r--r--ts-+-{-!--+t:É++

60 ft

224 +I

I n:m- l-Jall is formed by the tessellation of a one-way portal frame, utilizing three full bays and two smaller bays one-third of the width of the
'- :¿-rs. ln this case the base unit varies in scale only, but variations in section are also possible by changing the height of the portals,
qrt -* *culd change the profile of the resulting form. Crown Hall transmits an optical affect of orientation, lightness, freedom and horizontality.
rl-e ¡::-stic affect of specularity is removed from the ceiling by the sound-absorbent suspended ceiling. The specularity of the glazing and

-. - - :--absorbent surfaces remains.

60 ft
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Segmentation, Lightness, Bending, Horizontality, Specularity o



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / One-Way Frame

The tessellation of the one-way
frame base units creates a
non-extruded horizontal form
that is divided internally
rnto compartments defined
by the structural columns,
transmitting an affect of
segmentation and horizontality. 1

\
- s space defined by l

.' 
= ght-framed structure

--=-smits an acoustic affect
-' scecularity with some
: "-sion from the frame and
= =::ndary beams.

'. orthogonale
portal

,- longitudinal
,/ cross-beam

¡ column

L diagonal portal

- This form is constructed from
a single, one-way, steel-frame
base unit which is angular in iis
protogeometry, transmitting an
affect of lightness and bending.

\
t

perpendicular
cross-beam -\

/',:

The horizontal tessellation
of the two one-way-f rame
base units creates a
corrugated perimeter and
an affect of bending.

- -' ::ntal form is produced by the tessellation of a one-way portal frame resting on columns at mid-span, with the one-way orthogonal
. ,:'.,'ng, as it repeats, to become diagonal. The combination of orthogonal and diagonal portals changes both the external and the interior
-- =- orofiles of the space structure. This form of enclosure transmits an optical affect of segmentation, lightness, bending and horizontality,
.- =::ustical affect of specularity and some diffusion.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / One-Way Frame

roof aperture -,

columnperpeno tcu tar
cross-beam -..

longitudinal
cross-beam -

\
t\

- s space defined by -'-- 
= rght{ramed structure

"---smits an acoustic affect
-' -.cecularity with some
: "-sion from the frame and
-=:ondary beams.

\- This form is constructed using
six different one-way-frame
base units whose beams and
columns are arranged differently
so, when assembled, they leave
openings in between which act
as skylights.

The number and size of the
openings can vary and also
be staggered across the
bays of the frame. 

-...

Variations in the position of the '
column and beam in each base
unit create openings in the roof
surface which can become
skylights or courtyards, bringing
natural light or ventilation into
deep-plan shed forms.

oul)

! The introduction of
skylights within the i
orthogonal form
establishes a unique
horizontal reference
to the space below,
transmitting affects
of horizontality,
porosity and lightness.

nof

6x

-:'zontal form is produced by the tessellation of six,different one-way-frame base units,.intro.ducing a staggered arrangement of supporting--s which results in the displacement of the secondary beams and openings on the roóf surface. T"hs forñr"of enclosuó transmits an optical- -' porosity, orthogonality, lightness and horizontality,-and an acoustical añect of specularity una "or" diffusion.
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Bif urcation, Lightness, Diagonality, Specularity



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Horizontal lOne-Way Frame 
.

61

perpend icu lar --.
cross-beams \

The number and size of the '-r
openings can vary and \
also be staggered across
the bays of the frame.

\

t

)1..
. The tessellation of six varying base

units creates a continuous surface
with openings transmitting affects
of bifurcation and lightness.

This space defined
by the light{ramed
structure transmits
an acoustic affect
of specularity.

Skylights within the roof
surface introduce an oblique
orientation within the space
and transmit an affect of
diagonality.

The resulting roof surface
introduces a topography
that can serve for drainage.

2*\

,- Skylights transmit an affect of
,/ lightness to the space below.

I

6x

This horizontal form is produced by the tessellation of six different one-way-frame base units that vary in the height and.profile of the portals.
The tessellation of the six base unlts leaves gaps in the resulting roof surface that can introduce light in the interior, and a diagonal orientation
within the space. This form of enclosure transmits an optical affect of bifurcation, lightness, and diagonality, and an acoustical affect of specularity,
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Distortion, Lightness, Segmentation, Specularity',' Diffusiono



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Horizonlal / One-Way Frame :

This shed form is produced by -the horizontal tessellation of six
variations of a one-way-frame
base unit that together transmit
affecis of distortion, lightness
and segmentation.

perpendicular -,
cross-beams \

li'.-

! The changes in section allow
for a number of elevation
heights io be introduced.
These can respond to program
requirements such as the need
for more or less natural light.

- 
Varying disposition of columns and
beams of the frame system creates
an irregular plan perimeter that can
correspond to different contingencies
of the physical context around the form
or cater for different uses of the interior.

,- longitudinal' cross-beam

by changing the heights of the
columns. The changes in section
can accomnrodate variable
height and volumetric program
requirements. The resulting roof
surface introduces a topography
that can provide drainage.

I t..
A' t

)r-.
This space defined "
by the light{ramed
structure transmits
an acoustic affect of
specularity with some
directional diffusion
from the secondary
structu re.

l

g>h>i
e<f<g
e<d<c

This horizontal form is produced by ihe tessellation of a one-way-frame portal base unit, with a number of portals changing in section as irregular
changes are introduced to the overall height of the perimeter columns, varying the height of the interior space and the topography of the rooÍ. This
form of enclosure transmits an optical affect of distortion, lightness, and segmentation, and an acoustical affect of specularity with some diffusion.



The base unit of a two-way frame is composed of a lattice of beams resting on four or more
columns. Bending moments in a two-way frame are distributed in two directions, producing a rigid
structure. Two-way frames need to have an aspect ratio of 2:1 or less. The distribution of loads along
lines of steel or laminated timber embeds the two-way frame with an optical affect of lightness and
striation that remains consistent within all spaces it defines. The reflection of sound by a slab or
surface that is supported by a frame can be modified by the characteristics of the frame. The degree
to which the sound is modified corresponds to the degree of openness and lightness of the frame,
and to the direction and spectrum of the sound. For example, a flat slab that would otherwise have
an affect of specularity can, in conjunction with a frame, have one of diffusion. A frame together
with its overlaid surfaces can have an affect of specularity, focusing or diffusion, depending on the
degree of its openness and lightness, and the contours of the surfaces.

The two-way frame is flexible in several ways:
Span: As the protogeometry of the two-way frame is not fixed to an exact dimension but works
with approximate depths to span ratios of 1:25-30 in a grillage, the frame can be thinner overall
because it bridges from column to column. Accordingly, the base unit can use spans of different
sizes to produce a variety of non-extruded plan forms in single structures.
Depth: The depth of the beam's web varies according to the size of the span, with the structural
strength and stiffness of the beam increasing in proportion to the depth of its section.
Profile: Two-way frames can tessellate to produce horizontal forms (mats or sheds), or, when
combined with steel-decked thin concrete slabs, they can be stacked to produce vertical forms
(towers). As it tessellates, the base unit of a one-way frame can vary to allow for regular or irregular
perimeters and profiles.

Affect: The affective properties of a two-way frame can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, etc. As a result, in addition to
lightness and striation, a structure based on a two-way frame can transmit other optical affects,
including boundlessness, repetition, differentiation, enclosure, centeredness, weightiness, extrusion,
stacking, hinging, continuity. A two-way frame can modify or dominate the acoustical affect of the
overlaid surface by adding an affect of diffusion.



BASE UNIT :

Two-Way Frame 
i
:
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\

,/\ \
l_l ,/

- _ the greater of A or B
L-- 25-30
A: B so then distribution is even

lf A : 28 all loads go to A as loads follow shortest route

A: approx. (25-30) Z

Span (A,B) to Depth (Z) Ratio: 1 :25-30
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Openness, Coffering, Abstraction, Horizontality, Diffusion



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Two-Way Frame

: NEW NATIONAL GALLERY : L. MIES VAN DER ROHE

Since the load-bearing columns \
of the New National Gallery frame \
structure are placed on the
periphery of the form to liberate
the interior from divisions, its part
(base unit) and whole are one

¡ Openings can be introduced in
,/ the roof 's surface to increase' its porosity. These can respond

to programmatic requirements
such as natural light or
ventilation.

and the same thing.

The New National Gallery
frame structure transmits an
acoustic affect of diffusion.

50.6

The New National Gallery is formed by the simple repetition of a regularly spaced two-way frame. ln this case the base unit extends simply
across the space, but this iype of structure can be varied by changing the height of the columns or the depth of the beams, which would in turn
vary the profile of the resulting form. The New National Gallery transmits an optical affect of openness, abstraction, horizontality and coffering,
and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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Undulation, Coffering, Diffusion



TESSELLATTON/SYSTEM i 69

l:ti:3lli! Ir*":w?I f:1T3 i

ruled surface

load-bearing column

Two variations of a simple -t
two-way frame base unit, \
exposed to the interior,
results in a continuous roof
surface that transmits affects
of undulation and coffering.

:)"

variable elevation area

! Varying the height of the
two-way frame beams
produces undulation in
the perimeter elevation.

This space defined by
the framed structure
transmits an acoustic
affect of diffusion.

¡fhe ruled surface defined by

/ the beams of the two-way frame
/ introducesmultidirectionalityto

the space below, which would
otherwise be bidirectional on
account of the orthogonal grid
of the beams and load-bearing
columns.

3x

This horizontal form is produced by the horizontal tessellation of two two-way-frame base units that vary in their elevational profiles. Together
they create a continuous roof surfáce which transmits an optical affect of undulation and coffering, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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Variegation, Coffering, Diffusion



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Two-Way Frame

load-bearing column 1

'I
t\

The single surface created by -.
the horizontal tessellation of six
variations of the two-way-frame
base unit transmits affects
of variegation and coffering.

'... ,/x - \ua
./ \.u,u

vxq\ \\/
>( roof surface aperture

L The distribution of different
curvatures within the grid
of the surface results in a
varying section and different
column heights.

This space defined by l
the framed structure
transmits an acoustic
affect of diffusion
which dominates any
affect of focusing from
concave areas of
the overlaid surface.

2x
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3x

-- s horizonial form is produced by the horizontal tessellation of several base units composed of a regularly spaced grid of beams, the curvature
:' ,vh ich varies irregu lárly as the base u nit repeats, produ cing an increase or decrease in the cu rvature of the roof , and breaks between each of
-: curved parcelsóf wh'ich it is composed. These changes in height result in irregularly shaped apertures because of the differences in curvature

''¡-n one párcel to the next of the suriace. The undulating and discontinuous roof surface transmits an optical affect of variegation and coffering,

=-C an acoustical affect of diffusion.



' Continuity, Coffering, Diffusion



Horizontal I Two-Way Frame

curved beams -..
surface column with - 

\
variable radius \.

The radial.distribution of the r
beams results in surface \
continuity from the roof to the \
load-bearing columns, which
are large enough to act as
exterior rooms, transmitting
affects of coffering and
continuity

This space defined by
the framed structure
transmits an acoustic
affect of diffusion.

aperture radius a

\)

aperture radius b

aperlure radius c

- The flexibility which is possible
in the shaping of the beams
of a two-way frame allows the
introduction of courtyards of
differing scales. These can
be given distinct programmatic
uses and can also be used to
bring natural light and ventilation
into the space surrounding each

3x

This horizontal form is produced by the tessellation of a base unit composed of a grid of two-way beams arranged in a radial pattern and bent to
produce, simultaneously, the roof ánd iis supporting walls. The radial bent_frame.produces circular void spaces that vary rn scale as the base unil
iessellates along the horizontal extension, introducing different degrees of porosity to the plan. This two-way frame transmits an optical affect of
continuity and coffering, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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Extrusion, Verticality, Lightness, Tactility



Vertical / Two-Way Frame

, Se¡CnRV BUILDING , L-. f,¡lfS VAN DER ROHE AND P. JOHNSON; , NfW YORK CITY, USn , lss+-se 
': KAHN AND JACOBS

:

bronze I beam

steel structure columns

elevator cores
stone cladding

curtain wall I beams

floor-to-ceiling
glazing -m

I
Vertical mullions are \
made of bronze to \
trigger an affect of \
tactility.

<.{q{
8,5 \: l*

Vertical mullions are 
-attached to the vertical \r

members of the two-way \
frame to give the vertical \
lines on the elevations
more depth, triggering
ihe sensation of verticality.

7 The two-way-frame base
/ unit is simply repeated

,/ vertically, transmitting an
affect of extrusion and
verticality.

.- The frame is left open
,/ as the tower meets the

.u ground to give the form
a sensation of lightness.

- The exterior cladding on the
north and south sides of
this bay are in stone, which
also wraps around the corner
to cover the corner and first
window bay along the exterior
perimeter that faces the elevator
core on the east elevation.

44.25

The Seagram Headquarters building is formed by the vertical tessellation of a base unit composed of a singl_e floor made of steel columns and
beams tñat behave like a two-way frame, working in conjunction with the elevator core. The base unit of the Seagram tower simply repeats
vertically, but is also capable of being staggered or internally differentiated by the unequal distribution of the columns, which in turn varies the
degree óf transparency of the resulting vertical tube. The Seagram Headquarters building transmits an optical affect of extrusion, lightness,
tactility and verticality.
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, Cantilevering, Verticality, Stacking, Floating, Rotation, Differentlation
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Two-Way Frame

: 1 1 1 F I RSr sr R E Er 
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LrrA N A Rc H rr ECr u R E ;

,- The rotation of the
/ floors can optimize

,/ views available along
./ different herghts as

/ well as varying the solar
orientation of floor plates

.,-r which offer different
occupancy models.

: JERSEY CITY, USA

I
72 It

Typical plan: Upper stack

The rotation of floor
plates relative to
one another creates
a tower form that
transmits affects
of cantilevering,
stacking and rotation.

The base unit varies as

/ it tessellates, creating a ñ' form that begins with a
stack of squáre-shaped 

uu,,plans, followed by a
_ stack of rectangular-
' shaped plans, followed

- bV a stack of smaller
f.1 rectangular plans,

a thereby transmilting an' affect of differentiat¡on.
Different plan types
also offer a variety of \

\ 
occupancy models.

a\

\
)

-1 I'
\., 

') ---)'' ....-.''

,,\'
L The profile of the three

stacked sets of floor plates
transm¡ts simultaneously
affects of stacking and floating.
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265 ft

Typical plan: Middle stack

164 ft

Typical plan: Lower stack

--eproposal for.l 11 FirstStreetinNewYorkisformedbythevertical tessellationof abaseunitcomposedof asinglefloormadeupof steel:: !mns and beams that behave like a two-way_frame, working in conjunction with the elevator core. ihe base unit üaries in scale añd changes
- - :ntation as it tessellates, creating a vertical form that shifts orientation three times, transmitting affects of cantilevering, verticality, stackiig,' ::: ng, rotation and di{ferentiation.



Cantilevering, Verticallty, Unity, Stepping, lnversion



TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 7I

Vertical / Two-Way Frame 
:

, WOnIO TRADE CENTER PROPOSAL , OrrlCr FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTUnT , rueW YORK CITY, USn ' ZOOI :

! The base unit varies as
it tessellates, creating
a form that begins as
three separate towers
on the ground and joins
into a single form at the
top, transmitting affects
of verticality and unity.
Different plan types
can also offer a variety
of occupancy models.

"..- The profile of the three
uniting towers transmits
simultaneously affects of
stepping and inversion.

: The two-way-frame base
unit is tessellated vertically,
where it varies in width or
height to produce different
heights of floor and different
floor areas that create
cantilevered areas along
the height of the towers.

l
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55',1

110Í1

Typical plan: Upper third section

The WTC headquarters proposal is formed by the vertical tessellation of a base unit composed of a single floor made of steel coiumns and
beams that behave like a two-way frame working in conjunction with the elevator core. The base unit varies as it tessellates, creating a form
that begins with three separate towers on the ground and joins into a single form at the top, transmitting affects of cantilevering, verticality,
unity, stepping and inversion.

60 Ít 60 ft 00 ft

Typical plan: Lowest third section

55 fl



Coffering, Vaulting, Discontinuity, Orientedness, Diffusion



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Horizontal lTwo-Way Frame 
i

81

sERpENTTNE pAVrLroN i n. srzn, E. souro DE MouRA;c : 2005

The Serpentine Pavilion is the result - \
of the horizontal tessellation of a base \
unit made of a pair of arched portals \
with secondary beams crossing these
portals at an,angle optimum to each
pair of portals, transmitting a sensation
of vaulting.

Ihe space defined by
the Serpentine Pavilion
structure transm¡ts
an acoustic affect of
diffusion.

,- Different degrees of
/ curvature are applied

/ to the ribs, varying the
' section. This results

in multiple section heights

cnc milled wood beam

translucent polycarbonate
panel insert

a-b and widths y-y'

The discontinuity in the
alignment of the secondary
beams gives preference to
fabrication efficiency rather
than the visual continuity of
the alignment, transm¡tting
a sensation of discontinuity.

29,7

The Serpentine Pavilion is formed by the horizontal tessellation of interlocking rectangular beams, whic,h.together behave like a two-way frame.
The beams vary in profile as they ieésellate to introduce varying degrees of curvature to the form, modifying th.e volume and enclosing the interior as

a vaulted sp."é. ln this type of frame the density of the interlocking beams as well as their scale can be varied.to regulate the degree of porosity of
the overall ássemblage. ihe Serpentine Pavilion transmits an optical affect of coffering, discontinuity, orientedness and vaulting, and an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

The curved profile in both plan and
section of the portals, which vary
in span as well as in their spacing,
creates a form that is boih concave
in section and convex in plan form
resulting in affects of vaulting and
directionality.



Cavernousness, Coffering, Lightness, Diffusion



Horizontal I Two-Way Frame

Openings can be introduced in 1
the roof's surface to increase \
its porosity. Thes.e can respond \
to different requirements such \

arched beam \

as natural light or ventilation. concrete column -

grid of arched cross beams 
\

skylight -.

' The arched form of the two-way
frame allows for larger spans
and reduces the number of
load-bearing columns on the
perimeter as well as in the
interior space.

The simple repetition and /

rotation of the base unit
of a two-way frame, so
that the curvature of its
beams varies, creates a
large, shed-like form with
skylights, transmitt¡ng
affects of cavernousness,
coffering and lightness.

This two-way-f rame structure
transmits an acoustic affect
of diffusion which dominates
the affect of focus from the
concave overlaid surface.

- The uneven distribution of the
skylights results in varying
levels of natural light in the
interior, triggering an affect of
differentiation within a space
which is otherwise monotonous

3x

This horizontal form is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a regular grid of beams that varies in curvature as it span_s in two directions,
producing an increase or decreasé in the height of the enclosed volume. This curved roof surface transmits an optical affect of cavernousness,
iightness and coffering, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



AFFECT

Enclosure, Repetition, Centrifuging, Centrality, Lightness, Diffusiono



:85

This dome is assembled by
the simple repetition and mirroring
of the trapezoid-shaped base
unit of an arched two-way frame,
creating a domed space which
transmits affects of enclosure,
repetition and centrifuging. =1

The tessellaiion of -the curved diagonal
base units creates a
domed form that touches
the ground on points,
creating openings
along the perimeter
that transmit an affect
of lightness.

EGG-CRATE G EODESIC STRUCTU RE

This two-way-frame dome i
structure transmits an acoustic
affect of diffusion which
dominates the affect of focus from
the concave overlard surface.

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Curved / Two-Way Frame

R, BUCKMINSTER FULLER : NEW YORK CITY, USA . I ssz
:

lower grid edge

upper grid edge

dome surface grid

grid aperture

l rt
\ 1¡" continuation of the

grid frame allows for
structu ral continuity.

- openrng

'- The iessellation of the
trapezoidal base unit produces
a pattern that transmits
simultaneously a sensation
of centrality and centrifuging.

3.5x

The Egg-Crate Geodesic structu.re is formed by the curved tessellation of a base unit composed of curved beams to create a regular grid. Radial
tessellation of the base unit results in a form ihat approximates to a dome which is evenly.perforated because of the regular chaácteráf the enclosing
frame. The Dome transmits an optical affect of enclosure, repetition, centrifuging, centrálity and lightness, and an acou-stical affect of diffusion.





TESSELLATION/SYSTEM I 87

Curved / Two-Way Frame 
:

: ;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;; ;;il-;;;;, i ; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;; i ;il;;il, ;; I,;;; i
' sóHoor- or Rnb¡lrecruRE : : : :

The Minnesota Dome is
formed by the tessellation \
of an arched trapezoidal \
base unit that simply \
repeats through a series
of operations including
mirroring and rotation
to enclose a spherical
form that transmits
affects of enclosure
and centrifuging.

This two-way-frame -
dome transmits an
acoustic affect of
specularity and focus.

^

opening l

! The dome is lifted from the
ground, transmitt¡ng an
affect of extreme lightness.

- base support

- 
The tubular struts that

/ form the base unit
embed the dome with
an affect of lacing and
lightness.

The Minnesota Dome is formed by ihe curved tessellation of a base unit composed of a double grid of curved struts, tubular in section, which are

interconnected by a set of áiuéotíuf strings. A simple radial repetition of the base unit results in a form that approximates to a dome' bui a more

lorpru* tessellatlon 
"un 

o""ri ir the dep"th of the'base unit is'varied to create, for example, a frame of variable density or an irregular perimeter.

The Minnesota Dome trunirii" an opticál affect of enclosure, centrifuging, lacing and lightness, and an acoustical affect of specularity and focus.

diagonal strut

upper strut profile

lower strut profile --z



88:
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:

The base un¡t of a diagrid is composed of interconnected support beams that form a diagonal
grid. Diagrids work in plane and are resistant to axial forces when vertical. Horizontal diagrids usually
have some curvature to allow loads to be carried by axial compression as well as in torsion and
bending. The diagonal geometry, with angles of less than 45 degrees in the direction of predominant
loading, enhances the unit stiffness resistance to bending moments by increasing cross-bracing
resistance, which is far more efficent than an orthogonal grid. The distribution of loads along the
diagonal lattice embeds the diagrid base unit with an optical affect of lightness and crystallinity
that remains consistent within any space it defines. A frame together with its overlaid surfaces can
have an affect of specularity, focusing or diffusion, depending on the degree of its openness and
lightness, and the contours of the surfaces.

The protogeometry of a diagrid is flexible in several ways:
Scale: lt can subdrvide as a regular lattice, with the size of each diamond remaining the same,
or as an irregular lattice, with the size of each diamond varying. ln all cases, the depth of each
diagonal support beam varies in proportion to the scale of the diamond grid.
Angles: The angles of a diagrid can vary. They can be uniform, or they can change gradually
along the height or length of a structure in response to architectural and structural requirements.
Depth: The depth of the diagrid can be varied by altering the density of the diamond pattern.
For example, the pattern can be doubled or tripled to accommodate variations in the depth of
the structure.
Profile: Diagrids can tessellate to produce forms which are horizontal (domes and vaulted sheds),
vertical (towers), or curved (domes and vaulted sheds). Because the diagrid base unit can vary
as it tessellates, it can allow for both regular and irregular plan forms and profiles.

Affect: The affective properties of a diagrid can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates or
intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in
addition to lightness and crystallinity, a structure formed by a diagrid can transmit other optical
affects, including repetition, latticing, verticality, gradation, differentiation, conicality, diagonality,
amorphousness, twistedness. A diagrid can modify or dominate the acoustical affect of the
overlaid surface by adding an affect of diffusion.



:

BASE UNIT :

Diagrid 
i

A vertical diagrid system is illustrated. Horizontal diagrids tend to be curved to achieve resistance of loads in axial compression or tension.



90 : AFFECT

i Lattlcing, Vaulting, Variability, Lightness, Diffusiono

&



TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 9

Horizontal I Diagrid 
:

. KOCOO COURTYARD, SMITHSONIAN OSTCR + PARTNERS, SMITH ' WRSUIruCTON DC, USA : ZOO|_OZ i

REYNOLDS CENTER FOR AMERICAN : GROUP INC; BURO HAPPOLD;
ART AND PORTRAITURE

I

This diagrid structure transmits l
an acoustic affect of diffusion.
The sound absorption on the
sides of the beams reduces the
acoustic affects of slowness
and loudness.

SANDY BROWN ASSOCIATES

1,.

The varying curvature of
the roof differentiates an
otherwise homogeneous
space, and transmits an
affect of variability.

diagrid -.

flat glass panel glazing \,- The varying curvatures at the
,/ edge of the surface result

,/ in perimeter elevations with
variable heights.

- 
The roof over the Kogod courtyard

/ is formed by the tesstllation oi
two diagrid{rame base units
with different curvatures, which
introduce natural light and transmit
affects of latticing, vaulting and
Iightness to the space below.

I
20

I

I

localized thickening
of beams near columns

. The varying curvatures along
the surface of the diagrid
result in a variable section and
diff erent perimeter-hei ghts.

x
:. ./ \

80

The Kogod Courtyard of the Smithsonian American Art Museum is fo.rmed by the horizontal.tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create an

undulating horizoital roof for the existing rectangular courtyard. The base unit varies in scale and section, slightly scaling the_diamo¡ds to adjust

to the cha"nging curvature of the surfacdas it spáns the coúrtyard, producing a shallow and undulating arched section. The Kogod Courtyard
transmits añ oftical affect of latticing, vaulting, variability and lightness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



Amorphousness, Latticing, Lightness, Specularity
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TESSELLATToN/sYSTEM i si

Horizontal / Diagrid 
i

:::: MILAN TRADE FAIR CENTER : M. FUKSAS; SCHLAICH BERGERMANN, F. MARZULLO : tr¡ll-RU, ITRLY : 2OO3-05 
:

- diagrid

,- triangulated diagrid

¡The concourse enclosure is formed
' by the tessellation of a diagrid

structure that simultaneously
creates the roof as well as some of
the vertical supports, transmitting
an affect of amorphousness.

This diagrid structure -
transmits an acoustic
affect of specularity.

The regular diagrid projected onto
the surface results in identically
sized diamond-shaped subdivisions,
which can be further subdivided into
triangles where required by structural
constraints and surface curvature.

The regular diagrid surface can '/
be terminated at different edge
points of the grid, allowing the
perimeter profile to change in
both plan and elevation according
to programmatic requiremenis.

1 300

The Milan Fair Trade Center is formed by the tessellaiion of a diagrid base unit, creating a coniinuous surface that includes both the ceiling and the
enclosing walls. Diamond shapes are used in the parts of the surface where there is a single curvature, while triangles are used where there is a
double curvature. La Fiera concourse transmits an optical affect of amorphousness, latticing and lightness, and an acoustical affect of specularity.

-g
I *r{
'i' ,

t

I

Columns acting as .
additional vertical \
support are designed \
as'umbrella steei- \ ,- Diagrid surface
columns to transmit \ / transmits affects of
an affect of latticing \ / latticing and lightness.
and lightness. \ /



Latticing, Lightness, Specularrty ]' Slowness
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GREAT COURT, BRITISH MUSEUM 
: FOSTER + PARTNERS; BURO HAPPOLD: :

SANDY BROWN ASSOCIATES :

The projection of the radial diagrid
/ onto the surface results in diamond-

/ shaped subdivisions which vary in size
/ and are triangulated to accommodate

/ Gaussian curvature, transmitting an
affect of latticing and lightness.-

1 994-2000

,- diagrid

Different degrees of curvature r
are applied to the radial beams, \
varying the section. This allows \
the arched profile to span the

,- glass panels

different distances

),,
¡ Each tier of diamonds gradually
' changes in scale to allow for a

seamless connection between
the differing span-lengths and
the perimeter profiles.

1

I

)"
This diagrid structure transmits very little ,/
diffusion. The overwhelming acoustic affect of
specularity and slowness transmitted by the
overlaid surface and the walls dominates any
affect of focus from the concave surface.

perimeter wall support

The radial grid forming the
/ surface of the roof can

,/ be terminated at different
points to accommodate the
change in plan from circle
to rectangle.

,- A uniform helical curvature is

/ applied to the diagrid in plan,' allowing the helical beams to
intersect with the radial beams
at regularly spaced nodes.

The roof of the Great Court in the British Museum is produced by the tessellationof a diagrid base unit composed of triangulated cells to createa horizontal form that spans from a cylindrical volume in the centár io the edqes of tre exiJting -rrtyuro. The base unit in this case varies inscale and sectional profile as each oÍ the triangles adjusts to the changing c"urvature of the sürface Í¡" 
"n"lo.ri" "r,¡á"G 

i" 
"ect¡on 

as it spansirregular lengt.hs to bridge from the circular footprint át the centre to thé réctangular footprinl át tñá eages rr'e éieátóürñ liansmits an opticalaffect of latticing and lightness, and an acoustical affect of specularity and sloüness.
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i Repetition, Latticing, Verticality
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Vertical I Diagrid I

i vnsre n rHESts, TALL BUTLDTNG sTRUCTURAL TypE i M. coLDSMrrH, ADVrsoR: L. MrES vAN DER RoHE : 1953 i:::

,- edge columns

,- The simple repetition of a diagrid
/ base unit spanning the height of a

,/ two floors acts as the |oad-bearing
structure in conjunction with the
elevator cores and creates a vertical
structure that transmits affects of
repetition, latticing and verticality.

; f he regular diagrid surface retains
,/ the same width-to-height ratio

throughout.

¡t

,- The diagrid structure connects
' to floor slabs at the interseciion

nodes, creating two alternaiing
variations in the perimeter
condition.

14x

This first Tall Building Thesis is formed by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create a regular latticed tower. The base unit is a section
that includes the floor slabs, the elevator cores, and the building envelope, which in this case is a diamond grid, the height of two stories. When
tessellated vertically it encloses a 32-story tower. This Tall Building Thesis project transmits an optical affect of repetition, Iatticing and verticality.

I

4t
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TESSELLATION /

Vertical / Diagrid

MASTER THESIS, TALL BUILDING STRUCTURAL TYPE : M. GOLDSMITH, ADVISOR:1. MIES VAN DER ROHE i ISSS 
:

perimeter columns

- 
floor slabs

,,..-- diagrid

..-The scaled distribution
of standarized sectional
profiles produces an
irregular diagrid.

,,- The vertical tessellation of
three diagrid-tower base
units which differ in the scale
of application of the diagrid
creates a vertical structure
that is extruded in form yet
transmits affects of latticing
and gradation.

The diagrid's scale of subdivision
is varied to allow the diagrid
to respond to changes in local
loading stresses.

The diagrid structure connects to
the floor slabs at the intersection
nodes. On account of the differing
ratios of the surface subdivision,
the lower stories have more
structure at their perimeters than
do the upper stories. \

2"

L
Ftlil)u[i]EXIE I[l

X

Typical plan: lower section of tower

E.IEEEXtl{lfl['lN[,{

2x

Typical plan: middle section of tower

L,iL!l:]([,I[|IXilEENil

t
4x

Typical plan: upper section of tower

This second Tall Building Thesis is formed by the veriical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create a latticed tower which is irregularly subdivided.
The base unit is a section that includes the floor slabs, the elevator cores, and the exterior envelope in the form of a diamond grid, the scale of
which increases gradually as it ascends. The scale of the diamonds ranges from four stories in the lower section, at their smallest scale, all the way
io between sixteen and twenty stories in the upper section. This Tall Building Thesis project transmits an optical affect of gradation and latticing.

\-/\
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, Gradation, Differentiation, Latticing
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM . Tt

: : Y"_:t:::! 1?i::g:9 :l9 T?T: :

: CCTV - TV STATION : OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE, ARUP, SANDY BROWN : BE|J|NG,i Rtrlo HEADOUARTERS , RssoclRrEs (BRoADcAST), DHV BUTLDING AND tNDUSTRy (Acouslc) : cHfñn-

The complex form of CCTV defies any --..
attempt to represent it in a single image. \
Moving around it reveals a constantly \
varying form, the experience of which \
is closer to the moving pictures of
cinema than the static images usually
associated with buildings. The CCTV
form and its varied diagrid structure
transmit affecis of gradation and 125 z
d ifferentiation.

\ 120

6-degree -.
slant on
both axes

.Á MM

The CCTV form exploits the
/ redundancies of the diagrid

structure relative to a
non-extruded form to introduce
differentiation within the
enclosing envelope while
exploiting also its capacity
as a surface structure to wrap
around almost any shape.

r65

Typical plan: lower section of tower Typical plan: middle section of tower Typical plan: upper section of tower

The CCTV headquarters building is forme_d by the vertical tessellation of a base unit including a diagrid and a frame system to create a hybrid form.
The base unit is composed of a number of sections that include the floor slabs, the elevator cores, the interior structuie of reinforced concrete,
and the exterior envelope in the form of an irregular recessed diagrid. The scale of the diagrid ranges from diamonds which are two stories tall, to
diamonds that span fourteen to sixteen stories. The CCTV headquarters building transmits an optical affect of gradation, differentiation and latticing



Crystallinity, Latticing, Extrusion, lnfinity



TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 1O:

Vertical / Diagrid 
.

i lrnnsr HEADOUARTERS , rOSrEn + PARTNERS, ADAMSON ASSOCTATES; CANTOR i NrW YORK CtTy, USA i ZOOO-OO 
:, i sEtNUK GRoup;sANDy BRowN ASSoctATES ' - - 

:
:

B-sided plan 1
a: 931.5m2 \

\ o,"n'.,o

\ ooo. ",'0"

---_/ I \

62

The diagrid is terminated at
different edge points, allowing
the perimeter to accommodate
the change in plan profile from
octagon to rectangle.

L exterior glazing

\- The diagrid is scaled so ihat each
triangle fits to the height of each floor,
thereby enabling it to tili inwards or
outwards on alternate floors, creating
a vertical form with chiseled corners
which transmits affects of crystallinity,
latticing and extrusion.

L The regular diagrid surface
retains the same surface
subdivision and width-to-height
ratio throughout.

7 Each base unit spans across
/ four floors which vary between a

rectangular plan and- an octagonal
plan with chiseled corners. This set
of five plans is mirrored along the
vertical axis and simply repeated
to create a tower that transmits an
affect of infinity.

2'.t 36

The Hea.rst Tower i.s produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to creqte a regular vertical form. The base unit is a four-story
section including the floor slabs, the central elevator core, and the exterior envelope. Each diamond in the diagrid is made up of two triangies,
each representing.two base units and totalling eight stories in height. The scale of the diagrid remains regulañhroughout, providing two Ilan
lYPes and giving shape to the tower's profiles as the diamond grid meets the edges of thebuilding. The use of a diagonal siructuraigrid ih the
building envelope yields a thirty percent reduction in the overall structure, compared with the conventional use of co-rner columns. Héarst Tower
transmiis an optical affect of crystallinity, latticing and extrusion.

FEr Tl-l
H illl-- ,/
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' Gradation, Latticing, Crystallinity, Finiteness



Vertical / Diagrid

4x

This irregular form is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit. The base unit, a diamond composed of two triangles, is a section

that inclüdes the floor slabs, the tentral elevator core, and the extérior envelope, the scale of which gradually decreases as the building gets taller

if'" 
"""1" 

of the diagrid varies along the height of the towerand, as it gets taller, the building's profile gradually changes where the diamond grid

meets the edges ofihe building. Th-is diagrió frame assembly transmits an optical affect of gradation, latticing, and crystallinity.

- floor slabs

- diagrid

,- The diagrid's height-to-width
/ ratio is gradually varied in the

/ elevation, allowing the diagrid
structure to counter vertical
loading more efficiently at the
bottom and lateral loading at
the top.

,- The change in scale of the
/ diagrid along the height of

,t the tower creates a form that
transmits affects of gradation
as well as crystallinity and
latticing.

,- This diagrid tower is formed
/ by the vertical tessellation of

/ nine varying base units which
progressively contain fewer
stories as they repeat verticallY,
thereby transmitting an affect
of finiteness.

1'u'

')'u

1"
)rv

')"

Each base un¡t spans
across a set of floors that
vary in shape. The extreme
floors, in each case a
rectangle and an octagon,
converge with the diagrid
structure, which transmits
an affect of crystallinity. 

1

HIT]E
slr:nH

8-sided =.

4-sided -ffi$ffi
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Twisting, Latticing, Verticality



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Diagrid
t0

t'
4y

!

8-sided -
4-sided -

4-sided Y

'\)

- floor slabs

- This diagrid tower is formed
by the tessellation of a single
diagrid base unit (comprising
four floors) which mirrors onto
itsell and rotates as it repeats
vertical ly, transmitting affects
of verticality, latticing and
twisting.

- The twisted diagrid surface
retains the same surface
subdivision and width-to-height
ratio throughout.

A

t

3x
The rotation alters
the solar orientation
of each plan.

On account of the rotation
of the base unit, each floor
has a different amount of
structure and also, therefore,
a different perimeter.

r Since the core remains in
the same position, but the
floor plate rotates along the
height of the tower, each
floor is unique.

This irregular form is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit. The base unit, a diamond composed of triangles, is a section
four stories high ihat includes the floor slabs and the central elevator core as well as the exterior envelope, which, as the building gets taller,
gradually introduces a rotation between the floor planes and the ceiling planes. The scale of the diagrid remains regular throughout the height
of the tower, giving shape to its profiles as the diamond grid meets the edges of the building. This diagrid tower transmits an optical affect of
iwisting, latticing and verticality.

ilfffi
=L]qf--r:i\
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' Twisting, crystallinity, Gradation, Variegation..........;...



The plan transformation
creates changes in
plan orientation as one
progresses vertically
through the building. --¡

lOx \

\lffi-- -AH@

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical I Diagrid
: 10f

triangle plan

\

t3xl

,- All diagrid members are angled
to connect between the gradually
morphing square, trapezoidal
and triangular floors plans,
transmitting affects of crystallinity
and twisting.

,- The diagrid's height-to-width
/ ralio is varied in the elevation,

allowing the diagrid structure
to counter vertical loading
more efficiently at the bottom
and lateral loading at the top.

L floor slabs

-;-

/ ---
/ 

^ar, 
--/rW

6u".'1^ '/

As each floor cuts the irregular
diagrid at a different point, the
structure along its perimeter is
uniquely spaced and therefore
different from the perimeter
structures of the adjacent floors.

This irregular vertical form is produced by the tessellat¡on of a diagrid base unit. The base unit is composed of a number of sections that include
the floor slabs and the central elevator core as well as the exterior envelope. The floor plan of each base unit gradually changes, from a square at the
base of the building to a triangle at the top. Each of the base units decreases in height to include fewer floors as the building rises, with the scale
of the diagrid also decreasing. This also gradually changes the profile of the overall volume where the diamond grid meets the edges of the building.
This diagrid frame assembly transmits an optical affect of twisting, crystallinity, gradation and variegation.
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, Stellatedness, Crystallinity, Latticing, Variegation



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Diagrid

- The tessellation of
the base unit from a
four-sided plan form
to a sixteen-sided plan
form increases the
scale of corrugation of
each plan as it repeats
vertically, creating a
vertical tower form
that transmits affects
of stellatedness,
crystallinity, latticing
and variegation.

,- The diagrid's heighi-to-
,u width ratio is varied in

the elevation, allowing
the diagrid structure to
counter vertical loading
more efficiently at the
bottom and lateral
loading at the top.

2.5x

8-point star \

16-sided circle -

." i''
t.

floor slabs

diagrid

,I
t

B-sided ..

base:.1a

,,I

I

The inherent flexibility
of the diagrid allows for
plan variations across
the height of the tower. \ The diagrid is terminated

at different edge points
allowing the perimeter to
accommodate the plan
profile change from square
to B-point star.

This irregular vertical form is produced by the tessellation of a diagrid base unit. The base unit is composed of a number of sections that include the
floor slabs and the central elevator core as well as the exterior envelope. The floor plan of each base unit gradually changes, from a square-shape
at the base of the building to a sixteen-sided star-shape at the top. Each of the base units decreases in height, including fewer floors as the buiiding
rises and also dec¡easing the scale of the diagrrd. This also gradually changes the profile of the overall volume where the diamond grid meets the
edges of ihe building. This diagrid f rame assembly transmits an optical affect of stellatedness, crystallinity, latticing and variegation.

l

:

lox I



Conicality, Latticing, Variegation
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TESSELLATToN/SYSTEM i rr:

Vertical / Diagrid 
i
:

: LOTTE SUPER TOWER HOTEL , STIOVORE, OWINGS & MERRILL ' SeOUl, SOUTH KOREA : 2011 :

All diagrid members are angled
to connect between the gradually
morphing square and circular
floor plans, transmitting affects
of latticing and variegation.

¡
37

¡ f hediagrid's height-to-width I
' ratio is varied in the elevation,

allowing the diagrid structure
to counter vertical loading
more efficiently at the bottom
and lateral loading at the top.

oÁ ,/-rrJ\

roo,"r"ol 4M
diagrid r "v

,tI

o^

l,/t\ m {-ffi, \
i , J 

!- 
I\I ffiI\}l\./

il-v-::--.:_
55

Plan shape and scale variations
create unique envelope-to-core
distances and unique internal
occupation possibilities

70

The Lotie Super Tower Hotel is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create an irregular vertical form. The base unit is
composed of a number of sections that include the floor slabs and the central elevator core as well as the exterior envelope. The floor plan of each
base unit gradually changes, from a square plan at the base of the building to a sixteen-sided polygon at the top. Each of the base units decreases in
height, including fewer floors as the building rises and reducing the scale of the diagrid. This also gradually changes the profile of the overall volume
where the diamond grid meets the edges of the building. This diagrid frame assembly transmits an optical affect of conicality, latticing and variegation.
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i Crystallinrty, Latticing, Asymmetry, Slenderness, Broadness
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 111

Vertical / Diagrid 
i

: ELISABETH HOUSE : FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS : LONDON, UK i ZOOO :

I
I

The mirroring of the -,twelve-story-h igh
base unit creates a
tower which transmits
affects of crystallinity
and asymmetry.

Asymmetrical diagrid
allows for window
openings to be
introduced very close
to each other, avoiding
equal spacing of solid
to opening, which
would create glare in
the interior,

- 
The transformation of the
plan from trapezoid base
to parallelogram creates
sectional variation in
the perimeter as one
progresses vertically
through the building.

The tower changes profile
as one moves around it,
transmitting affects of
slenderness as well as
broadness.

The plan transformation creates
changes in plan orientation and
core-to-floor-plan ratio as one
progresses vertically through
the building.

Two out of the twelve typical
plans that repeat

l

The P&O Elisabeth Tower is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create a twisting vertical form. The base uni't comprises.
twelve floor slabs, ranging from a diamoñd to a hexagonal shape, wrapped by an asymmetrical diagrid along the perimeter and partially.structured
by the central elevator coie. This stack of twelve stories which make up the base unit tessellates vertically,-mirro-ring on plan as it tessellates,
tó produce a vertical profile that is non-extruded and appears differently from different orientations. The P&O Elisabeth Tower transmits an optical
affect of crystallinity, latticing, and asymmetry.

l

I
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Conicality, Latticing, Verticality



/ SYSTEM

Vertical / Diagrid

A

M- The differing amounts of
structure present causes
the perimeter condition
to vary across floors.

helical steel diagrid \

floor slabs \
radial support columns \

e3----''

¡- The tower is formed by the
/ tessellation of a base unit that

i becomes smaller in plan as it
/ repeats vertically, transmitting

affects of conicality, verticality
and latticing.

,- The inherent flexibility of the
/ diagrid allows it to cÉange

/ height-to-width ratro to
' accommodate the change

in the tower profile.

u- The plan transformation creates
,/ variations in the envelope-to-core

distance as one progresses
vertically through the building.

130

The Millennium Tower is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create a conical vertical form. The base unit is composed of
a number of seciions that include the floor slabs and the central elevator cores as well as the exterior envelope. As the building rises, the diameter
of the circular floor plan gradually decreases.Jhe dragrid pattern varies along the building height, being subdivided into triangles in the first three
quarters, and diamonds in the upper quarter. This diagrid frame assembly transmits an oplical affect of conicality, latticing aná verticality.
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TESSELLATToN/sYSTEM i t
:

Vertical / Diagrid 
i

:::: GLASS PAVILION : B. TAUT : COLOGNE, GERMANY i lsl¿ 
:

1.00
Diagrid assembled as a
structural ring tessellates
along curved directions
of growth, transmitting

,- helical diagrid

an affect conicality.

0.85

0.45

0.5 ,-[

L]5

\- All d¡agrid profiles are tilted to
connect the tiers of diamonds,
which are gradually reduced
in scale, transmitting an affect
of latticing.

' The diagrid's height-to-width
ratio is varied, allowing the
structure to expand and
contract in accordance with
the conical surface that
defines the pavilion dome.

' 
j"/

support columns

The helical diagrid is gradually
,/ scaled to facilitate the transition,/ from a circular base to a central

point at the top.

I0.5

--: Glass Pavilion is produced by the curved tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create a curved form. The base unit is a diagrid,
:re pattern of which gradually decreases in scale as it curves. The Glass Pavilion transmits an optical affect of conicality and latticing.

:----
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 1:

Vertical / Diagrid 
'...................j.....:: ::'.

: 30 ST MARY AXE : FOSTER + PARTNERS; ARUP; SANDY BROWN ASSOCIATES : LONDON, UK : 1997_2004 :

The scale and rotational
transformation of the base
unit creates a tapering
tower profile and diagonal
atriums that transmit
affects of conicality,
latticing and diagonality.

The Swiss Re tower
can be considered as a
variation of Bruno Taut's
Glass Pavilion of 1914.

diagonal atrium

helical diagrid

,- The diagrid height-to-width
' ratio is varied along the

height of the tower io
accommodate the tapering
of the form.

The gradual rotation -..
of the plan along the
height of the tower
creates a diagonal
atrium and triggers a
sensation of twisting.

The plan transformation creates
changes in the envelope-to-core
plan ratio as one progresses
vertically through the building.

L l

56

The Swiss Re tower is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create a vertical form. The base unit comprises a section
of two stories, including the floor slabs and the central elevator and stair core as well as the exterior envelope and conical ventilation atriums.
Two base units are staCked to create a diamond form in the exterior diagrid pattern. The floor depth is gradually adjusted to follow an overall
curved profile that reaches its maximum depth on the sixteenth story, and gradually reduces in depth as it reaches the highestpoint, to produce
is characteristic bullet shape. As the floors decrease in diameter, the width of the diagrid is adjusted accordingly. The Swiss Re tower transmits
an optical affect of conicality, latticing and diagonality.
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Vertical / Diagrid

u- helical diagrid

, floor slabs

area:O.725a 
-,

area: I a ¡
..¡": f -4"'

The scale and rotationai
transformation of the plan '.

creates sectional variations
along the perimeter as
one progresses vertically
through the building.

The diagrid structure -..
expands and coniracts '¡
to accommodate varying \
plan shapes as well as a
varying tower profile.

¡ All diagrid profiles are angled to
' connect the gradually scaled tiers

of diamonds that form the tower
profile, transmitting affects of
amorphousness and latticing.

The broadening -..of the tower
profile at the upper
levels increases
the potential. for
panoramrc vrews.

-r s vertical form is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to create a regular vertical form. The base unit is a section
:cmprising two stories, including the floor slabs and the central elevator and stair core as well as the exterior envelope and conical ventilation

=:',ums. Two base units are stacked to form a diamond in the exterior diagrid pattern. The floor depth of each story is gradually increased or
::creased to create the curved profile of the building. This diagrid frame assembly transmits an optical affect of amorphousness and Iatticing.



Amorphousness, Latticing
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Vertical / Diagrid 
i
:

i wnrgR onop rowrn , sANDERS wANG MACLEoD - swrMCAU , cueoncuA, sourH KoREA i zooe 
,

Tfhe diagrid structure varies
in scale to envelop the varying
plan forms, transmitting affects
of amorphousness and latticing.

- observation deck

tnner core

tu\

- 
fhe scale changes in the plan

/ create sectional variations
/ in the perimeter as one

progresses vertically through
the building.

6ffi
,/*/tl

helical diagrid r 24

67w
+

uuD ffiN
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,- The diagrid expands and
/ contracts to wrap around

/ the varying tower profiles

-

Typical plans

The Water Drop Observation Tower is produced by the vertical tessellation of a diagrid base unit to creaie a regular vertical form. The base unit
comprises a section of the tower that includes the floor slabs and the central elevator and stair core as well as the exterior envelope. The floor
depth is gradually adjusted to follow the curve of the profile, which has two wide points. As the depth of the tower increases or decreases, the
scale of the diagrid is adjusted to widen or narrow. The Water Drop Observation Tower transmits an optical affect of amorphousness and latticing.



The base unit of a grid-slab frame is composed of a thin reinforced-concrete slab integral
with a lattice of beams arranged in a waffle pattern. Vertical loads in grid slabs are distributed
in two directions, with the composite section of slab and beams acting together, to the columns
upon which the grid slab rests, to produce a rigid structure. The distribution of loads through the
steel-reinforced concrete produces a slab form, the structural strength of which is proportional
to the depth of its section, allowing a range of spans between the columns or load-bearing walls.
Grid slabs can achieve very large spans through a very thin section as their self-weight is lower
than that of solid slabs. Similarly to two-way frames, grid slabs need to have an aspect ratio of less
than 2:1. Grid slabs transmit an optical affect of griddedness and striation that remains consistent
within all spaces it defines. Grid-slab frames can vary according to the arrangement of the beams,
for example square grid, rectangular grid, polygonal grid, or diagrid. These patterns can be designed
to follow approximately the isostatic lines of the slab. lntermediate beams that follow isostatic lines
help to distribute forces more evenly; however, each of the beams still has to span the same distance
and must therefore remain at the same depth. lf more beams are added to the slab, the depth of the
top slab could be reduced.

The grid-slab frame is flexible in several ways:

Span: Ihe protogeomefry of the gríd slab ís not fíxed to an exact dímensíon but works wíth refatíve

depths to span ratios of 1:30, depending on continuity. This ratio allows for a range of spans
between columns or load-bearing walls.
Depth: The depth of the slab varies according to the width of the span, with the structural strength
of the slab proportional to its depth and the density of the isostatic pattern that is introduced on

the underside of the slab.
Profile: Grid-slabs can tessellate horizontally, vertically, or as a curved surface, to produce forms
that can be horizontal (mats), vertical (towers), or curved (vaulted sheds and domes).
Affect: The affective properties of a grid slab can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition
to griddedness and striation, a grid-slab structure can transmit other optical affects, including
boundlessness, waffling, hierarchy, porosity, lacing, vaulting, differentiation, segmention, continuity,
uniformity, aggregation. A grid-slab can modify or dominate the acoustical affect of the overlaid
surface by adding an affect of diffusion.



BASE UNIT

Grid-Slab Frame
12

,- In some cases it is necessary to
/ make ihe areas near the columns

/ solid in order to transmit the
concentration of vertical forces
from the slab to the columns
without the columns punching

. through the slab.

+ t.,

w: A
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^B
26-35
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lf W is reduced, then Z and C are reduced.
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, Waffling, Coffering, Openness, Triangulation, Diffusion"



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Grid-Slab Frame

: YALE ART GALLERY : L. KAHN : NEW HAVEN, USA

edge beams --.

reinforced-concrete coffering

reinforced-concrete column

--tr',',/ /f

The grid-slab spans freely -.
across the columns at \
the edges of the gallery \
floor, creating a space \
that transmits an affect \
of openness.

The simple repetition of a
concrete grid-slab f rame
creates a space that
transmits optical affects
of waffling, coffering and
triangulation.

t- 
This grid-slab structure
transmits an acoustic
affect of diffusion.

- 
f he triangulation of the ceiling

,/ results in the subdivision of its
surface. This subdivislon can
be used to host lighting and
ventilation systems in the slab.

4x

The Yale Art Gallery is formed by the horizontal tessellation of the base unit composed of a steel-reinforced concrete slab in the form of a
triangulated grid of concrete beams. Simple repetit¡on of the base unit forms a coffered ceiling that freely spans the perimeter walls and can
house lighting or other service equipment. Though simply repeated here, the triangular grid slab can tesseliate into a more complex grid that
can vary in scale and depth to produce an irregular ceiling height and an irregular perimeter. The Yale Art Gallery transmits an optical affect
of waffling, coffering, openness, and triangulation, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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i Rectilinearity, Coffering, Cellularity, Diffusiono



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Grid-Slab Frame

: TOBACCO FACTORY
::

P. L. NERVI : BOLOGNA, ITALY : 1952

column -,Simple repetition of the 1
grid-slab base unit creates \
a large horizontal structure \
subdivided by the column \
grid, transmitting affects of
rectilinearity and cellularity.

\.' T¡s laitice of beams in this grid-slab
frame base unit is aligned with the
column grid, embedding the base
unit with an affect of coffering.

\- This grid-slab framed
structure transmits
an acoustic affect of
d iff usion.

li,t l, ti ri it it ti,li i li ti
I i ,L li . f. 

'li 
li li_t a_ l. li lf-li'll li li-li lf li li-li li li li-

tr tr tr-

li r, rl ri li'li ri ri li' rl /l ri

,- The lattice of beams in the
/ ceiling results in subdivisions

which are used to host
steel reinforcement for the
concrete slab"

¡ Areas in-between the lattice of
/ beams can be perforated, avoiding

the steel reinforcement of the slab,
and embedding the space with
lightness and porosity.

,ff4'-f-:-+¡:-r-+.1ffi
l'i.-'i ll l.', a li li ll I i I li lr
[: :,+],[--1 -¡+ =r].lI

6x

The Tobacco Factory is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a base unit composed of a steel-reinforced concrete slab and a tapered orthogonal
grid of concrete beams resting on a grid of steel-reinforced concrete columns. Simple repetition of the base unit forms a coffered ceiling and an
lnterior which is compartmentalized by the grid of columns. However, ihe tessellation could be made more complex by varying the scale and depth
of the base unit as it repeats. The base unit can also repeat across an irregular grid, and produce an irregular perimeter. The Tobacco Factory
transmits an optical affect of rectilinearity, coffering and cellularity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



Roundness, Coffering, Cellularity, Diffusiono



Horizontal I Grid-Slab Frame

The lattice of beams in this -.
grid-slab frame radiates from \
the columns, creating large
rounded areas of ceiling which
are uninterrupted by beams,
and areas where the beams
are concentrated.

\- 1¡'¡" pattern of latticed beams
together with the supporting
columns transmits affects
of roundness, coffering and
cellularity to the space below.\- This grid-slab frame

structure iransmits
an acoustic affect
of diffusion.

The lattice of beams
in the ceiling results in
subdivisions that can
be used to host steel
reinforcement for the
concreie slab.

6x

This horizontal form is produced by the tessellation of a base unit composed of a steel-reinforced concrete slab with a deepened isostatic grid of

¡"ur". This produces'a coffered áeiling with two scales that differentiate between the area of ceiling which is central to each base unit, and the

area of ceiling at the edge of each basdunit. These two scales introduce micro-centers in spaces which are otherwise homogeneous on accounl
of the even distribution óf the columns. This assemblage transmiis an optical affect of roundness, coffering and cellularity, and an acoustical

affect of diffusion.
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, Cellularity, Coffering, Diffusiono



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Grid-Slab Frame

: GATTIWOOL FACTORY : P. L. NERVI : ROME,ITALY i lsss

slab _1
isostatic coffering

column 
- 

\
0.3 x 0.3

The lattice of beams in this ¡
grid-slab frame radiate evenly \
from the columns, distributing \
steel reinforcement evenly
below the concrete slab.

The curved isostatic grid of ..
beams in the ceiling results \
in its subdivision, transmitting \
affects of cellularity and \
coffering to the space below. )

\\- This grid-slab frame
structure transmits
an acoustic affect of
diff usion.

3O

The Gatti Wool Factory is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a base unit composed of a steel-reinforced concrete slab in the form of
a deepened isostatic grid. Though the isostatic lines radiate from the columns in an even pattern, they radiate and encircle each column in such
a way as to avoid the affect of infinity, emphasizing instead the cellularization of the space by the coiumns. The Gatti Wool Factory transmits
an optical affect of cellularity and coffering, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



Coffering,
136

Latticing, Diff usion"
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Horizontal I Grid-Slab Frame

The dense pattern of --¡
beams in the ceiling t\
transmits affects of \
latticing and coffering \

slab \
isostatic coffering ¡ \

column 
- 

\\

\- The lattice of beams in ihis
grid-slab frame radiates evenly
and densely from the columns,
distributing steel reinforcement
evenly below the concrete slab

to the space below.

\- This grid-slab frame structure
transmits an acoustic affect
of diffusion.

3x

6x

This horizontal form is produced by the tessellation of a base unit composed of a steel-reinforced concrete slab with a deepened isostatic grid of
beams, the density of which is greater than that of the Gatti Wool Factory (pp. 136-7). lt therefore produces a dense, lattice-like ceiling wiih the
illusion of less depth. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of latticing and coffering, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



AFFECT

Vaulting, Coffering, Openness, Pointing, Diffusiono



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Curved / Grid-Slab Frame

The steel-reinforced grid-slab,
which has a diamond-shaped grid,
is tessellated along curved lines of
growth, creating a vaulted space
that transmits affects of pointing,
openness and coffering. - 

a

reinforced-concrete slab

edge beam

reinforced concrete
diagrid coffering

\

steel-reinforced concrete pier

.'I \,

.- This grid-slab frame structure
transmits an acoustic affect of
diffusion which dominates the
affect of focus transmitted by
the overlaid concave surface.

Different degrees of
curvature are applied to
the ribs in the grid-slab,
varying the section. This
results in multiple section
heights.

\\\\\l.\\\\

A

\'

The free spanning of
the perimeter allows -\ ¡

lllm,'s¿¡á,.á¿ \ l) /
<./

i:":v'y"x'x; ,"^t^r;t.;it.;;ti{,'o.;.")tiñ \ x. 
-t. 

, *' o ; ;'ji ¡rhecurved and deepened
isostatic grid of the grid slab

' .'. ' . / resultsinihesubdivi-sionof

:' r ^ can be used to host different

!\¡" \
142

62

This Air Force hangar is formed by the curved tessellation of a base unit composed of a steel-reinforced concrete slab with a diamond-shaped
grid of beams beneath. The grid-slab repeats along curved lines of growth to produce a barrel-vaulted ceiling that rests on steel-reinforced
concrete piers and an edge beam at the perimeters. Though here the grid-slab repeats simply, it can also tessellate into more complex forms
oy adopting varying curvatures or by changing depth along its extension. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of vaulting, coffering,
and openness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 1

Curved I Grid-Slab Frame 
i

, entnZZ¿tTO DELLO SPORT : P L NERVI, n. VtrrllOZZl , ROME, ITALY , lSse-oo 
,

top compression rtng -.
reinforced-concrete \
lamella coffering -. 

\

,- Curved tessellation of
/ thissteel-reinforced

/ grid-slab creates a dome
./ thal transmits affects of

concentricity, coffering
and roundness.reinforced-concrete -

top slab

This grid-slab 1¡¿¡¿ '/
structure transmits an
acoustic affect of diffusion
which overwhelms
the affect of focusing
transmitied by the concave
surfaces.

\r
^

L masonry side walls

L ribbed support columns

L glazing \- 48 reinforced-concrete,
inclined columns

The curved and deepened
/ isostatic diagrid of the grid-

,/ slab results in the subdivision
of its surface.

100

-¡e Palazzetto dello Sport grid-slab frame is formed by the curved tessellation of a steel-reinforced concrete slab and a regular grid of beams
- :he lower part of the section, to produce a dome. The diamond grid arrayed radially from the center of the dome transmits an optical affect
:' :oncentricity, coffering and roundness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



The base unit of a double-layer-grid (space frame) is composed of two layers of triangular
grids made of steel struts connected by diagonal struts to form a deep but lightweight structural
unit. The struts in both the upper and the lower surfaces as well as in the diagonal dimension can be
made of fiber-reinforced plastics and other metals such as aluminum rather than steel, when weight
and spanning capacity do not need to be considered. The top and bottom horizontal members carry
tension and compression along their length, related to the bending moment in the space frame
overall, while the vertical (diagonal) members carry tension and compression alternately, in relation
to the shear in the space frame, producing a lightweight rigid structure. This type of structure
has the capacíty to span long distances and to produce, independently of any additional walls or
columns, complex forms by the tessellation of the triangular three-dimensional grid. The distribution
of loads along the struts embeds the space frame with an optical affective property of lightness
and continuity that remains consistent within any space it defines. A frame together with its overlaid
surfaces can have an affect of specularity, focusing or diffusion, depending on the degree of its
openness and lightness, and the contours of the surfaces.

The protogeometry of gridded space frames is flexible in several ways:
Scale: Although the base units in a single assemblage are often kept at the same scale for economy
of fabrication, other forms can use scales that are unique to each base unit, endowing them with
specific scales of granularity.

Depth: The depth of the space-frame base unit in a simple enclosure is often kept consistent
to maintain structural continuity and economy of fabrication, but the depth of the space frame
can be varied to achieve a wide range of spans.
Profile: Space frames can tessellate horizontally or along curved lines of growth to produce
structures that are horizontal (sheds) or curved (domes). The profile of the resulting structures can
range from a horizontal slab of interlocking square-plan pyramids to a more complex isotropic form
such as a barrel vault or a dome composed of interlocking tetrahedral pyramids in which all the
struts have the same length.
Affect: The affective properties of a gridded space-frame can be multiplied when the base unit
imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical
constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result,
in addition to lightness and continuity, a gridded space-frame can transmit other optical affects,
including repetition, openness, unstructuredness, aggregation, boundlessness, enclosure. The grids
can modify or dominate the acoustical affect of the overlaid slab by adding an affect of diffusion.



BASE UNIT i 1,

Double-Layer Grid :
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i Repetition,

K%
Openness, Lightness, Diffusion) Specularityo



Horizonfal / Double-Layer Grid

column 
- \

upper perpendicular grid strut

lower perpendicular grid strut 
\

tr

L Simple repetition of the base
unit of a double-grid space
frame distributes the structure
evenly across the space it spans,
transmitting affects of repetition,
openness and lightness.

The ability of the double-layer
grid to span long distances
frees the plan below from
stru ctu re.

This dou ble-layer- g rrd
structure adds an acoustic
affect of diffusion to the
specularity of the overlying
surface.

21x

-- 
= 

-¡'izontal form is produced by the tessellation of a base unit composed of a double grid of struts, tubular in section, which are interconnected
: : a:onal struts. The base unit simply repeais, bui its depth and scale can vary, altering the rigidity and porosity of the struciure. The struts can
.=:::distributedregularlyorirregularlyalongthedouble-layergridtoconnectthematrightanglesordiagonally.Thisassemblytransmitsan
- -: := affect of repet¡tion, openness and lightness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and specularity.



Cantilevering, Hovering, Openness, Lightness, Specularityo



)\

lower grid strut \

- This double-layer-grid
structure adds an acoustic
affect of diffusion to the
specularity of the overlying
su rface.

t.' The depth of the base unit
allows it to act as a load-
bearing supporting wall
as well as a cantilevered roof.

Horizont"al I
: OCTETTRUSS PROJECT

upper grid strut \

R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER 1 959

¡ The cantilevered form delim¡ts the

ñ
f

I

"]

I

space below wiihout enclosing it,
and transmits affects of hoveriñg,
openness and lightness.

.- The frame comprises a single
sectional base unit that forms
a strip of cantilevered ceiling
and its supporting wall as a
continuity, which subsequently
is simply repeaied to form the-
octet truss.

____l
,:...'

--= cctet truss is formed by the horizontal tessellat.ion of a base unit composed of a double grid of struts, tubular in section, to produce a
- "-:ilevered roof and the supporting walls in a continuous surface. The báse unit simply iepÉ;t";1;;g all its extensions, although its depth
-=-: 

scale can vary to produce a cantilevering form with irregular perimeters as well.as íary'ing d;A;;""" 
"r 

p".lñv ¡,-r*gl;riil-," structure.-: cctet truss transmits an optical affect of cantilevering, hbvering, openness and lightne'sslana%n á"orlti"riáít""iotipu"rrurity.
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' Vaulting, Enclosure, Lightness, Axiality, Diffusion) Specularityo



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Double-Layer Grid

Iower perpendicular grid strut \
diagonal strut

The contrnuity between roof -1
and wall creates a vaulted \
space that transmits affects \
of closure and lightness. \

This double-layer-grid J
structure adds an acoustic
affect of diffusion to the
specularity o{ the overlying
su rface.

- The continuity of the grid
between roof and wall allows
for structural continuity
across both and for changes
in section.

I
t.

The simple repeiition of the
/ base unit along a horizontal

/ axis embeds the form with an
t aff ect of axiality and enclosure

along one axis, and openness
along the other.

:erpend cular span : 1 6x 22x

upper perpendicular grid strut \

-ris horizontal form is produced by the tessellation of a base unit composed of a double grid of struts, tubular in section, which are interconnected
:-' diagonal struts. The base unit in this case simply repeats, but its depth and scale can vary to change the rigidity and porosity of the structure.--e struts can also be distributed regularly or irregularly along the double-layer grid to connect them at right angles or diagona[ly. This assembly
:-airsmits an optical affect of vaulting, enclosure, axiality and lightness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and specularity.
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Arching, Enclosure, Lightness, Diffusion) Specularity"



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Double-Layer Grid

upper grid strut 
\

lower grid strut \\

. soan
deoth :

JÓ

fli$j
í:,,]f:
!'\¿1-.

-t*r),r*¡.

i-.,:
¡',
I ,i,

v*'-i
'. The continuation of the

grid frame from ceiling to
wall allows for structural
continuity across both.

This double-layer-grid'-t
structure adds an acoustic
affect of diffusion to the
speculariiy of the overlying
surface.

L The transition of the frame from
the condition of roof to enclosing
wall creates a curved vaulted
space that transmits affects of
arching and lightness.

The simple repetition of the
base unit along the horizontal
axis embeds the form with
an affect of axiality as well as
enclosure along one axis.

l9x

lerpendicrlar

-.is horizontal form is produced by the tessellation of a base unit composed of a double grid of struts, tubular in section, which are interconnected
:; diagonal struts. The base unit in this case simply repeats, but its depth and scale can vary, altering the rigidity and porosity of the structure.
-re struts can also be distributed regularly or irregularly along the double-layer grid to connect them at right angles or diagonally. This assembly
:'ansmits an optical affect of arching, enclosure and lightness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and specularity.
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I Splining, Variation, Enclosure, Lightness, Dlffusion , Specularityo



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Double-Layer Grid

depth:1/2x -.

The gradual variation -.
in height and width \..
of the double-layer-grid \
base unit creates a \
curved, vaulted space
that varies in roof profile
and plan form, thereby
transmitting affects
of splining, variation,
enclosure and lightness.

upper grid strut \

diagonal strut \

This structure adds an
acoustic affect of diffusion
to the specularity of the
overlying surface.

\ 1¡" continuation of the
double-layer grid from
ceiling to wall allows
for structural continuity
across both,

Variations in the span
of the base unit create
a form with a gradually
curving plan perimeter. -

\- Y¿¡¡¿1¡6¡s in plan and
in the arched profile
of the base unit allow
for the generation of a
complex form.

The protogeometry .,
of this base unit
embeds space with
enclosure along
one direction and
openness along the
other.

'r,:Í{ailIt:tit:¡+"

This horizontal form is produced by the tessellation of a base unii composed of a double grid of struts, tubular in section, which are interconnected
by diagonal struts. The base unit repeats while changing in scale to adjust to the curvature in plan and section. However, the depth and scale of the
base unit can vary, altering the rigidity and porosity of the structure. Furthermore, the struts can be distributed regularly along a perpendicular grid,
or irregularly and diagonally, to introduce changes in the orientation of the structure. This assembly transmits an optical affect of splining, variation,
enclosure and lightness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and specularity.

tl
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Curved / Double-Layer Grid
'""""":"' :""""""' "':""""" ""."""""

: US PAVILION, 1967 EXPO : R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER, S.SADAO , H¡ONlneRL, CANADA i lsoz
:

h :60.7 \

upper steel-pipe strut pattern -1
molded acrylic panel ..

molded polycarbonate panel -.
upper strut pattern 1

lower strut pattern \

diagonal strut pattern \

\- Simple repetition of the base unit
along a curved axis of growth forms
a dome that transmits affects of
enclosure, repeiition and lightness.

\ The continuation of the double
grid frame as a dome allows for
structural continuity.

This double-layer grid J
structure adds an acoustrc
affect of diffusion to the
specularity of the overlying
surface.

,- Simple repetition of the base
/ unit creates a domed form

/ that transmits an affect of
u niversality.

76.2

-re US Pavilion is formed by the curved tessellation of a base unit of a double-layer grid composed of a pyramidal cell, repeated with no variations,
:c produce a regular curvature and enclose a spherical form. The pyramidal cells are regularly repeated to produce a spherical form. Since the
:ells are pyramidal, the external face of the sphere is triangulated, whereas the interior is hexagonal. Changes in the density and scale of the base
-rit can change the porosity and transparency of the form. The US Pavilion transmits an optical affect of universality, enclosure, repetition and
ohtness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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The base un¡t of a barrel vault is formed by extruding a single arch in a straight line. The load
in a barrel vault is distributed within its cross section. Ribbed arches forming bays are sometimes
introduced to further stabilize the vault along its span. For any arch-based structure that resists load
predominantly through axial compression, the barrel vault creates an outward needs to be resisted
by an abutment or counteracted by adding parallel adjoining barrel vaults or by adding side vaults
perpendicular to the main barrel vault to form a cross vault or by means of a tie at the spring points.
The distribution of loads through masonry or steel-reinforced concrete surfaces produces a barrel
vault form, the structural strength of which lies in its capacity to arch across a span onto load-bearing
points in the form of columns or walls, and to resist the outward thrust generated by this arch.
This embeds the barrel vault with an optical affect of ribbing and extrusion that remains consistent
within any space it defines, The concave surface of a vault focuses sound near its center of
curvature, but sound at a distance from the center can be diffused to an extent that depends upon
the spectrum of the sound. Therefore, a barrel vault that is expansive and low can have an acoustical
affect of focus, whereas one that is high and narrow can have an affect of diffusion. Ribs, facets
and reticulation can modify the acoustical affect of a vault by adding diffusion, which may become
dominant. Many vault subsystems
have a multiplicity of focal points. These can modify the acoustical affect of the vault by adding
diffusion, which may become dominant.

The protogeometry of barrel vaults is flexible in several ways:

Scale: The scale of the barrel vault base unit can change to accommodate changes in plan such
as an increase in the width of the bays.

Depth: The section of a barrel vault can vary according to the rise produced by the curvature of
the arch.

Profile: The protogeometry of the barrel vault allows it to tessellate horizontally and vary, as the
structural strength is proportional to the range of curvature of the initial arch determining
the depth of its surface in section. Barrel vaults can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved
lines of growth to produce structures that are horizontal (naves) or curved (naves in the shape of
a half-torus).

Affect: The affective properties of a barrel vault can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries in response to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition
to massiveness, solidity and orientedness, a barrel vault structure can transmit other optical affects,
including non-orientedness, vaulting, extrusion, ribbing. An expansive and low barrel vault can have

an acoustical affect of focusing, whereas one that is narrow or high can have an affect of diffusion.
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Barrel Vault

R<
Lateral thrust
is countered
by buttressing
the vault with
adjacent vaults,
or by adding a
tension cable
between the
springing points
of the arch.

(

-B
2-12

[A (span) :Z (rise) :4-12].

\

tr->
\>

For the case of a barrel vault on four supports, the sides of the vault are in tension (dotted area). lf the vault were masonry it would require supportto the area from below and a lateral thrúst (shown *'r" ;" 
I tá rái"t"r'"tát]itv. rf it were r"int*'""¿""oncrete or steer it wourd have inherent tensirecapacity in that zone and so no additionar measures 
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Verticality, Extrusion, Rotundity, Ribbing,



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Barrel Vault

LrsBoN cATHEDRAL i r-rseoN, poRTUGAL L ttqz

The nave of Lisbon cathedral is
formed through the tesseliation of a
barrel vault base unit. The base unit
varies to produce aisles, chapels and
ambulatories while simply repeating
along the length of the nave, resulting
in a space that transmits affects of
verticality, extrusion and rotundity. -.,

Transverse arch rings of cut stone
brace the banded stone shell of
the barrel vault making possible a
general reduction in the thickness of
the curved shell, and also allowing
the stonemason to conceive of each
bay as an isolated structural ¿¡¡1. '-/

It\..::
ití\ base unit a

\-1¡" center of curvature
of the vault is so high that,
together with the other
articulated surfaces,
it transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

The tessellation of
the base unit, which
comprises a barrel
vault and an arched
rib, creates an affect
of ribbing within the
cathedral interior. -r

:.*
base unit c

)
i,r'í.0

- 
h:8.3

The cathedral interior
is so large that it
transmits an acoustical
affect of slowness and
sometimes of echo.

l

:-.8 l

h:21.6 
-

,x'

base unit d

The ratio between the width
of the bay and its height can
be described as 1:3.

142.5

Lisbon cathedral is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a barrel vault base unit and ribs that reinforce the vaulted surface. Lisbon cathedral
transmits optical affects such as ribbing and extrusion, and an acoustical affect of diffusion, slowness and echo,
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R¡bblng, Stepping, Extrusion, Diffusion) Slownesso



The nave of the Khan Marjan market
is formed through the tessellation of
pointed barrel vaults and buttressed
perpendicular barrel vaults,
resulting in a space that transmits
an affect of ribbing and extrusion. 1

./--

\- The use of ribbing in Khan
Marjan provides a novel
solution to the structural
limitations of the barrel vault.
Apertures cannot be cut into
the brick vaulting without
compromising its structural
integrity, so at every other
bay the barrel vault is rotated
90 degrees and stepped,
in order to admit light at the
end of the barrel vault, where
there is no structural action.
This contributes to an affect
of stepping.

'.I

/')-'.,K'\\ \,1\'ul V 2).NV)
,T)\1.. 

2.3

base unit a

base unii b

.---\{lz\ \-Y\
).\\

\\) \/ /" \_/ 1.5

base unit c

24.5

L The interior space transmits
an acoustic affect of diffusion.
The main vaults transmit an
acoustic affect of focus but this
is overwhelmed by the affect
of diffusion transmitted by
the series of small vaults,'and
the specularity transmitted by
the walls. The interior, by virtúe
of its dimensions, transmits
an affect of slowness.

lliillttlltt
base units cbbcbcacbcbcbc

Khan Marjan market is formed by the horizontal tessellationof a pointed-arch barrel-vault base unit and a series of smaller barrel vaults at rightangles, which introduce light rnto the market space. Khan Marjan market iransmlts opitcafatie"i" áiiioui"g, 
"1;ñpi"g;;; áiiir"¡on, 

"na 
unacoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.



Orientedness, Asymmetry, Focusing) Specularity"
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Barrel Vault
:

: BELGO ZUID RESTAURANT : FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS; ADAMS KARA TAYLOR : LONDON, UK i I sss

Belgo restaurant is formed through =¡
the tessellation of a barrel vault, \
each vault increasing in height \
along the horizontal axis of growth,
creating a space that transmits
affects of ribbing and orientedness.

base unit a

--e barrel vault transmits l
=- acousiical affect of
'::rsing near the center
:':he space, while the
¡,: s transmit specularity.

. The surface of a barrel vault can be
subdivided into a series of barrel
vaults of different heights, with the
elevation thus exposed occupied
by clerestory windows, and
with the resultrng interior space
transmitting an affect of ribbing.

base unit d

base unit c

=.f.:q 
g=¡-'

The diagonal placement of
the vault in respect of the
existing load-bearing walls
contributes to an affect of
asymmetry.

t _-,
b 2ad

I

-= 3elgo restaurant building isformed by the horizontal tessellation of a barrel vault base unit, which is repeated to produce the restaurant space.
' -.-ges in the section height of gach o! these base units produce a series of elevational changes that allow clerestóry windows lo be introduced.:: :¡ restaurant transmits an optical affect of ribbing, asymmetry and orientedness, and an acóustical affect of focusing and specularity.

7
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The base unit of a cross vault is composed of two pointed vaults intersecting. Cross vaults
direct the primary forces along the principal axes of the arch surfaces, as they transfer the loads
into columns. Vertical loads in a cross vault are distributed both along the lines of the ribs and along
the infill surfaces, where the groins are often given a thicker section in the form of a rib in order
to articulate and stabilize the intersection. This distribution of loads, through layers of masonry as
well as reinforced concrete or a steel frame with infill panels of glass or timber, produces a thrust
that is concentrated along the groins, or the four diagonal edges formed by the lines of intersection
between the vaults, and embeds the cross vault with an optical affective property of verticality and
cruciformity that remains consistent within any space it defines. The concave surface of a vault
focuses sound near its center of curvature, but sound at a distance from the center can be diffused
to an extent that depends upon the spectrum of the sound. Ribs, facets and reticulation can modify
the acoustical affect of a vault by adding diffusion, which may become dominant. Many vault
subsystems have a multiplicity of focal points. These can modify the acoustical affect of the vault
by adding diffusion, which may become dominant.

The protogeometry of a cross vault allows it to be flexible in several ways:
Scale: The scale of the base unit of a cross vault can change to accommodate changes in plan
such as an increase in the width of the bays, or asymmetries introduced to accommodate curvature.
Depth: The depth of the cross vault base unit can change according to the curvature of the
intersecting arches.
Profile: The protogeometry of the cross vault allows flexibility with regard to the degree of
steepness of the pointed section and the degree of asymmetry in the perpendicular alignment of
the apexes as they form crossed or staggered configurations. Cross vaults can tessellate horizontally
along straight or curved lines of growth to produce both horizontal structures (naves and apses)
and vertical structures.
Affect: The affective properties of a cross vault can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition to
verticality and cruciformity, a barrel vault can transmit other optical affects, including structuredness.
horizontality, openness, axiality, closure, roundness, rectangularity, asymmetry. The acoustical affect
is diffusion.
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Cross Vault

Lateral thrust
is countered
by buttressing
the vault with
adjacent vaults,
or by adding a
tension cable
between the
springing points
of the arch.

1

o

2-12
v_ A

2-12

lnitially, the ribs in groin vaults were thought of as covering for any unsightly irregularities in the groins, and only secondarily as aids
to construction and poiential stiffeners in the event of any weakness arising in the vault, but by the later twelfth and thirteenth centuries they
had become indispensable. ln addition to greatly reducing the need for centering, ribs simplified the process of setting-out and consequently
increased freedom in planning by transferring the emphasis from the cross-sectional profiles of the intersecting vaults to the profiles of the
bounding arches and the ribs, while the webs were left to accommodate themselves to these latter profiles in any way that was convenient.
The structural significance of the rib has been much debated, partly because of evidence derived from ruins in which either the webs have fallen,
leaving the ribs standing, or the webs have remained while the ribs have fallen. This can be explained by the fact that the vault is a statically
indeterminate system in which the ribs and the web take loads in proportion to their stiffness. As the transfer of loads is highly dependent upon
the particularities of the construction process, it is impossible to determine by visual inspection alone the degree to which, or even whether,
the ribs are carrying a structural load.

<-1
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crystallinity, vaulting, stepping, Axiality, Diffusion



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Cross Vault

The sectional variation of the cross r
vaults as they repeat separates \
the two central bays from the
two lateral bays, thereby creating
skylights for the interior and
embedding the space with an
affect of stepping and axiality.

This space defined
by a horizontal,
cross vault structure
that transmits an
acoustic affect of
diffusion. ..\\

X\ \

"I

base unit c

base unit e

base unit g

7x

This horizontal form is produced by the horizontal tessellatron of a series of cross vault base units repeated and interconnected to form a series
of changing bays. The base unit repeats while gradually changing in width along one axis, increasing the width of the bays in plan as they grow.
This assembly transmits an optical affect of crystallinity, vaulting, stepping and áxiality, and an acouétical affect of diffusíon.

)

,- Geometrical variation of the
/ cross vaults as they repeat

/ creates an interior with an
/ irregular plan and transmits

/ an affect of crystallinity and
/ yaulting.

I



Rectangularity,



:

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Horizontal lCross Vault :
:

)H (FOUNDATIONS) :
:

ENNS, AUSTRIA ' lS¿S 
:

The tessellation of a cross --r
vault base unit creates \
a form, the surface of
which is subdivided into
differently sized curved
segments transmitting an
affect of crystallinity.

This space defined by a horizontal,
cross vault structure transmits
an acoustic affect of diffusion.
Because of its large dimensions,
the space transmits also an
acoustic affect of slowness. 

a

baseunis d c b a

55.8

,'/ z'z

l
Six variations of the cross
vault base unit create a
non-extruded horizontal form
wh¡ch is subdivided into a
number of bays of varying
widths, transmitting affects of
rectangularity and asymmetry.

base unit c

,^>-.fi.-ffi
,&ulY l

27 \ lL.. ,.;2.7\./ 1o
base unii d

base unit e

<€\
[A\'J

( 101r /

",\" lLl ," V ./s,
base unit f

\>{7
base unit a

6\-

base unit b

The nave of Wallseer Kapelle, is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a series of cross vault base units. Changes in their width in plan and in
the number of bays, ranging from one to four, vary the profile of the nave along its length. ln addition, changes tó the number of arches that form
the subdivision of the cross vault, ranging_from four to eight, gradually vary thó surfacé of the vault into différent degrees of corrugation. The náve
of Wallseer Kapelle transm¡ts an optical affect of rectangularity, asymmetiy and crystallinity, and an acoustical affeót of diffusion and slowness.
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Enclosure, Pointedness, Diffusion , Slowness
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REIMS CATHEDRAL : BEGUN BY J. D,ORBAIS

TESSELLATION/SYSTEM t 1i

Horizonlal lCross Vault :

, . . . . . . . . 
t. 

. . . . .

REIMS, FRANCE : 1210-1241 ;

The use of cross vaults allows
the surface between the ribs to
be hollowed out to admit natural
l¡ght; this is repeated where
there are differences between
the height of the bays.

The thin shell of ihe -vaulting webs and
the delicate ribs are
braced by infill and
membrane walls
at each haunching
(not shown).

h:'18 l

base unit a

base unit b

base unit c

This space defined by a
horizontal cross-vault structure
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion and also,
on account of its large
dimensions, of slowness. 

\

Construciion of the nave
uses the tessellation of three
variations of a cross vault
base unit to produce an axial
rectangular form, rounded at
one end and subdivided into
three bays of varying heights
and widths, transmitting
an affect of axiality, verticality
and pointedness,

50.3

base unit

136,8

The nave of Reims cathedral is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a series of cross vault base units along the length of the nave. Changes
in the height and width in plan, together with the orientation of the bays, from.linear.to curved, !n plan, in the side chapels, vary the profile of
the nave álong its length. Significánt changes in height between the nave and the side aisles allowforthe introduction of large openings along
ihe elevation.=fhe nav-e of Réims cathedral-transmits an optical affect of verticality, axiality, enclosure and pointedness, and an acoustical affecl
of diffusion and slowness.

\



Vertical ity, Axial ity, Enclosure, Pointedness, Diffusion ) Slo*n"s*o



TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 1

LlorizonLal lCross Vault :I lullLWalLd,.l I \-rl UDD vctult 
:

' ' ' ' 
. 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ':' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ':' ' ' '

: SEEZ CATHEDRAL : SEEZ, FRANCE . IZIO :

Tessellation of three variations
on the base unit of a cross vault
made of columns and steeply
pointed arches produces a
cruciform enclosure, taller in the
central bays, which transmits
affects of verticality, axiality,
enclosure and pointedness. \

,o\
\
5 5 \.,-

base unit a

(¿,

\ The use of cross
vaults allows the walls
between the ribs to be'"y 
hollowed out to admit

") naiural light;this is
repeated where there
are differences between
the height of the bays.

('
\\\r{

base unit b

s\
rsLThe cross vault base unit

changes to accommodate
different bay widths in plan,
differentiating the nave
from the transept and the
crossing between. \ - 

The horizontal cross-vault
,/ structure transmits an

i acoustical affect of diffusion
and also, on account
of its large dimensions,
of slowness.

uñ

,-\.

-L

:::Jnt c 2a b

t l_

12.182.2

-.re nave of Seez cathedral is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a series of cross-vault base units that are repeated along the length of the
-ave. Changes in the height and width in plan, together with the orientation of the bays, from linear to curved in plan, in the side chapels, vary
:-e profile oÍ the nave along its length. The multiplication of a number of ribs that follow the profile of the pointed arches increases the surface
:crrugation between the ribs. Changes in height between the nave and the side aisles allow for the introduction of large openings along the
: evatlon. The nave of Seez cathedral transmits an optical affect of verticality, axiality, enclosure and pointedness, and an acoustical affect of
: ff usion and slowness.
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TESSELLA;TION / SYSTEM :

Horizontal /Cross Vault :
:

' CHURCU OF OUR DEAR LADY : ARCHBISHOP T. VON WIED

- Tessellation of five
variations of the base
unit of a cross vault
forms a space that is
round in plan and taller
in the central bays,
transmitting affects
of roundness and
verticality.

T

base unit a

^
l¡

u fhe base unit composed
of columns and pointed
arches subdivides the
surface of the vault
irregularly, transmitting an
affect of crystall inity.

Clustering of the vaults helps '/
to alleviate the problems of
lateral thrust that commonly
occur in churches with a linear
form, eliminating the need for
extensive buttressing.

The use of cross vaults
allows the surface
between the ribs to be
hollowed out to admit
natural light; this is
repeated where there
are differences between
the height of the bays.

\ This space defined by
a horizontal cross-vault
structure transmits an
acoustical affect of diffusion
and also, on account
of its large dimensions,
of slowness.

,L
,\\

'-atu.,
,/*

t

L

/\\ - h:234

ñ>< \llt,\\\
frl W( Hl, I,.r\ ru ,/'v \,,/ 47

base unit b

base unit c

base unit e

base unit f

43.7

-'itte -,ave of the Church of Our Dear. Lady is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a series of cross-vault base units that are repeated along
trne e.-"gth of the nave: Changes in the arrang^ement of the base units in plan, from linear in the center to curved along thé áOg"d, u"ry the pófile¡r.lr€ -aYe to g.ive it a mostly rounded plan. C1-ranges in height between the nave and the side aisles allow for the iniroductio"n oi opénings aiong
f,me **'e.ation. The nave of the Church of Our Dear Lady tranlmits an optical affect of roundness, verticality, symmetry ánJ óiysiaf f inity, aña an "m,srcal affect of diffusion and slowness.

- h:32

/- h:23,,



The base unit of a complex rib vault, a variation of the cross vault, introduces a series of ribs
which further subdivide the cross vault surface. Ribs that originate from the vault spring line are
called Tiercerons while those that do not are called Lierne ribs (from the French 'lier', to bind).
The ribs can produce a wide range of geometric and reticulated patterns, the star shaped pattern
is most common and in this case the vault is commonly referred to as a stellar vault. Complex rib
vaults direct the primary forces along the lines of the ribs and along the infill surface. Complex rib
vaults are made primarily of stone or masonry but can also be made of reinforced concrete, in which
the degree of steel reinforcement would correspond to an increase in the overall number of ribs.
The distribution of loads along the lines and surfaces of stone, masonry or steel-reinforced concrete
embeds the complex rib vault with an optical affective property of verticality and stellatedness that
remains consistent within any space it defines. The concave surface of a vault focuses sound near
its center of curvature, but sound at a distance from the center can be diffused to an extent that
depends upon the spectrum of the sound. Ribs, facets and reticulation can modify the acoustical
affect of a complex rib vault by adding diffusion, which may become dominant. Many vault
subsystems have a multiplicity of focal points. These can modify the acoustical affect of the vault
by adding diffusion, which may become dominant.

Complex rib vaults are flexible in several ways:

Scale: The scale and span of a complex rib vault can be increased by introducing lierne and
tierceron ribs, which further subdivide its surface.
Depth: Lierne and tierceron ribs follow the surface of the vaults, creating square and radial patterns.
and this subdivision of the surface of the vault can increase its depth.
Profile: The protogeometry of complex rib vaults is flexible in the range of cross-bracing patterns
created by the lierne and tierceron ribs, and also in the amount of subdivision that they introduce
to the surface of the vault. ln addition, a complex rib vault allows the apex of the primary vault
to be placed higher than that of the secondary cross vaults, and also allows for an increase in the
subdivision of the surfaces of the cross vaults and therefore a larger number of ribs.
Affect: The optical affective property of a complex rib vault can be multiplied when the base unit
imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical
constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result,
in addition to verticality and stellatedness, a complex rib vault can transmit other optical affects,
including rectangularity, symmetry, diamonding, vaulting, horizontality, openness, cruciformity.
The acoustical affect is diffusion.



SYSTEM

Complex R¡b Vault

lierne rib r

tierceron rib 
-

¿;J+

\ D<

Lateral thrust
is countered
by buttressing
the vault with
adjacent vaults,
or by adding a
tension cable
between the
springing points
of the arch.

/\\ll .'

AB a- 2-12 -- 
'-1'

¡¡ri *c r r:,: ' bs of the groin vault gave way to increasingly complex patterns of liernes and tiercerons, the ribs were increasingly conceived
m ür¡ir i :i-r::..d rnesh, curved to counter the forces of gravity. This freed the Gothic vault from the rigidity of the bay system. The ribs became
, lii:dTrTr::::ce,breakingtheshell intomanageableandcomprehensiblecomponents,increasinggeometricflexibility,andallowingthevault
rÍ :li&úr -*-sJal plan shapes without creating twisted and structurally weak webbing. Gradually, the ribs began to assume the function of
,i rrad,* :'r:: :hat could collect the diff use pressures and thrusts of the vaults to carry them to the pier, Nodes, clusters or rib-fans gathered
fliilnll*r**::- s:at¡c forces of the shell to effect a smooth transition between vault and pier.

t'



R¡bbing, Horizontality, Bi-directionality, Lightness, Diffusion ) Slowness



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM i

Horizontal lComplex Rib Vault i
:

1{

The tierceron ribs in this
complex rib vault subdivide \
the interior surface into \
areas with ribbing and \
areas without ribbing, thus \
coniributing to an affect of \lightness.

L The tessellation of the base unit
of a complex rib vault, comprising
three aisles of vaults equal in
height, buttressing each other,
forms a horizontal, shed-like
structure in which the three
resulting aisles are equally
interconnected along and across
the aisles, transmitting affects of
horizontality and bi-directionality.

The regular distribution of the
base unit creates a rectangular
form with a repetitive perimeter
condition.

,- This space defined by

/ a horizontal complext rib vault structure
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion and
also, on account of
its large dimensions,
of slowness.

8x

*'nnrs -,orizontal form is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a complex rib vault base unit, repeated and interconnected to create three
,m.-:cal aisles. As the base unit repeats it introduces ribs on two sides of the four-sided surface of the cross vault in contrast to the other sides,
q¡,ru:¡ remain as plain surfaces. This assemblage transmits optical affects such as ribbing, horizontality and lightness, and an acoustical affect
r :'-usion and slowness.

f
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal lComplex R¡b Vault
18i

The tessellation of three
variations on the base unit \
of a complex rib vault adds \
articulation to the surface
of the vault, contributing to
affects of reticulation and
crystallinity.

'. - The tessellation of the base unit of
a complex rib vault comprising three
vaults, equal in height, which have
different numbers of ribs, forms a
horizontal, shed-like structure of which
the rows involve different degrees of
reticulation, contributing to an affect
of lateralness and crystallinity.

¡ This space defined by a horizontal
/ complex rib vault structure transmits

an acoustical affect of diffusion
and also, on account of its large
dimensions, of slowness.

,- 
l¡:3.5x

base unit a

base unit b

base unit c

The introduction of liernes
and tiercerons creates a web
of arched ribs, which allows
for a smooth |ransilion from
a three-bay to a two-bay
vaulting system.

lfilllllillllilrr :i:r'a',ii::I ; :¡..:r'--:,-::ar catiern. ln such cases the vault can be referred to as a stellar vault. Changes in the widths of the bays

lF"

¡- : á- ::: -s: cal affect of diffusion and slowness.
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Stellatedness, Lateralness, Verticality, Diffusion) Slownesso
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TESSELLATToN/sysrEM i ral

HorizonLal lComplex R¡b Vault :

"""""'i" """"'i"" """""""""'......i......
: ST. MARY ON THE SANDS CHURCH : MASTER PIESZKO , WnOCUW, POLAND ' ls3+-lszs i

The side aisles are constructed -.using a unique regional form \
known as Springgewélbe, or \

"jumping vaults", which mediates
between the double openings
of the side walls and the single
arched bay of the nave.

s9\The combination of ribs
and large columns, which'\.
are stepped to continue the \
'nodulation of the internal
surface by the ribs, creates
continuity between the ribs,
columns and infill areas,
and transmits an affect of
rveig htiness.

')?ou\

base unit a

. This space defined by a

/ horizontal complex rib vault
structure transmits an

./ acoustical affect of diffusion
/ and also, on account of its

i large dimensions, of slowness

/ D D I

rW
4.b \, .-á

t,
¡ The iessellation of/ four base units of

a complex rib vault
which vary in ribbing
but are equal in height
creates a horizontal,
shed-like form with
affects, simultaneously,
of stellatedness and
lateralness.

base unit c

base unit d

64.1

-':":::St.MaryoftheSandsisproducedbythehorizontal tessellationof acomplexribvaultbaseunit,repeatedandinterconnectedto
"*:-::¡naveandtwosidenaves.Thebaseunitrepeatslongitudinallyalongthethreeaisles,whilesubdividingthesurfaceof thevaultinto

"."-::::sbyintroducingnumeroustierceronribs.Thedegreeofsubdivisionofthevaults'surfacesvaries,withmorefacetsoccurringonthe
LL : : - :^ ese, one of the ribs of the vau It is replaced by a central ridge point that constitutes a f u ll cross vau lt, red uced in scale, resu lting in

.' :-¿:ed pattern. ln such cases the vault can be referred to as a stellar vault. The nave of St. Mary of the Sands transmits an optical áffect
::-:-:ss,stellatedness,andverticality,andanacoustical affectof diffusionandslowness.



Verticality, Symmetry, Crystallinity, Pointedness, Diffusion) Slowness



The number and pattern of the -r
ribs that converge on the pointed \
arch of this complex rib vault
base unit vary along the central
bay and the side bays and
embed the cathedral with affects
of axiality, crystallinity
and pointedness.

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Complex R¡b Vault

BRISTOL CATHEDRAL ' n.e. XruOWLE : BR|STOL, UK : is42 :

,\
6\

Tessellation of the 1
base unit forms three\
vaulis equal in height, \.
contributing to the \
affects of verticality
and symmetry.

t)

,-This space defined by a

/ horizontal complex rib vault
,/ structure transmits an acoustical

/ affect of di{fusion and also. on
/ account of its large dimensions,

'/ sf slowness. base unit b

(
n:,0.0 

-,\ I0.9

l

.)

',. '',.,-,/Á.0

base unit c

2c

50.4

-: ^ave of Bristol cathedral is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a complex rib vault base unit, repeated and interconnected to form a'-'-zced plan composed of the nave and two side naves, and th.e transepl. The base unit repeats aiong the nave and the aisles, while using
:'3e number of lierne and tierceron ribs to introduce varying degrees of subdivision on thé surface o'í the vaujt. There are moie facets on"thel.: and the transe.pt, where the liernes and tierceron,ribs form a star-shaped pattern. Because of this pattern, this type of vault is commonly

;-=--ed to as a stellar vault. The nave of Bristol cathedral transmits an optical affect of verticality, symmetry, crystalliñiiy and pointedness,-: :r acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.

x
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Complex R¡b Vault

i l-lttcol-NCATHEDRAL i elsHopsr.HUGH , l-ll.lcol-N,ut< , lsoo-ls¿s i

Distribution of tierceron ribs subdivides 1
the faces visible to axial views into ribbed \
surfaces which are staggered, while the \
lateral faces are free of ribs, embedding \
the interior with affects of ribbing,
staggering and asymmetry.

L The tierceron springing
from haunching to crown,
independently of the vauli
folding, designed in 1192
by Geoffery de Noyer,
makes its first appearance
here as a deliberate effort
to break the rigid bay
system of the cross vault.

\ The vaults have
differing heights
and spans,
contributing to an
affect of asymmetry

,.ffif.'^.'
s s \ lP'j\l^i:

,,ñ ffiüwh\ lunu xl
55 \ \JI

5.5 v \ 7.0

base unit b

| 2.5

.,'.Mmh
,x v.

" vo.s
base unit e

This space defined by
a horizontal complex rib
vault structure transmits
an acoustical affect
of diffusion and also,
on account of its large
dimensions, of slowness

L_
base units 29 5i ba

base unit f

base unit g1r,s -

-: .ave of Lincoln cathedral is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a complex rib vault base unit, repeated and in-terconnected to form a

:: -. e-cross-shaped plan. The nave and'aisles consiitute a triple bay, while the two transeptsare the width of a double and a sing.le bay. The_ base
,- : -epeats along the nave and the aisles, with varying degrees of subdivision on the vault surfaces. These variations cause the orientation of some
,. ,-. iidg" linesio be changed from perpendicular todiagonal, and the alignment of the center points of the ridge lines to be.staggered. The nave

:, - -colñcathedral transmits an optical affeci of ribbing, asymmetry, and staggering, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.

,rÑY )
base unit c
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)N / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Complex Rib Vault

i cr-oucrsrERCArHED*^' 
, ,ffi5sJ;r',8i,3, 

i c'o'c'srER,uK 
i ]3:?:?[T-',1']B[?r'3i'r]áxiiowER :

The nave is formed by the \
tessellation of four base \
units, with the surface of
the pointed cross vault \
further subdivided by lierne
and tierceron ribs following
a triangulated pattern,
transmitting an affect of
reticulation

t
tA

¡ This space defined
/ by u horizontal complex

/ rib vault structure
7 transmiis an acoustical

7i affect of diffusion and also,
,/ on account of its large

/ dimensions, of slowness.

- 
h: 16,6

base unit b

base unit c

base unit d

The use of extensive
ribbing allowed the cross
vault to intersect the main
vault at varying heights, as
in base units a, b, and c.

The vaults of different -heights and spans \.
contribute to the
affect of subdivision.

3'eaking the smooth
={canse of the curving shell
-:o smaller, manageable
::mponents of rib and
:anel helps to envision each
-^ t in isolation and thus
--t it away to the lightest
: :ssible configuration. -,,

d

'i

4a

6r.8

-= ^ave of Gloucester cathedral is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a complex rib vault base unit, repeated and interconnected to-: -- a T-shape. This assemblage consists of a triple bay composed of a nave with aisles, and a transept. The degree of subdivision of the vaults'
-:--aces varies, with considerably more facets occurring on the nave and the transept, where the lierne and tierceron ribs create a star-shaped
:::::rn, on account of which this type of vault is commonly referred to as a stellar vault. The nave of Gloucester cathedral transmits an optical
:-::i of verticality, subdivision and reticulation, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.

The triangulated pattern
introduced by the lierne and
tierceron ribs in plan follows
the pointed cross vault surfaces,
enhancing the affect of
verticality transmitted by
the pointed arch. -,
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The nave is formed by the tessellation -.
of four base units, with the surface \
of the vault subdivided by lierne and
tierceron ribs that are distributed in a
small-scale rhomboid pattern, which
contributes to an affect of reticulation.

TESSELLATI(

Horizonlal I Complex Rib Vault

t
¡l
t

H. PARLER, A. JORG, H. VON URACH : SCHWABISCH GMÜND, GERMANY : 1330-1552

The vaults of 
-uniform height \

contribute to \
the affect of \
horizontality.

This space defined
by a horizontal complex rib
vault structure transmits an
acoustical affect of diffusion
and some echo, and also,
on account of rts large
dimensions, of slowness. 

\

\-The rhomboid pattern creates
a new, flexible geometry that
easily navigates the transitions
between a variety of semicircular
and pointed arched-vault
surfaces. ln this case, dense
ribbing allowed the vaulting to
fold in from its regular curved
geometry to create certain
transitions, as can be seen
between the side and main aisles.

- The use of different numbers
/ of ribs in the repeiition of

/ the base unit along the nave
i divides it into two distinct

7/ areas and triggers an affect
' of variegated reticulation.

base unit a

,*
- h:16.7

Y
o.o \

base unit d

base unit b

base unit c

(

: t:: untts

4.9\'

¿
75,9

-e nave of the Cathedral of the Holy Cross is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a complex rib vauit base unit, repeated and interconnected.-- s assemblage consists of a triple-bayed nave, the width of which increases halfway towards the apse to include exira bays, composed of
- :e vaults spanning side buttresses. Repetition of the base unit results in vault surfates that are highly subdivided by lierná ánd tiérceron ribs,
=-C the number of facets in the wider part of the nave is considerably greater than elsewhere. Herefthé lierne and tieiceron ribs create
:'homboid shaped pattern. The nave of the Cathedral of the Holy Cross transmits an optical affect of horizontality and reticulation, and an
::oustical affect of diffusion and slowness.

." '>

./un
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Continuity, Asymmetry, Pointedness, Verticality, Diffusion'; Slowness



\<

base un¡t a

The simple mesh pattern of the
central aisle uses the diamond
shape to enhance the continuitv
between the individual bays;
in otherwords, the ribs nó longer
emphasize the divisions
between the repeating elements,
contributing to an affect of
continuity, pointedness and
verticality.

This space defined bv a
horizontal complex ri-b
vault structure transmits an
acoustical affect of diffusion
and also, on account
of its large dimensions,
of slowness. -

base unit c

The use of three different
complex rib vault base
units composed of different
numbers and patterns
of ribs contributes to the
affect of differentiation
and asymmetry.

l

l

.u]

I

I

L

I

5a

99.6

Thenaveof St Vituscathedral isformedbythe.horizontal tessellationof acomplexribvaultbaseunit,repeatedandinterconnected.
This assemblage comprises a nave and twá aisles.,Half*"tb;ü;;; iüirán."pt and the apse the width of the nave increases to includeextra bays composed of side vaults spanning side buttresées. Repetition óith"'b"." ,n¡t re;;-lt; ;; vault surfaces that are more or less regularlysubdivided by a series of tierceron and lierné ribs resulting in r.i;r-;h;;J pattern. Because of this;esult¡ng pattern, this type of vault iscommonly referred to as a stellar vault. The difference in háight o"t*áu'iih" nave and the side aisles increases the surface of the elevations,
lff:ifft"Í"1':t;t:[i'iffj,'i,"#i3i.l?,"*?;;";l?l"il::i;ihJ;"r;;;;;its an opticaráir""] áü"t¡.,itv, ..i"t"i.JJi á,y,,"t,-y,na
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Cellular and Complex Rib Vault
""":"""' ""'."""""""""'.""""""""."

: WELLS CATHEDRAL : W.J MASON

. ']-:e1 --

WELLS, UK : 1175-1490

Tessellation of the =1
complex rib vault \
base unit along the \
nave contributés to \
an affect of ribbing
and veriicality.

,r\n,

i -: =s-bracing patterns -:-: :'oducedby the \
::-:inationofthe \
- - -:lex rib vault with
-: - ar vaults, varying
-: rsgree and pattern

;- - s surface.

5ev
Y'12.0 \

.f.-

h:9.2 -

,.((
s.s\ -

r.o\'z

base unit a

base unit b

. The use of tall complex
rib vaults along the nave
and shorter cellular
vaults in the transepis
and apse embed the
nave with an affect of
reticulation as well as
cellularity.

L

[-- .
d r--- l b oarf--

l

x'- ..tÁ
base unit c

)

This space defined by a
horizontal, cellular and complex
rib vault structure transmits an
acoustical affect of diffusion
and also, on account of its large
dimensions, of slowness.

,11

base unii d

-= -ave of Wells cathedral is a hybrid assemblage formed by the horizontal tessellation of a base unit that combines cellular vaults with.complex
-:.a-.¡lts.Thecellularvaultsaresituatedalongthenave,andthecomplexribvaultsalongthesideaisles.Thecombinationof baseunitsiniroduces
: -=-ent degrees of subdivision of the vaults' éurfaces as well as a range of patterns, from a triangulated pattern on the complu rib vaults to \
: -: ::at is s!uare-based on the cellular vaults. The difference in height between the nave and the side aisles increases the surface of the elevation,
-:-::-cing a higher ratio of openings. The nave of Wells cathedral transmits an optical affect of cellularity, reticulation, verticality and ribbing,
.-: ¿^ acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.

nrl \

\
uta\
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The base unit of a fan vault is assembled from a set of curved ribs - all with the same curve
and spaced equidistantly in a radial pattern - that describe a curved shell surface, or conoid.
These are butted together tangentially to form a spandrel, a flat surface between them which
ensures their rigidity. Vertical loads in a fan vault are distributed along both its ribs and its surface,
following the contours of the conoids. Fan vaults can be made of stone or masonry. The distribution
of loads along the lines and surfaces of stone and masonry embeds the fan vault with an optical
affective property of ribbing and striatedness that remains consistent within any space it defines.
Whilst the fan vault has a concave radial section it also has convex horizontal sections with
varying radiuses. The resulting profile has a complex curvature that transmits much diffusion.

Fan vaults are flexible in several ways:
Scale: The number and density of the curved ribs can change the scale of the subdivision of the
vault's surface.
Depth: The surfaces spanning between the curved ribs can be formed to fit flush between them,
or they can be deepened to create a corrugated surface that increases the overall surface.
Profile: The protogeometry of the fan vault allows for flexibility in the range of curvature of the ribs
and in the tangential distribution of the conoids, increasing or decreasing accordingly the surface
of the spandrel' Fan vaults can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved lines of growth to
produce horizontal forms.
Affect: The distribution of loads along the lines of the ribs and the conoids' surfaces embeds fan
vaults with a curved and ribbed affective property that remains consistent within any shape they
define. The affective property of a fan vault can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates or
intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints of the
site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition to ribbing
and striatedness, the fan vault can transmit other optical affects, including hyper-curving, ribbing,
closure, vaulting. The acoustical affect is diffusion.



SYSTEM

Fan Vault

,- The flat spandrel between
/ the two double-curved

/ masonry shells introduces
bending into a structural
system that otherwise works
purely in compression.

tr-->t^\

Lateral thrust
is countered
by buttressing
the vault with
adjacent vaults,
or by adding
a tension cable
between the
springing point
of the arch.

)\ /Á

AorB
2-12

+

D?

¿;J+ + ./

'r adopting the fan vault, English masons turned away from two centuries of folding and ribbing to experiment once again with curved shell
surfaces. The intersection of reversed curvatures in the flaring conoids of the fan vaults ensured the rigidity of the shell surface.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM 
:

Horizontal I Fan Vault I

i rrucs ooLLEGE cHAPEL R. ELY : CAMBRIDGE, UK : 1441-1515

The nave is formed by the -.
horizonial tessellation of a \
single fan vault base unit
composed of four columns
and evenly radiating
ribs, transmitting affects
of ribbing, fanning and
repetition.

The spaces between
the columns of the fan
vault are pierced to
embed it with lightness.

..I

,- The repetition of the
/ base unit twelve times

/ produces a form with
/ aspect ratios that

/ embed it with an affect
/ of axiality,

r):l\.
t,,i

90.2

-= nave of King's College Chapel is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a fan vault base unit, repeated and interconne_cted, to form
: :all nave and two loweiside aisles. The base unit repeats regularly to subdivide the surface of the fan vault regularly. The difference in height
:::!veen the nave and the aisles increases the surface of the elevation, allowing openings to be introduced. The nave of King's Gollege
i-apel transmits an optical affect of axiality, fanning and repetition, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.

trI
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Cross, Fan and Cellular Vaults

: FRANCISCAN CHURCH
::

H. STETHEIN/ER : SALZBURG, AUSTRIA : 1498

The nave is formed by the \
tessellation of five base \
units that combine cross, \
fan and cellular vaults
with a range of curvatures,
allowing variations in
the spans of the vaults
and transmitting affects
of cellularity, fanning
and variegation.

- h :26,9

- I :97.4

- 
h :96.:

base unit d

base unit e

r.q

edcb

66.6

-. nave of the Franciscan Church is a hybrid formed by the horizontal tessellation of cross, fan and cellular vaults' base units. This assemblage is
::-nposed of a tall nave, the first half of which is formed by regular cross vaults, and the second by a hybrid of both fan and cellular vaults springing
--:rr a set of five columns to span from the edges of the nave to its center. The meeting of the ribs at the top of the vault creates a diamond-shaped
:-:tern that accommodates the introduction of the fifth column, which is not aligned with the other four, located along the side edges of the
-:, e. A change in height along the aisles increases the surface of the elevation, introducing openings along side perimeter walls. The nave of the
:-:¡ciscan Church transmits an optical affect of cellularity, fanning and variegation, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.



The base unit of a curved rib vault is composed of a cross vault with an additional set of curved
ribs, some of which are derived from the intersection of the surface of the vault with that of a
projected sphere. Vertical loads in curved rib vaults are distributed along the lines of the ribs and

along the contours of the infill surface. Curved rib vaults can be made of stone or masonry, but can

also be made of reinforced concrete, or a mixture of the two. The distribution of loads along the
lines and surfaces of stone, masonry or steel-reinforced concrete embeds the curved rib vault with
an optical affective property of hyper-curving and ribbing that remains consistent within any space
it defines. The concave surface of a vault focuses sound near its center of curvature, but sound at a

distance from the center can be diffused to an extent that depends upon the spectrum of the sound.

Variations in the radius and direction of curvature of the curved rib vault create a multiplicity of focal
points. Together with the ribs, facets and reticulation, these transmit diffusion as the dominant affect.

Curved rib vaults are flexible in several ways:

Scale: The protogeometry of curved rib vaults is flexible in the number of ribs and in the variations

of the patterns they form as well as the scale of the subdivisions in relation to the surface of the vault

Profile: The range of overall curvature can vary, whether in the ribs themselves or in the surfaces
between them, which can be shaped individually where the ribs are detached from the vault's
surface. ln addition, the curvilinear ribs form petal-like subdivisions that can gradually increase the

curvature of the vault surface.
Depth: The petal-like surface subdivisions can be inscribed flush with the ribs, or they can be

deepened to increase the overall area of the surface.
Affect: The affective property of a curved rib vault can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition
to hyper-curving and ribbing, a curved rib vault can transmit other optical affects, including ribbing.
closure, axiality, verticality, pointedness. The acoustical affect can be focusing or diffusion.



SYSTEM

Curved Rib Vault

Lateral thrust
is countered
by buttressing
the vault with
adjacent vaults,
or by adding
a tension cable
between the
springing points
of the arch.

D<

R

.+1

- AorB
2-'t2

Predating lamella shells, curved rib vaults respond to load-bearing forces similarly, where the load is shared between the ribs and the surface
of the vault. ln addition, the curvature of the ribs allows them to have an increased resistance to lateral forces. ln some cases, the radial and floral
catterns created by the ribs results from the intersection of an inscribed sphere and the surface of a cross vault.

+/
" .t/R
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Curved Rib Vault
:

' VlnOlSt-RVHALL , e.nflO , pnneUe, CZECHREPUBLIC , l¿SS-lsoO 
:

The curvilinear ribs form \
petal-like subdivisions \
to create doubly curved
surfaces.

L The curved ribs spanning
outwards from the
columns embed the interior
space with an affect of
curvilinearity and ribbing.

,- This curved-rib-vaulted
/ space transmits an

/ acoustical affect of
diffusion.

57.5

The Vladislav Hall is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a curved rib vault base unit, repeaied and interconnected. The base unit
introduces curved ribs which raóiate from the apex of a cross vault. The degree of subdivision of the vault surface is determined by the number
of curved ribs. Even though some of these curved ribs approximate to the load-bearing lines of a cross vault, thernajo,rity of the load bearing
forces are distributed aloñg the surface of the vault rather than along the seamsr as in the case of a cross vault. The Vladislav Hall iransmits an

optical affect of curvilinearity and ribbing, and an acousiical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM I i

leri:::t:l 1c:::9 1!? Y::ll i

This shed-like form is produced
by the tessellation of a single
curved rib vault base unit, ihe
surface of which is subdivided
by the curved ribs, transmitting
an affect of ribbing.

'' The curved ribs spanning
outward from the columns
embed the interior space with
an affect of curvilinearity.

,- This curved rib vaulted
/ space transmits an

/ acoustic affect of diffusion.

This.form is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a curved rib vault base unit, repeated and interconnected to form a series of bays.
The base unit subdivides the surface of the vault into facets by introducing.a number of curved ribs. These ribs are derived from circles arrayed
in plan, and projected onto the surface of the vault. The degree of subdivision of the vault surface is determined by the number of curved ribs
that are introduced. Some of these ribs approximat_e.to the load-bearing lines of a cross vault, while the majority oi them distribute the forces
along the contours of the vault surface rather than following the s-eams of the surface, as in the case of a ciosivault. This assemblage transmits
an optical affect of curvilinearity and ribbing, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

I
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Curved Rib Vault"."""""" .:...... .................
, rHr cnruEDRAL oF sr. BARBARA i p. pnnlrn , xur¡ln HoRA, czECH REpuBLtc ,. ',oro

The nave is formed by the
tessellation of three base units
that together form bays of varying
widths in which the surface of
the vault is subdivided by the
curved ribs at varying scales,
transmitting an affect of ribbing
and variegation. -.

,_\ri
/--'i l.-

The curved ribs 
-spanning outwards \

from the columns \
embed the interior
space with an affect
of curvilinearity.

,- The variation possible
./ in the pattern of ribs

allows the vaulted form
to adjusi to an irregular
penmeter.

/. This space defined
,/ by a curved rib and

lierne vaulted structure
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion and
also, on account of the
large dimensions of
the enclosed space,
of slowness.

base unit a

base unit c

Curved ribs can pick up
stress caused by lateral
forces, which Benedict
Reid intuited and gave
form to in this complex
interweaving of isostatic
forces through the
curved ribs.

base un t c

I

6a

L
63.2

The nave of St. Barbara is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a curved rib vault base unit of a curved rib vault, repeated and
Iterconnected to form its naves. The base unit subdivides the surface of the vault into facets by introducing .uru"J'r¡Oi,-tü numUe,, of whichcetermines the degree of subdjvision of the surface. Som.e.of these ribs approximate to the natúral load-beáring l¡n"s óiine-cróss vault, while the

Iajolly of them distrrbute the forces along the contour of the vault rather ihan following the seams olthe surfaóe, as ¡n ttre case of a cross vault.
The difference in height between the nave and the aisles increases the surface of the e"levation, rtto*ing openingé to be introáuced, The nave
of St Barbara transmits an optical affect of curvilinearity, ribbing and variegation, and an acoustical attéct of difiusion and slowness.

'\i "(



The base unit of a cellular vault is composed of vaults made of pointed arches, with the ribs
eliminated, which are formed by the infill surfaces of the vault and subdivided into prismatic
surfaces. Cellular vaults direct the primary forces along the surfaces of the prisms, which spring
from the side walls toward the apex, generating a crystalline trace which in plan remains a regular
diagonal grid. Cellular vaults can be made of bricks covered on the underside with a thick layer of
plaster to form a smooth surface. The possibility of building these in folded steel plates could be
explored. The distribution of loads through brick shells - or folded steel plates - allows for different
degrees of subdivision on the surface. This distribution of loads along the lines and surfaces of
a masonry shell, steel-reinforced concrete, or folded steel plates embeds cellular vaults with an
optical affective property of cellularity and pointedness that remains consistent within any space
they define. The concave surface of a vault focuses sound near its center of curvature, but sound
at a distance from the center can be diffused to an extent that depends upon the spectrum
of the sound. However, this focusing is overwhelmed by the diffusion created by the curvature
variations and prismatic surfaces.

Cellular vaults are flexible in several ways:
Scale: The protogeometry of cellular vaults is flexible in the number of surface subdivisions it
allows as well as the range of scales in subdivision.
Depth: The degree of surface corrugation corresponds to the degree of subdivision of the vault's
surface. The depth of the overall surface can be increased by increasing the subdivision of the
surface as well as the depth of each of the surface folds.
Profile: Changes in the curvature of each of the surfaces also increases or decreases the
crystalline character of the vault's surface. Cellular vaults can tessellate horizontally along straight
or curved lines of growth to produce horizontal or curved structures.
Affect: The affective property of a cellular vault can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. ln addition to cellularity
and pointedness, a cellular vault can transmit other optical affects, including verticality, asymmetry,
vaulting, horizontality, symmetry, cruciformity, centeredness, rectilinearity. The acoustical affect
is diffusion.
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SYSTEM :

Cellular Vault :

D<

R
Lateral thrust
is countered
by buttresslng
the vault with
adjacent vaults,
or by adding
a tension cable
between the
springing points
of the arch.

+
- AorB

2-12

-::nparisontocomplexribvaults,thesurfaceof thevaultinthecellularvault,whichhasbeensubdividedintoaseriesof discretemanageable
- --conents, invites the introduction of further vaulting within these segmenls. Most of the cellular vaults were made of brick. The riUtess,"cuiving:: swerestabilizedbythecombinedforcesof thrust,gravity^andthemechanical interlockingof bricks.Thefoldingproducedbythecellsadd '-: ^ecessary stiffness which the ribs would have provided. Generally, cellular vaults cover sñraller spans than do óómplex rib or cross vaults.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM '. ZI

Horizontal I Cellular Vault 
i

i ST. MARY'S CHURCH : H. BRUNSBERG, CHOIR : STARGARD SZCZECINSKI, POLAND , lzsz-lsSO 
:

- h:27.2

Cellular vaults are flexible
in the number of surface
subdivisions they introduce into
the vault, producing varying
degrees of folding, the seams
of which, when defined by ribs,
transmit an affect of ribbing
as well as cellularity. -¡

4.5

-f.'

';-

/- h: 18

,- The range of possible surface
/ subdivisions of a cellular vault
/ allows it to have a range of
,i spans, which in turn enables it

i ,o adjust to an irregular plan.

\- The nave is produced by the
tessellation of the base unit to
form three variations, which
subdivide and corrugate the
surface between pointed cross
vault arches into triangulated
faces, which transmit an affect
of pointedness.

¡-.This space defined by a horizontal,
/ stellar-vaulted structuretransmits
r/ an acoustical affect of diff usion

and also, on account of the large
dimensions of the enclosed space.

/ of slowness.

t.,./ 6

base unit b

ui---- ,,

./"'/
'.-/ s. I

base unit c

St. Mary's Church demonstrates
the transition from Iierne to cellular
vaults. The segments of the star-
shaped vault are further subdivided
into a series of tripartite, shallow,
concave vaulted surfaces. lt is quite
possible that early experiments
with vaulted surfaces for aesthetic
means lead to innovation in
structure later on with deeper
cellular vaults.

1

t,;

)

o

:::e un 1 c

l
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-: lave of St. Mary's Church is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a cellular vault base unit of a cellular vault, repeated and
-::'connected to form a series of bays. As the base unit repeats it subdivides ihe surface of the vault into facets. The degree of subdivision of
-= ;ault's surface is determined by the number of surface folds that are introduced. The seams forming the surface folds are star-shaped in plan,
.-: ihey approximate to the force lines of a complex rib vault with lierne ribs. The difference in height between the nave and the aisles increases
-= surface of the elevation, allowing openings to be introduced. The nave of St. l,4ary's Church transmits an optical affect of ribbing, cellularity

. - : cointedness, and an acoustical affect of diff usion and slowness.

t

- h:27.2
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This form is produced by \
the tessellation of the base '..
unit of a cellular vault that \
subdivides two of its faces
into smaller triangulated
faces, embedding the space
with affects of diamonding,
cellularity and variegation.

IESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Cellular Vault

. Cellular vaults are flexible in
the number of subdivisions that
can be introduced into iheir
surface as well as the range
of scales of these subdivisions,
producing varying degrees of
folding which transmit an affect
of diamonding.L Cellular vaults transmit

an acoustical affect
of diffusion.

I

6x

--"is form is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a cellular vault base unit, repe_ated and interconnected to create a series of bays. The base
-rit repeats.regularly.to.subdivide the surface of the vault into facets. The degree of subdivision is determined by the number of facás, which
'-:e evenly_distributed. The seams forming the surface folds are distributed in such a way that they approximate tó the force lines of a cioss vauli.-^is vault frame assemblage transmits an optical affect of diamonding, cellularity and variegation, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Cellular Vault

r h:2.3x

22

This form is produced bv the
tessellation of the base unit of \
a cellular vault that subdivides \
its four faces into two different \
scales of smaller triangulated
iaces, embedding the space
with affects of diámonding and
cellularity.

base unit a

Cellular vaults J
transmit an
acoustical affect
of diffusion.

5x

base un 1

L Cellular vaults are flexible in
the number of subdivisions that
can be introduced into their
sudace as well as the range
of scales of these subdivisions,
producing varying degrees of
tolding which transmit an affect
of diamonding.
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-^':^t:|.l 1s 
gilfugea by the horizontal tessellation of a cellular vault base unit, repeated and interconnected to create a series of bays. As the-ase unrt repeats to subdivide the surface of the vault,.it introduces irregulariti'es,'w¡icrt ai" cirsleiái'arornd the supporting columns, where the

;:!t|""fffL,::li:,::lt|i:i,,X:,""I"'"".es. rhis u"uited assemblase-ñansmits 
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal / Cellular Vault

This form produced by the -
tessellation of the base
unit of a cellular vault has
two variations in the scale
of its triangulated faces,
embedding ihe space with
affects of variegation and
cellularity.

- Cellular vaults are flexible in
the number of subdivisions that
can be introduced into their
surface as well as the range
of scales of these subdivisions,
producing varying degrees of
folding which transmit an affect
of diamonding.

' Cellular vaults transmil
an acoustical affect of
diffusion.

,-- The variation of the cellular
i vault base unit embeds the

/ rectilinear plan with varying
/ degrees of diamonding.

L

base units a_l
8x

-his form rs produced by the horizontal tessellation of a.cellular vault base, repealed and interconnected to create a series of bays. The base unrt-epeats irregularly to subdivide the surface of the vault into facets. The degree of subdivision is determined by the numbei óf 
"ritu"" 

folds, whichr this case are distributed irregularly along the bays to form an.undulating surface. The seams forming the surface fojds are distributed in such a
'vay that they approximate to the force lines of a cross vault. This vault frame assemblage transmits arioptical affect of diamonding, cettutariiy 

"nO,ariegation, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



Diffusion
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Horizontal / Cellular Vault 
:""""""': ".........:..

: CHUnCUOFTHEASSUMPTION . Z.VONSTEMBTRT' arC¡YNE,CZECHREeUBL¡C i l¿so':::
The nave and courtyard of the -monastery are produced by the
tessellation of four cellular vault
base units that subdivide and
corrugate the surface of the
vault to form triangulated
faces that transmit an affect
of vaulting and cellularity.

- Cellular vaults are flexrble in
the number of subdivisions that
can be introduced into their
surface as well as the range
of scales of these subdivisions,
producing varying degrees of
folding which transmit an affect
of diamonding.

base unit a

base unit d

Cellular vaults were built by
first laying out the primary
structural ribs, made of brick,
with a wooden framework,
and the other cells were then
built, freehand, with reference
to these primary ribs.

This space defined by a
/ horizontal,stellar-vaulted/ structure transmits an

acoustical affect of diffusion.

l]
base un t d 4a d

-he nave the Church of the Assumption.is produced_by the horizontal tessellation of a cellular vault base unit, repeated and rnterconnected
.?l"jT_1^"^"tl:l oJl"I9.'o" the base unit re_peats, it foims folds on the surface of the vault and introduces subdivisions at differing scales.

he degree of subdivision of the vault's surface is determined by the number ol surface folds, which increase as the distance frori the supporting:olumns increases. The seams of the surface folds form a star-éhaped plan, and approximate to the force lines of a fan vault. The nave of thelhurch of the Assumption transmits an optical affect of diamonding, cellulariiy and'vaulting, ana an atoustical affect of diffusion.
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The naves of the monastery 1
are produced by the
tessellation of tñree cellular
vault base units that subdivide
and corrugate the surface
of the vault into trianqulated
faces that transmit añ affect
of vaulting and cellularity.

t_

,- Variation of the cellular' vault as it repeats
across the monastery
embeds it with varyirig
degrees of diamonding.

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

base unit a

base unit b

base unit c

\- Cellular vaults
transmit an
acoustical affecl
of diffusion.

- Variation of ihe
cellular vaults
across the three
spaces of the
monastery embed
each with a
different degree
of tessellatedness.

_l
3b

The naves of collin Luiher House are produced by the horizontal tessellat¡on of a cellular vaurt base unit, repeated and interconnected irregularlyto form a series of transversal and longitudinal bays. Á. th"-ó;;; ;;i;;;;i" it forms fotd;;; t;; s,]rface of the vautt and introduces facetsat different scales' The degree of subáivision is dátermined by tÁ;;;.-ü";f surface folds, *Á¡l'ñin"*u"es or decreases in certain bays.The seams of the surface fólds form a star-shaped pattern 
"ná "ppro*iru1e 

to the torce t,n"s óiá ian"uartt. The naves of collin Luther Housetransmit an optical affect of diamonding, cellularity'and stellateJ'nEss, unJán acoustical affect of diffusion.
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IESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Cellular Vault

This form is produced by the
tessellation of four diffeient \
cellular vault base units that \
subdivide and corrugate
the surface of the vault into
trian gulated faces transm itting
an affect of diamonding and -
stellatedness.

base unit a

base unit b

base unit c

-.r--T
¡ Cellular vaults

transmit an
acoustical affect
of diffusion.

,-Variation of the cellular
vaults across the three
spaces of this horizontal,
shed-like form embeds
it with different degrees
of stellatedness and
cellularity.

L -lbase units c d

- 

u--- 

- 
]

6x

This form is produced bv the horizontal tessellation of a cellular vault base unit, repeated and interconnected to create a series of irregular bays.The base unit repeats to subdivide the surface of the vault into facets. The áegree of subdivision oi ihe vault,s surface is determined by thenumber of surface folds' which span from the supporting columns and are irre"gularly aistii¡rt"J.Ín" 
"""r" of the surface folds approximateto the force lines of a fan vault. This vault frame assembláge transmits an opticál 

"irá"i 
oi ¿iur* jini, cettutarity and stellatedness, and anacoustical affect of diffusion.

t,















The base unit of a surface dome consists of an arch rotated around its vertical axis to form

a smooth surface. Vertical loads are carried by a combination of arching (in-plane forces) and

bending moments within the shell. Surface domes are circular in plan, and additional arches and
pendentives are required to integrate them with a square or polygonal plan. Surface domes can be

made of masonry or reinforced, thin-shell concrete. The distribution of loads along the lines and

surfaces embeds domes with an optical affective property of enclosure and non-orientedness that
remains consistent within any space they define. Near its center of curvature, the concave surface
of a basic dome focuses sound. At a distance from the center, sound can be diffused. The extent to
which sound is diffused depends upon its spectrum. A dome that is large and low has an acoustical
affect of focusing, whereas a dome that is small or high has one of diffusion. The acoustical affect
of focusing of a dome is much stronger than that of a vault but, like the vault, the affect can be
modified by ribbing, pleating and scalloping.This adds diffusion, which may become the dominant
affect. Other dome subsystems can have a multiplicity of focal points. These add diffusion, which
may become the dominant affect.

Surface domes are flexible in several ways:

Scale: The protogeometry of the surface dome can be flexible in the range of curvature of its section
and in the variety of plan forms that can be generated by its aggregation with smaller half-domes,

side arches, or pendentives.
Depth: The range of curvature of the dome's section can vary its overall depth, ranging from

shallow to steep.

Profile: Surface domes can tessellate concentrically and horizontally along straight or curved
lines of growth to produce horizontal or curved structures.
Affect: The optical affective property of a surface dome can be multiplied when the base unit

imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical

constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result,

in addition to enclosure and non-orientedness, a surface dome can transmit other optical affects,
including axiality, cruciformity, scalloping, faceting, multi-scaling. The acoustical affect is focusing,
although at a distance from the center it can become diffusion.



:

BASE UNIT : 239

Sudace Dome :
:

.{

¿a+
The ratio of these two actions is related to B/S.

As B/S goes to 12, bending predominates;

as B/S goes to 4, arching predominates.

-lrnri 
¡mcr'etry of a shell tends to be governed by the self weight of the unit and the distribution of external loads to be carried by the unit.

-imr arm s lo alter the geometry to achieve predominantly axial internal forces and minimize bending moments.
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: OLD FATIH MOSOUE

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM 
:

Horizontal lSurface Dome i

i tsrnNauL, TURKEY ,. tqzt

masonry load-bearing arches -

The tessellation of dome
and half-dome creates
a space that transmits
affects of asymmetry
and rotundity. -r. \

\ \
Surface domes can be \
pierced by openings in
a variety of sizes.

tl
t

L side openings

L The dome is so high that it
transmits an acoustical affect
of diffusion and some echo
to the ground level, while the
space is so vast that it transmits
an affect of slowness.

92.6

I ,: Fatih mosque is formed by the honzontal tessellation of a surface dome base unit, repeated, scaled and interconnected by arches
¿-t: cendentives. The base unit is scaled down as it repeats, starting from the space under the full dome in the center and subdividing into
¡ ::-rbination of a half-dome with smaller domes along the perimeter. The degree to which the main dome scales and subdivides varies.
--¡ .cale decreases towards the bays along the perimeter, where the half-domes and smaller domes are interconnected by pendentives and
,i,::-{:,: This assemblage transmits an optical affect of asymmetry and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion, echo and slowness.

a,

ü
a 

h:446

./
¡\

1- r2,7
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Horizontal lsurface Dome 
i'"":"""" """:"""' ':""""'i"""

, SOXUT-t-U MEHtúETPASHAN¡OSOUE : SINAN : ISTANBUL,TURKEY i lszl 
:::..

a : 1).3 
-..\\/"\ -\

Tessellation of the base unit, -..
involving four half-domes \
(base units) and a full dome \
of a larger scale, creates a \
domed enclosure that defines \.
a complex form and transmits
affects of scalloping, rotundity
and symmetry.

Surface domes can be -pierced by openings in
a variety of sizes.

pendentive -/
masonry
surface

tA
t

L The dome is so high that it transmits
an acoustical affect of diffusion
and some echo to the ground level,
while the space is so vast that it
transmits an affect of slowness.

s:3.2

Domes of a smaller scale
roof the complex of rooms
surrounding the courtyard.

,- a :6.2

52.3

" - - \'f ehmet Pasha is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a surface dome base unit, repeated, scaled and interconnected by arches and pendentive
r :,==: unit is scaled down as it repeats. The transition from the circular plan of the marn dome to the square plan of the perimeter is achieved by four

- : ;- -alf-domes located at the corners of the square plan, The degree to which the main dome scales down determines the transition between the
- .' =-^,d the square plans, with the central dome interconnected with the half-domes by a set of four arches and six pendentives. Sokuliu Mehmei Pash¿

" : - :: an optical affect of scalloping, rotundity and symmetry, and an acoustical affect of diff usion and slowness.

- h: r8.B

,arl

i
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 2

Horizontal /surface Dome :

Tessellation of the
base unit, involving
eight half-domes
(base units) and a
full dome of a larger
scale, creates a
domed enclosure that
defines a complex
plan shape which is
almost square despite
being formed of
domes, transmitt¡ng
affects of rotundity
and centrality. 

1

SELIMIYE MOSOUE : MIMAR SINAN

/- masonry

EDIRNE, TURKEY : 1568-74 
:

a:26.7 --.\\\

/
prer

- 
--. ,- r:46

l"{>. -

. [ ,t,
\ !v:\

to.:'\ \

,- f he infill walls under the
load-bearing arches are not
load-bearing and can therefore
be pierced to incorporate
windows and entryways.

Surface domes l
can be pierced
by openings in
a variety of sizes.

The dome is so high that it
transmits an acoustical affect of
diffusion and some echo to the
ground level, while the space is
so vast that it transmiis an affect
of slowness.

--- s:6.4

I

l

lo J l

83

!; -yemosqueisformedbythehorizontal tessellationof asurfacedomebaseunit,repeated,scaledandinterconnectedbyarchesand
:;-::rtives. As the base unit repeats and is scaled down, it divides into five half-domes which are situated at the perimeter of the main dome
,::-,easatransitionfromthecircularplanof thedometothesquareplanof theperimeter.Themaindomerestsonasetof eightcolumned
. --:sandpendentives,whichgivewaytothefivehalf-domesalongtheperimeter.Boththemaindomeandthehalf-domesaregivennarrow
::- -gs along their bases in order to introduce natural light into the interior. Selimiye mosque transmits an optical affect of rotundity and
.--'-, |y, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Surface Dome

HAGIASOPHIA : ISIDORE.ANTHEMIUS

Honzontal tessellation of a surface
dome using two large and five
small half-domes creates an
enclosure for a rectangular landing,
transmitting affects of rotundity,
axiality and asymmetry. -.

'.\Ytr
::._\

i?

h:574 -

/

h:16.8-

t',/

,/i

I

I

.-- The dome is so high that
it transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion and some
echo to the ground level,
while the space is so vast
that it transmits an affect
of slowness.

h: rO I =\_

,-"->/ ,/,'--61\

// /1"-\¡
'-LW 

/ .t,/ \\,7 .-'
6*V

tA
tThe infill walls under the '/

load-bearing arches are
not load-bearing and can
therefore be pierced to
incorporate windows and
entryways.

r: 6.3 \

8r.6

1 |.4

-a:ia Sophia is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a surface dome base unit, repeated, scaled and interconnected by arches and pendentives.
--: base unit is composed of a full dome in the center, which is then repeated in the form of half-domes on two of its sides longitudinally. These two
- ='-domes are further subdivided into two smaller half-domes each. The main dome rests on a set of four columns, arches, and pendentives. which
: ,: way to the two half-domes on iwo sides, and two arched elevations pierced by a large number of openings on the other two. Both the main
:: -e and the half-domes are given narrow openings along their base in order to introduce natural light into the interior. Hagia Sophia transmits an
,:: :al affect of rotundity, asymmetry, and axiality, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.
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:

: SULTAN AHMED MOSOUE

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Surface Dome

S. M, AGA : ISTANBUL, TURKEY : 1609-16

Ioad-bearing arch

pendentive masonry surface

- 
h:40.6

,- The space enclosed
/ by the domes transmits

/ an acoustical affect
of focusing.

)i
.- The infill walls under the load-bearing

arches are not load-bearing and can
therefore be pierced to incorporate
windows and entryways.

load-bearing masonry pier - ' Horizontal tessellation of a surface dome
using four large and ten small half-domes
creates an enclosure for a landing
with an asymmetrical cross-shaped
plan, transmitting affects of cruciformity,
rotundity, asymmetry and uniformity.

,- Small domes are
/ repeated to enclose

the secondary spaces.

699

113

_l - :=- Ahmed mosque is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a surface dome base unit, scaled and interconnected by arches and pendentives-: :¿se unit is composed of a full dome in the center, which is then repeated on the four sides as half-domes which are-further subdivided into
=: :alf-domes each, in two cases, and two ¡n ti'" ot¡"i ii"". T;;;.i;;;Áii".tr on a set of four columned arches and pendentives that give
:: the four half-domes and the smaller half-domes, which consist of one-third of their surface. Both the main dome and the half-domes aie

:- larrow openings along their bases in order io introduce natural light into the interior. Sultan Ahmed mosque transmits an optical affect of
- 'trmity, rotundity, asymmetry and uniformity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and slowness.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Surface Dome
25

: NICOSIA CULTURAL CENTER : FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS : NICOSIA, CYPRUS : 2007

Tessellation of different
dome sizes creates an
enclosure with an irregular
perimeier, transmitting
optical affects of rotundity,
irregularity and informality. -

O

, Openings in the surface
/ of the steel-reinforced

,." concrete dome introduce
natural light into the interior.

^ ,ujj:-¡'.
.l" ,,, a'¡-
l" {",, \A(/rJ"A
\t- .,/'\ ",// \ /. \' /\-J(, 21-\/

-h:)7.3

c

o a.)

\
I-- ---

' f ,'

/o

a\r,

-o

(,)

- a')
!).-

I The size and shape of the
arched openings along
the perimeter correspond
to the way the domes are
cut when they meet the
hexagonal plan.

t
At

r:8.6 
- ,- Space enclosed by this

i assemblage transmits
' an acoustical affect of

d iffu s io n.

tr@
i

I

I

I

i

(w)

'-- The domes intersect with walls
laid out in a hexagonal grid to
act as a transition between the
curved surfaces of the enclosure
and the planar divisions required
by the program.

132.5

:. '- Cultural Center is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a surface dome base unit, scaled and interconnected. Arches are formed by
-:=-sections of the domes. The base unit begins as a single dome which is sectioned to fit a hexagonal plan at its base, forming six arches*: rrme surface is transferred to the ground. The plan distributes and combines a series of these domes to fill a hexagonal grid. The grid is

- 
-. ::. ed in plan to span larger or smaller areas accord ing to the req u irements of the prog ram, and the su rfaces of the domes are also scaled

:": ^gly. Nicosia Cultural Center transmits an optical affect of rotundity, irregularity and informality, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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The base unit of a ribbed dome consists of a hemispherical form composed of ribs which are
connected by infill surfaces. Ribbed domes direct the loads along the lines of the ribs and the infill
surfaces between them. Ribbed domes can be built of masonry covered by plaster to achieve a
smooth surface, but they can also be built of reinforced concrete. As with surface domes, the amount
of bending to arch action varies with the geometry of the dome. Ribs are much more effective at
resisting bending moments and are therefore more efficient at greater plan depth to section height
(B/S) ratios. The distribution of loads along the lines of the ribs and the infill surfaces between them
embeds ribbed domes with an optical affect of pleating and scalloping that remains consistent within
any space they define. Near its center of curvature, the concave surface of a basic dome focuses
sound, while the ribs add diffusion, the extent of which depends upon the spectrum of the sound.

Ribbed domes can be flexible in several ways:
Scale: Different scales of apertures can be introduced on the surface of the dome, in the sections
between the arches.

Depth: The protogeometry of the ribbed dome is flexible in the capacity of the corrugation to
generate varied plan shapes each with different shapes.
Profile: The ribs allow the infill surfaces between to assume shapes that fall outside the curve
without affecting the structural integrity of the dome. The surfaces between ribs can range from
concave to convex, according to the type of plan. When the shape of the infill section departs from
that of a catenary curve, the load-bearing forces of the main span are no longer shared between
the ribs and the infill, and the ribs take on the primary load-bearing role.
Affect: The optical affect of a ribbed dome can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition
to pleating and scalloping, ribbed domes can transmit other optical affects, including verticality,
rotundity, pleating, faceting, squareness, triangularity. The acoustical affect is focusing and diffusion,
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Ribbed Dome :
:

¿;J

.{

The ratio of these two actions is related to B/S.

As B/S goes to 12, bending predominates;

as B/S goes to 4, arching predominates.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / R¡bbed Dome

Ioad-bearing ribs

infill surface

The introduction of infill
panels that follow the
curvature of the ribs
creates a dome perimeter
that transmits an affect of
roundness and uniformity.

Space enclosed by this ribbed
dome transmits an acoustical
affect of focusing.

ams ribbed dome is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a ribbed dome base unit, composed of nine arched ribs radiating from a central point
rnc infill surfaces. A-single repetition of the half-dome creates a full dome that transmits an optical affect of ribbing, roundnéss and uniformiiy,
mc an acoustical affect of focusing.

t
t
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Ribbed Dome
257

load-bearing rib -a

infill surface 
-

L Primary loads are
concentrated on the ribs,
liberating the infill panels.

\- 
¡¡1¡¡¡ panels alternating between
concave and convex curvatures
vary the perimeter of a simple
dome, embedding it with an
affect of pleating and undulation.

- Space enclosed by a ribbed
dome transmits an acoustical
affect of focusing or diffusion,
depending upon the spectrum
of the sound.

5.5x

-- s 4bbed dome is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a ribbed dome base unit, formed by nine arched ribs, equally spaced, and curved infill
:*races. A single repetiiion óf the base unit creates a full dome that transmits optical affects of pleating and undulation, and an acoustical affect
r- ::cusing and diffusion.
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TESSELLATION i SYSTEM

Horizontal I Ribbed Dome

load-bearing rib -.

- Primary loads are
concentrated on the ribs,

L The concave infill panels

tA
t,

between ihe ribs create a
dome perimeter that transmits
a scalloping affect.

,- Space enclosed by a ribbed
' dome transmits an acoustical

affect of focusing or diffusion,
depending upon the spectrum
of the sound.

6x

-l* s -csed dome is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a ribbed dome base unit, composed of nine arched ribs, equally spaced, and infill
liqr'-ra:.:s which are concave in section, A single repetition of the base unit creates a full dome that transmits optical affects of pleating and
ri..: :r: ag. and an acoustical affect of diffusion and focusing.

Sinfill
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / R¡bbed Dome

O

\ Primary loads are
concentrated on the ribs,
liberating the infill panels.

At
I

\ lnt¡ll panels alternating
between concave and convex
curvatures vary the perimeter
of a simple dome, embedding
it with an affect of pleating and
scalloping.

,- Unequal spacing of the ribs
together with the use of
concave and convex infill panels
creates a star-shaped dome
with a perimeter that transmits
a scalloping affect.

Space enclosed by a
ribbed dome transmits
an acoustical affect
of focusing or diffusion,
depending upon the
spectrum of the sound.

3x

-r s -.Ded dome is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a ribbed dome base unit, composed of six arched ribs, unequally spaced, and infill
r,are,s which are alternately concave or convex in section, deepening the curvature of the dome surface. A single repetition of the base unit
rr:r:- a full dome that iransmits optical affects of pleating and scalloping, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

:-:_' >--4sudace 

/t/t7/ //,rt/V// //
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Ribbed Dome

The ribs are used only on the
,/ exterior surface of the dome,/ creating a difference between

the interior and exterior

Primary loads are
concentrated on the ribs,
liberating the infill panels.

A

Unequal spacing of the
ribs together with the use
of concave and convex infill
panels creates a complex,
flower-shaped dome with
a perimeter that transmits
an affect of scalloping and
pleating.

--The space enclosed
by this ribbed dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion and
some echo.

38.3

-^e dome of the Church of St. lvo is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a ribbed dome base unit, a half-dome composed of four arched ribs,
-^equally spaced, and infill panels which are alternately concave or convex in section, deepening the curvature of the dome surface. A single
-ecetition of the base unit creates a full dome that transmits optical affects of pleating and scalloping, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

A
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The base unit of a stacked arch dome is composed of a tier of corbelled arches that form

a regular polygon in pJan. Sinflarly to a kar-bandi dome, a stacked arch dome is composed of an

open-top ring around which the first tier of arches is arrayed. The arches grow in size progressively

toward the base, transferring the loads downward to the braced keystones of the nested arches'

Each polygon is rotated so thát its vertices touch the mid-point of each side of the polygon beneath,

resulting in a lattice-like structure that allows for a far greater number of apertures than a masonry

shell dome. Stacked arch domes direct the loads along the lines of the arches, from one conic

section to another. A stacked arch dome can be made of masonry, but also of reinforced-concrete

rib-and-infill. The distribution of loads along the lines of the arches embeds the stacked arch dome

with an optical affective property of asymmetry and twisting that remains consistent within any

space it defines. The stacked arch dome transmits an acoustical affect of diffusion which tends

to overwhelm any affect of focusing of the dome shape'

Stacked arch domes are flexible in several ways:

Scale: The protogeometry of the stacked arch dome is flexible in the combination it allows of

differently scaled polygonal plan forms across different tiers, most commonly pentagons, and in

the range of the radii of the arches as they move upward that stack upon one another, creating

different dome profiles.

Depth: The infill surfaces under the arches and in the pendentives between them can vary in

depth, altering the overall depth of the dome surface and therefore its environmental performance.

ln addition, given that the infill surfaces are not load-bearing, they can be removed to act as

openings and vary the porosity of the dome surface'
profile: Stacked arch domes can tessellate concentrically and horizontally along straight or

curved lines of growth to produce horizontal or curved structures'

Affect: The optical affective property of a stacked arch dome can be multiplied when the base

unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the

physical constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc.

As a result, in addition to asymmetry and twisting, a stacked arch dome can transmit other optical

affects, including enclosure, stacking, arching, rotundity, faceting, stellatedness and conicality'

The acoustical affect of stacked arch domes is diffusion'



BASE UNIT : 2t

Stacked Arch Dome :

corbelled arclr - \\
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Stacked Arch Dome

The size of the apertures
that can be introduced
into the dome surface is
determined by the scale
of the arches.

- The construction of
/ the dome surface by

/ tiers of increasingly
smaller stacked
arches creates a form
that transmits affects
of conicality, stacking
and arching.

2x

--: arches in each tier of the '--
::-ne subdivide its surface
-:o differently sized segments,
A :^ corresponding changes
- :-e scale of the pendeniives
:-: nfill surfaces.

- Stacked tiers of arches, with
each tier gradually diminishing
in size, create a dome form
with a polygonal plan and
transmits an acoustical affect
of diffusion.

:5x

r : ::-'re is formed by the vertical tessellation of the base unit, composed of a tier arches. The first tier is a twelve-sided polygon in plan.-"i 
-=e:cnd and third tiers are six-sided, and the top tier is a triangle. As the assemblage grows taller, the number of sides of each tier is reduced.-¡ i -=:-its in an increase in the span of the arches that make up each tier as the dome gets taller, and in the height of the arches as they span

, - :E' : stances. The combination of arches and pendentives forms a domed structure. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of conicality,"¡:¡ - j arching and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

t
f
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM i 2I

: Y:t:::l {9t::-f:9 Í:l ?:T: 
:

i ss srNDoNE cHApEL , C. CURnlNl i TUR|N, tTALy , looz-so 
:

, dome height : 12.9
l.-

The construction of the dome 1
surface by stacked arches and
pendentives creates a dome \
that transmits affects of faceting,
stacking and arching.

- Arches of varying scales
have the potential to provide
apertures of varying sizes
which are in scale with the
span of the arches.

{4€S\ag_ -\\

,r.n-"ffi^
pendentive / \¡t
between arches

¡:Lg /

The subdivision of the
dome by arches and
pendentives allows for a
circular perimeter at the
base which transmits an
affect of rotundity. -,

\
Stacked arch domes
transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

85

-'e dome of SS. Sindone chapel is formed by the vertical tessellation of a tier of crossed arches. The arches that form each tier rest at the center
:oint of the arches in the tier below. The number of arches, their scale, and the resulting pendentives determine the plan as well as the profile
:'the dome in section. The combination of arches and pendentives results in a domed étructure which is round in plán. The scale of subdiuision
s determined by the total number of tiers, in this case seven, the number of faces of the polygons in plan for each, and the scale of the arches
':'ming theliers. The dome of SS. Sindone chapel transmits an optical affect of faceting, siacking, arching and rotundity, and an acoustical
="ect of diffusion.

^r"¡t -'/

'/' \
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Verlical / Stacked Arch Dome

Arches of varying scales -

have the pol,intiál tó- 
-- 

\
provide apertures of varying \
srzes which are in scale
with the span of the arches.Arches and pendentives

generate the form of the
dome, transmitting an
affect of stacking. -..

L Stacked arch domes
transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

:- The ten-sided polygonal perimeter
,/ of the dome diminishes in scale

./ as it grows taller, creating a form
that transmits affects of enclosure,
arching and rotundity.

L
L9x

-^ s dome is formed by the vertical tessellation of a tier of crossed arches which originates in a ten-sided polygon in plan. As the tiers move upward,-e polygon rotates so that jts vertices align with the middle of the face of the lower-polygon of the previous t'ie"r. This'results in a decrease in the.:ale of .the faces of the polygons in plan, and also a decrease in scale of the arches. Thá arches that form each tier intersect one another at two::rnts along the curvature of each arch, at approximately one-third of their length. The combination of cross arches and the infill surfaces between:-:m forms a domed structure. The scale of subdivision'is determined by the tótal number of tiers, in this case six, the nurOu¡. of faces of the:- ygons in plan for each, in this case ten, and the scale of the crossed árches forming the tiers. ihis assemblag" trán.;it"án optical affect of
=-olosure, stacking, arching, and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

pendentive
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM, zl:

Y:li::r I9l::l:9 Ii:I ?:l: :

The arches in each tier of
the dome subdivide its
surface into differently
sized segments, with
corresponding changes
in the scale of the
pendentives and the infill
surfaces, transm itting
an affect of arching and
stacking.

Arches of varying scales r
have the potential to provide\
apertures of varying sizes.

¡ crosSed arches

buttressed -arches

pendentive -/ At Stacked arch domes
transmit an affect of
diffusion.

,-f he polygonal faces of the
,/ dome can be irregular, in
' response to programmatic

needs or environmental
constraints, resulting in an
irregular perimeter and an
interior space that transmits
an affect of stellatedness
and rotundity.

0.5x

-hrs dome is formed by the veriical tessellation of a tier of crossed arches in one-half of its volume, and buttressed arches in the other. The tier of
arches originates in a ten-sided polygon in plan. As they_ move upward, the polygon rotates so that its vertices land in the middle of the polygon of
::e tier below. This results in a diminution of the scale.of.the faces of the polygons in plan for each tier, and also a diminution in scale oithélesulting
.-rches. On half of the dome, the arches that form each tier intersect one another at two points along the curvature of each arch, at approximately
:n.e-third of their length. On the other half of the dome, the arches do noi intersect, but rest on one another. This produces an asymmetry in both
,olume and plan. The combination of cross arches, buttressed arches, and the infill surfaces between them forms a domed struiture aná transmits
ar optical affect of stellatedness, stacking, arching, and rotundiiy, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

/Z-\(- )b\>4r
t-----f

0.3x

\ ,-'-.- -.' -- ---\
\ z/ /¡,,_<:_:--_ -:
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: 27tTESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Stacked Arch Dome

Arches, pendentives ..
and infill surfaces '\
subdivide the dome, \
transmitting affects
of arching, stacking
and faceting,

Stacked arch domes l
transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

pendentive '/

t\

At
I

Arches of varying scales
have the potential to
provide apertures of
varying sizes which are
in scale with the span
of the arches.

@
ffi

á

¡ fhe elliptical form of the
/ dome transmits an affect

of axiality and roiundity.

2x

-ris dome is formed by the vertical tessellation of a tier of crossed arches which originates as a ten-sided polygon in plan. Although the faces of
:"e polygon are equal in length, their angles are different, resulting in a figure that approximates to an ellipse. As the tiers move upward, the polygon
'rtates, so that its vertices land in the middle of the face of the polygon below. This results in a diminution of the scale of the faces of the polygons
- each tier, as well as a decrease in scale of the resulting arches. The arches that form each tier intersect one another at two points along their
:rrvatures, at approximately at one-third of their length. The combination of cross-arches and the infill surfaces between them forms a domed
s:ructure that transmits an optical affect of faceting, stacking, arching and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

/ l_-,-----t



The yazdi'bandi dome base unit is a tier, or track, composed of smooth, finely grained,
diamond-shaped modules of differing sizes, with very small flat and horizontal star-shaped pieces
in between.
Each tier interlocks with the tiers above and below. Yazdi-bandi domes direct the loads along
the diagonal borders between the diamond modules, and along the surfaces between these lines.
The yazdi-bandi dome historically has been an ornament added to underlying structural elements
to introduce granularity to an otherwise smooth surface. A yazdi-bandi dome can be made of
reinforced concrete, with the steel reinforcement following the diamond pattern subdividing its
surface. The distribution of loads along the lines and surfaces of the yazdi-bandi dome embeds
it with an optical affective property of diamonding and gradation that remains consistent within any
space it defines. The variation of curvature of yazdi-bandi domes creates an acoustical affect of
diffusion that dominates any focusing from the overall dome shape. This diffusion is enhanced by
any diamonding of the surface.

Yazdi-bandi domes are flexible in several ways:
Profile: The protogeometry of the yazdi-bandi dome can be flexible in the degree of corrugation
that is achieved by the granulation of the dome's surface, based on the degree of its subdivision
by diamond-shaped modules.
Plan: The yazdi-bandi dome system can tessellate using varying numbers of pointed arches
at its base. From the round plan of the oculus at the top, the yazdi-bandi dome can tessellate into
a polygonal plan form, often rectangular, and a series of arches at ground level, which facilitates
its combination with other types of base unit in order to allow for horizontal growth.
Depth: The number of tracks forming a yazdi-bandi dome as well as the diameter of the tracks can
be varied to achieve different sections to the dome which in turn determine the depth of its plan.
Affect: The optical affective property of the yazdi-bandi dome can be multiplied when the base
unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical
constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result,
in addition to diamonding and gradation, a yazdi-bandi dome can transmit other optical affects,
including conicality, rotundity, orthogonality, asymmetry, cruciformity, orientedness. The acoustical
affect is diffusion, although sometimes it is focusing



BASE UNIT

Yazdi-Bandi Dome

star-shaped
horizontal element

\ V' L mortar paste

\----'.--\ t- 
diamond-shaped
faceted module
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:27TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical I Yazdi-Bandi Dome

, The oculus created by the
,r' compression ring at the top

/ can be either closed or left
/ open for natural light. ffi

_<:'" ._zz =:G..Sz4a.- \.s
za/7Jt , -\\-N

ZfuNN

Yazdi-bandi domes '''
transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

'. The horizontal tracks are
supported by arches that
provide openings on all
four of the sides.

,- Convergence of the four
/ supporting arches creates

a square base, transmitting
affects of orthogonality
and rotundity.

- 
Subdivision of the dome

" surface into different-sized
diamond-shaped modules
creates a form that transmits
affects of diamonding and
gradation.

square plan

5x

-^,s dome is formed by the vertical tessellation of a horizontal tier composed of a pendentive-like surface that spans from a square plan with
':.lr pointed arches on the perimeter to a circuiar top in the form of a compression ring. The resulting surface is subdivided into a diamond
:'d in which each of the facets gradually diminishes in size towards the top. This yazdi-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of
,-:hogonality, rotundity, gradation and diamonding, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

l
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TESSELLATION / SYSTE¡,J

Vertical I Yazdi-Bandi Dome

- The oculus created by the
compression ring ai the
top can be either closed or
left open for natural light.

,- 6-lier yazdi-bandi
surface subdivision

Subdivision of the dome
surface into different-sized
diamond-shaped modules
creates a form that transmits
affects of diamonding and
gradation.

Yazdi-bandi domes l
transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

The horizontal tracks are
supported by arches that
provide openings on all
four of the sides.

,- Convergence of the four' supporting arches to a
section of the wall formed
by the diamond modules
creates an octagonal
plan as a square base
with chamfered corners.
This plan shape tessellated
to converge with the
oculus transmits affects of
orthogonality and rotundity.

octagonal plan

4.3x

-ris dome is formed by the vertical tessellation of a horizontal tier composed of a pendentive-like surface that spans from an octagonal plan with
':ur pointed arches on the perimeter to a circular top in the form of a compression ring. The resulting surface is subdivided into a diamond grid in
¡, hrch each of the facets gradually diminishes in size towards the top. This yazdi-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of orthogonality,
-rtundity, gradation, and diamonding, and an acoustical affect of drffusion.

f
A
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 2

Vertical lYazdi-Bandi Dome :

,//
,_.--- 
..-€-

,- The oculus created by the
/ compression ring at the top

can be eiiher closed or left
open for natural light.ñ..

a^,M
-d!!\s

1\
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,- 10-tier surface
,/ subdivision

./
Yazdi-bandi /
domes transmit an
acoustical affect
of diffusion. fr

. The horizontal tracks are
supported by arches that
provide openings on all
four of the sides.

Convergence of the u

four supporting arches
creates a square base,
transmitting affects
of orthogonality and
rotundity.

,- Subdivision of the dome
/ surface into different-sized

diamond-shaped modules
creates a form that transmits
affects of diamonding and
gradation.

square plan

5x

This dome is formed by the vertical tessellation of a horizontal tier composed of a pendentive-like surface that spans from a square plan with
four pointed arches on the perimeter to a circular top in the form of a compression ring. The resulting surface is subdivided into a diamond
grid in which each of the facets gradually diminishes in size towards the top. This yazdi-bandi dome ássemblage transmits an optical affect of
orthogonality, rotundity, gradation and diamonding, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

"a
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical I Yazdi-Bandi Dome

.ffi

The oculus created by the
/ compression ring at the

/ top can be either closed or
left open for natural light. ffi

F'*k.ffi,- 10-tier surface/ subdivision

Convergence of the l
four supporting arches
creates a square base,
transmitting affects
of orthogonality and
rotundity.

A

Yazdi-bandi domes ---u
transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

. The horizontal tracks are
supported by arches that
provide openings on all
four of the sides.

- Subdivision of the dome/ surface into different-sized
diamond-shaped modules
creates a form that transmits
affects of diamonding and
gradation.

square plan

5x

This dome is formed by ihe vertical iessellation of a horizontal tier composed of a pendentive-like surface that spans from a square plan with;our.pointed arches on the perimeter to a circular top in the form of a compression ring. The resulting surface is'subdivided inio a diamond grid
n which each of the facets gradually diminishes in size iowards the top. Each of these diamonds is f-urther subdivided into smaller diamondé.

The scale of subdivision of the pendentive surface is set by the diamond grid, the scale and density of which changes gradually, through a
series of horizontal tiers, to adapt to the contours of the surface, This yazdi bandi dome assemblage transmits an óptic"al affecí of orthágonality,
'otundity, gradation and diamonding, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM '. ZI

Verlical lYazdi-Bandi Dome i

ffi
ffi
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5x

-- : come is formed by the vertical tessellation of a,horizontal tier composed of a pendentive-like surface that spans from a square plan with four- --'ed arches on the perimeter to a circular top in the form of a comprLssion ring'which i" 
"ir-""nl"r. 

rh" r-esrliingirr]""á i.'ruuoivided into: =:alloped diamond grid in which each of the facets gradually dimini.hu" in sizJtowa-ros th; t";.T;" scale of srÉdiui"ion oi the pendentive: --'ace is set by the diamond grid, the scale and denslty of wÉich changes gradually, throulh u I"i¡". of horizontal tiers, to adapt to the contours
, , , _riilllrl?;Ji;: lfj:ffi"di 

dome assemblase transmits an optical árfec"t or u.l,ilrétiv,"'otr"á¡iv, sradation an¿ a¡amon¿ing, and an

The oculus is positioned
off-center in relation to
the square plan, forming
a dome that transmits,
simultaneously, affects of
asymmetry, orthogonality
and rotundity.

,- 10-trer surface
/ subdivision

.- Yazdi-bandi domes
transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

Convergence of the four
supporting arches creates a
square base, transmitting affects
ot orthogonality and rotundity.

I

I

I

- Subdivision of the dome
surface into different-
sized diamond-shaoed
modules creates a form
ihat transmits affects of
diamonding and gradation.

square plan
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Vertical /Yazdi-Bandi Dome :
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9x

-- s dome is formed by the vertical tessellation of a horiztontal tier composed of a surface that spans symmetrically from a round plan with sixteen:': rted arches on the perimeter to a circular top in the form of a compression ring. The resulting surfaóe is subdivíded into a triangulated diamond

'--: 
in which each of the facets gradually diminishes.in s.ize towards the top. The écale of subdiiision of the pendentive surface iséet by the diamond

; - a the scale,and density of which chan-ges gradually, throügh a ,series of horizontal tiers, to adapt to the cóntours of the surface. This yazOi:UánJi 
-

::-e assemblage transmits an optical affect of conicality, rotundity, graCation and diamonding, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

Each of the facets that \
subdivides the surface \
of the dome has the
capacity to become an
aperture, and therefore
to increase the overall
permeability of its
surface.

- 6-tier surface
subdivision

,'- Subdivision of the/ dome surface into
different-sized
diamond-shaped
modules creates
a form that transmits
affects of diamonding
and gradation.

¡Yazdi-bandi domes
/ transmit an acoustical

/ a'ffecl of diffusion.

At
t

The assemblage of sixteen
pointed arches on a circular
plan together with five stacked
tiers creates a dome that
transmits affects of rotundity
and conicality.

round plan
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM i

Vertical lYazdi-Bandi Dome :

AMIN AL DOLLEH BAZAAR TIMCHEH (ARCADE) : OSTAD ALI MARYAM i KASHAN, IRAN : 19oo :

r
3.4 appro\. 

L-

L Subdivision of the dome
surface into different-sized
diamond-shaped modules
creates a form that transmits
an affect of diamonding.

29

The surface subdivision
of a yazdi-bandi dome "a.determines the profile of \.
its form and the intensity
of the diamonding.

Yazdi-bandi '/
domes transmit an
acoustical affect of
diffusion.

:¡l
t

l

,o i

a--l
'n Irl I

L l The assemblage of sixteen
pointed arches at the base of

-)--t I I this domed complex together
with eleven stacked diamond
tiers forms a dome that
transmits affects of cruciformity
and rotundity.

sixteen-sided plan

approx. 2O

^e nave of Amin Al Dolleh arcade is formed by the veriical tessellation of a horizontal tier composed of a pendentive-like surface that spans from
=- octagonal plan with eight pointed arches of differing scales on the perimeter to a hexagonal top in the form of a compression ring. The surface
. subdivided into a triangulated diamond grid in which each of the facets is kept at approximately the same scale. The scale of subdivision of the
::rdentive surface is set by the diamond grid, the scaie and density of which changes gradually, through a series of horizontal tiers, to adapt
:- :he contours of the surface. The nave of Amin Al Dolleh arcade transmits an optical affect of diamonding, cruciformity, gradation, and rotundity,
=-C an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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The base un¡t of a kar-bandi dome, a variation of the ribbed dome, is composed of a
series of arches infill surfaces (pendentives) arranged around a compression ring, or oculus.
This compression ring can serve as a support for a smaller dome, which is a special feature of
the kar-bandi system, or it can be left open. Kar-bandi domes direct the loads along their surface,
starting from the compression ring at the top through the set of pointed arches at the base.
Kar-bandi domes can be made of masonry covered with plaster to achieve a continuous surface,
and they can also be made of reinforced concrete. The distribution of loads along the surface of
a kar-bandi dome embeds it with an optical affective property of crystallinity and stalactiformity that
remains consistent within any space it defines, The variations in curvature, faceting and ribbing all
add diffusion which often dominates focusing.

Kar-bandi domes are flexible in several ways.
Depth: The protogeometry of a kar-bandi dome can be flexible both in the degree of corrugation
of the dome's surface and in the resulting plan.
Profile: The variability of the top aperture also contributes to the flexibility of this system.
Kar-bandi domes can tessellate horizontally to produce horizontal structures. Traditionally, it has
been used in Bazaar intersections, as it is able to transition many sided intersections to create
a uniform structural ceiling.
Affect: The affective property of a kar-bandi dome can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates
or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints of
the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition to
crystallinity and stalactiformity, a kar-bandi dome can transmit other optical affects, including ribbing,
stellatedness, symmetry, faceting, diagonality pleating, asymmetry, rectangularity, orientedness,
rotundity, non-orientededness, cellularity, non-repetition. The acoustical affect is diffusion.



\SE UNIT

Kar-Bandi Dome
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Kar-Bandi Dome

the compression ring
provide openings on all
four of the sides.

:2

The compression ring is \
topped with an 8-sided \
dome, although it can also \
be left open as an oculus, \

7

\

'\) 
\ 

pontedarch,4*\\ F'=
)-_\ 

25x 

\\

N rhe arches supportins

\
\- ¡1¿¡-5¿¡¿¡ domes

transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

- The compression ring
is centrally located,
contributing to an affect
of symmetry.

TThe assemblage of four
/ pointed arches forms a dome

/ with a square plan, tied
together by the compression
ring, transmitting an affect
of rotundity.

square plan

5x

-- s dome is formed by a base unit composed of two pointed arches and four pendentives arrayed twice around a central compression ring.
--e dome form is a transition from the circular compression ring at the top 1o a square plan with four pointed arches at its base. The degree of
-.-cdivision of the kar-bandi's surface is determined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced, with the pendentives further
-<'-cdivided into a diamond grid that produces triangulated facets. This kar-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of crysiallinity,
:=:eting and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM i 2

Horizontal lKar-Bandi Dome .

:

The compression ring -.
topped with a dome is \
centrally located.

16-sided
faceted dome

pointed arch -\
/

o:2,7x -\ \
i- \.-

-'.:j 

','. 
\'l:,i. -;;l'.'\

pendentive surface l

I

r\l\.
2rl \

I

L The arches supporting the
compression ring provide
openings on four sides of
the dome.

L This kar-bandi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of focusing.

-The addition and subdivision of
pendentives increases the number
of subdivisions of the dome's
surface and increases the intensity
of its crystallinity and faceting.

; Ihe assemblage of four pointed
/ arches together with the

/ pendentive surfaces forms
a dome with an irregular
octagonal plan, tied iogether
by the compression ring,
transmitting an affect of
rotundity.

t: "\
,i,--]

I

i:

\

'/

octagonal plan

4x

-ris dome is formed by a base unit composed of two pointed arches and four pendentives, which is repeated twice. The dome form is a
:'ansrtion from the circular compression ring at the top to an octagonal plan, and has four pointed arches at its base. The degree of subdivision
,-'the kar-bandi's surface is determined by the number of arches and infill surfaces which are introduced, with the pendentives further
:-bdivided into a diamond grid that produces triangulated facets. This kar-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of crystallinity,
'aceting and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of focusing and diffusion.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Horizontal lKar-Bandi Dome .
..

The compression ring -is topped with a dome
centrally located.

24-sided faceted dome

pendentive i

Eight arches supporting
the compression ring
provide openings all
around the perimeter.

This kar-bandi l
dome transmits an
affect of diffusion

,- An increase in the number of
/ supporting arches increases the

/ subdivision of the areas between,
/ and increases the intensity of the

/ crystallinity and faceting of the
/ dome's surface.

,- The assemblage of eight
/ pointed arches forms a dome

with an equal-sided octagonal
plan, tied together by the
compression ring, transmitting
an affect of rotundity.

octagonal plan

-__l
6.5x

-rrs dome is formed by a base unit composed of two pointed arches and four pendentives, which is repeated four times. The dome form is
'- transition from the circular compression ring at the top to an octagonal plan with four pointed arches at its base. The degree of subdivision
:'ihe kar-bandi's surface is determined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced, with the pendentive surfaces further
=.lbdivided into a diamond grid that produces triangulated facets. This kar-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of crystallinrty,
.s/mmetry and rotundity, and acoustical affects of focusing and diffusion,

t
f

_)./
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Kar-Bandi Dome

- An increase in the
i number of supporting

arches increases the
subdivision of the
areas in between,
increasing ihe intensity
of the crystallinity of

The compression ring ..
is topped with a dome
centrally located.

I

/

the dome's surface.

The assemblage of sixteen
pointed arches forms a dome
with a sixteen-sided plan, tied
together by the compression
ring which is centrally located,
transmitting an affect ol
rotundity.

sixteen-sided plan

The sixteen arches supporting
the compression ring provide
small openings to the dome all
along the perimeter, contributing
to an affect of enclosure.

.- This kar-bandi dome
transmits an acoustical
af{ect of focusing.

7.5x

-- . ::me.is formed by a base unit.made of two pointed arches and four pendentives, which is repeated eight times. The dome form is a-:-: : on from a circular compression ring at.the top to an octagonal plan with four pointed arches at its baie. The degree of subdivision of the:--::-di's surface is determined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced, with the pendentives-further subdivided into. : .-ond grid that produces triangulated facets. This kar-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical afiect of crystallinity, enclosure and
.' -- ='.y. and acoustical affects of diffusion and focusing.

L pointed arch
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The compression ring -1
is topped with a dome \
centrally Iocated.

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Kar-Bandi Dome

,- The off-center position of the
/ compression ring creates

,/ an unequal distribution of
' pendentives between the arches

and the compression rings, and
transmits affects of asymmetry
and crystallinity.X\

\----\

\

r' ')/

ñ-
I

-ffi

-.. \,,

pointed arch '/

pendentive A L The sixteen arches
supporting the compression
ring provide openings
all around the perimeter.L This kar-bandi dome

transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

,- The assemblage of sixteen
' pointed arches forms a

dome with a sixteen-sided
plan, tied together by the
off-center compression ring,
transmitting an affect of
asymmetry and rotundity.

sixteen-sided plan

7.5x

This dome is formed by a base unit made of two pointed arches and four pendentives which is repeated eight times. The dome form is a transition
from acircular compression ring located asymmetrically at the top to an octagonal plan with four pointed arches at its base. The degree of
subdivision of the kar-bandi's surface is determined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced, with the pendenlives further
subdivided into a diamond grid that produces-triangulated facets. This kar-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of crystallinity,
asymmetry and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

l

)

I

i
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM I

Horizontal /Kar-Bandi Dome i

This kar-bandi is topped with -a dome, although the oculus
can also be left open.

¡The combination of four
/ pointed arches and

,u pendentives together with
the upper dome comprising
twelve pendentives results in
an equal subdivision of the
dome's surface, transmitting
an effect of crystallinity.

The compression ring
is centrally located,
contributing to an affecl
of symmetry. -. \

upper kar-bandi surface

inner kar-bandi surface

lower kar-bandi surface

upper kar-bandi -¡pendentive

/l /4
//4 /.: n..'l[

'\

t
f

pointed arch -/

L This kar-bandi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

\- Two sets of different-sized
arches supporting the upper
kar-bandi dome provide two
different-sized openings on
the perimeter of the dome.

Pendentive --l V

-- Two sets of different-slzed
pointed arches form a
dome with a rectangular
plan and an enclosure with
a degree of asymmetry,
tied together by a centrally
positioned compression
ring, transmitting an affect of
orientedness and rotundity.

rectangular plan

6"

- : :3rle is formed_by stacking an upper and a lower kar-bandi base unit, Each base.unit is composed of pointed arches and pendentives. The
: : - ' 19 or ocu lus formed at ihe top is covered by 

.a 
shallow dome. The degree of su bdivision of'the kar-bánd i's su rface is deürm ined by the n umber' 1---es and infill surfaces that are introduced, with the pendentives furthei subdivided into a diamond grid that produces tiüngutatea tácáts. --

- . - 
-. 

b rid kar-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of crystallin ity. orie nted ness and rotuñdity, und 
"n;;;r;iicál 

'attect of diff usion.

t)

L
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I:ri:etl:l /5::P:*: ?:ry ,

upper open lantern 
\ \

upper rf l]
oculus \ ,.llFlL
surface _-A*.1\- r\_-

upper kar-bandi
pendentive

-/¡-:':\ //"Y=={\\/
,'/ . \ --'. r.-]- \lr \,,\/ ll'\_! 1-"

:\-\

L The combination of ten
pointed arches and
pendentives with the
upper domes creates a
domed horizontal form
with an unequal surface
subdivision, transmitting
an affect of crystallinity
and differentiation.

L Arches supporting the
compression ring of each
dome provide openings
along the entire perimeter

,- This kar-bandi dome
/ transmits an acoustical

i affect of diffusion.

- The horizontal tessellation
of a dome formed by ien
pointed arches and tied
together by a centrally
positioned compression ring
creates a horizontal form
of which the central dome
is different from the domes
on either side, transmitting
an affect of orientedness,
differentiation and rotundity.

l3x

-:is kar-bandi dome assemblage is formed.by the horiziontal tessellation of a kar-bandi dome base unit. Each dome is formed by the stacking of an
-cper and a lower kar-bandi base unit. Each base unit is composed of ten_pointed arches of varying scales and infill pendentive surfaces. An"upper
:culussurfaceandopenlanternrestontheopenringformedatthetopof eachdome.Thedegieebfsubdivisionofihekar-bandi'ssurfaceis "
:ete.rmined.by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced. with the pendentive surfaces further subdivided into a diamond grid that
:'oduces.tria_ngulatedfacets. This hybrid kar-bandi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of crystallinity, orientedness and rotundityland an
=:oustical affect of diff usion.

t\

f/--ffi-\/ \ / \\\)-\"/
\,,r ---\/
\/\

"v _-1
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Kar-Bandi Dome
MASJEDNoEMosoUE i sHrnnz,rnnru i rzso ,:::

dome 
- \^/^\

The combination of two -r
pointed arches, four
pendentives, and iwo large
longitudinal arches creates
a rectangular domed
entryway to the mosque,
transmitting affects
of arching, crystallinity
and clusiering.

M
longitudinal -pointed arch

pendentive

pointed
arch

harf-dome 

t
T_

lA f pendentive -.

'. This kar-bandi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

rectanguar
plan

lou

--- :.tryway of Masjed Noe mosque is a hybrid combining a kar-bandi base unit with two larger side-arches. The base unit is formed by two
: , -::C arches, four pendentive surfaces, and two larger arches which are longitudinal. The degree of subdivision of the kar-bandi's surface
: :=::rmined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced, with the pendentives further subdivided into a diamond grid that
:'-:-ces triangulated facets. The entryway of Masjed Noe mosque transmits an optical affect of rectangularity, pleatedness, arching and
: -:::'ngr and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

rl;
:,,:11¡

'/l
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The base un¡t of the kaseh-sazi dome is composed of small shallow domes and a kar-bandi
dome each made up of pendentive surfaces which span from a polygonal plan to a top circular
ring. The shallow domes resting above the kar-bandi can take any shape or height as they do not

have to provide structural strength to the entire assemblage. Structure is provided by the kar-bandi

base whilst the shallow domes cover the opening formed by the kar-bandi. The kaseh-sazi dome

system is therefore a hybrid assemblage which can be tessellated horizontally to create forms

with a shallow domed ceiling. Kaseh-sazi domes direct the loads along both the upper and the

lower surfaces, towards the pointed arches that form the perimeter. Kaseh-sazi domes are made

primarily of masonry, where the pattern of the brrcks can eliminate the need for form-work, but

other surface-based construction techniques, such as steel-reinforced concrete, could also be

used. This distribution of loads along masonry surfaces embeds kaseh-sazi domes with an optical
affective property of rectilinearity and crystallinity that remains consistent within any space they

define. The multiplicity of focal points, variations of curvature and faceting all create diffusion as

the dominant affect.

Kaseh-sazi domes are flexible in several ways:

Scale: The protogeometry of a kaseh-sazi dome can be flexible in the degree to which the scale

of the overall surface can be subdivided to accommodate polygonal plan forms with an increasing

number of faces.
Depth: The depth of the dome that forms the upper section of a kaseh-sazi dome can be shallow

or deep and this alters the depth of the overall section.
Profile: Kaseh-sazi domes can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved lines of growth to
prod uce horizontal forms.

Affect: The affective property of a kaseh-sazi dome can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates

or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical constraints
of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition
to rectilinearity and crystallinity, a kaseh-sazi dome can transmit other optical affects, including

ribbing, stalactiformity, stellatedness, diagonality, pleating, rotundity, symmetry, faceting, rotundity,

asymmetry. The acoustical affect is diffusion.
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Kaseh-Sazi Dome
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

f:l1e:t?l 1 5:::19:1 ?er
' r¡sEH-sRzloo¡¡e i o
:

ASGHARSHAER.BAF : UNBUILT : 1960

Each of the shallow
domes can be replaced
by an aperture. -. \\ \

shallow domes

t'/'

pointed arch J

pendentive --l

L The assemblage of five pointed
arches, pendentives and eleven
shallow domes forms a large
dome with a pentagonal plan,
transmitting affects of rotundity
and crystallinity.

diameter: 7x r
(circle that \
inscribes the \
pentagonal plan) \

; Five pointed arches along
/ the perimeter of the dome

form a pentagonal plan
with bilateral symmetry.

pentagonal plan

3.8x

-- s dome is formed by five pointed arches and infill pendentive surfaces around a central pentagonal plan area covered by smaller domes.--e degree of subdivision of the dome surface is determined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introducei, together with the
,:per.surface which in this case is composed of eleven shallow domes. This kaseh-sazi dome assemblage transmits an opticalaffect of-::undity and crystallinity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

N





TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Kaseh-Sazi Dome
"""":""' """"'.""' """""'.""""""':""""'

: KASEH sAZt DoME i o. nscten sHAER-BAF i uNleulLr , lsoe

áñi-l_ fr

it
/ / ,/,/-/

,l'.,-.a

/-.(rr.

,!:z,a-

--e assemblage of eight
:: nted arches, pendentives
-.-¡ nine shallow domes-:-ns a large dome wiih an
: ::agonal plan, transmitting
:-ects of rotundity and
: -., stallinity.

pointed arch

pendentive

:rameter: 7x r
:ircle that
rscribes the
:entagonal plan)

Eight pointed arches along
the perimeter of the dome
form an octagonal plan
with bilateral symmetry.

octagonal plan

-\
,.r

X

"71
\t
\ >d=
lttt -

t

t

\ Th¡s kaseh-sazi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

2.7x

-- 
= lcm,e is formed by a series of eight polntgd arches that form.an octagonal plan which are interconnected by a series of pendentives and

: - "=-ed by alarge dome set within a ring of eight smaller ones. The degree of subdivision of the dome surface É determined by the number
-- :-rres and infill surfaces that are introduced, together with the upper surface which is composed of nine shallow domes. Thjs kaseh-sazi
: : -: assemblage transmits an optical affect of rotundity and crystallinity, and an acoustical aifect of diffusion.

upoer oendentive 
- \ffiIff{f,

shallow domes \

/F:\l/// \r
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal / Kaseh-Sazi Dome
, fnSEH-SAZIDOME , O FlOTTa,NLORZADEH : UNBUTLT : 1950 :

domes 
-a:2x \

The assemblage of eight
pointed arches, pendentives
and eight shallow domes forms
a large dome with an octagonal
plan, transmitting affects
of rotundity and crystallinity.

I

\\

A
pendeniive J

¡ Eight differently scaled
arches along the perimeter
of the dome form an
octagonal plan with
bilateral symmetry.

-- This kaseh-sazi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

octagonal plan

1O.7x

--is,dome is formed by the horizontal tessellation of pointed arched ribs and infill surfaces around a central area covered with smaller domes.-^e base unit is a series of pointed arches, octagonal in plan, which are interconnected by a series of pendentives to enclose the central area
'r ^rch is covered by eight identical.domes. The degree of subdivision of the dome surfacé is determinód by the numbe, át 

"ióf.r"" 
and infill

: -;aces that are introduced., together with the upper surface which is composed-of eight shallow domes. ihis kaseh-sazi dome assemblage--=-smits an optical affect of rotundity and crystalLinity, and an acoustical affect of diffuiion.

/ .'"/:
l/7 t,/ ,..

/'

---\ ---/-
5.5x ----J/-

pointed 
^r"n '/ ,/'
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Kaseh-Sazi Dome
"":""""' .....'.....:.........

i xnseH-sezrDoME i o. rossErN LoRZADEH i u*rr,r, i ,nuo::

Each of the shallow
domes can be replaced
by an aperture. -a

dome height: 0.5x =.

dome 

\pendentive >-*
VT

compression rings -1

( '. The assemblage of pointed
arches, pendentives and
twenty-four identical shallow
domes forms a large domed
space with an octagonal
plan, transmitting affects
of repetition, rotundity,
crystallinity and intricacy.

X

,- This kaseh-sazi dome
,/ transmits an acoustical

affect of diffusion.

octagonal plan

Tx.

-- s,dome is formed by the horizontal tessellat¡on of .pointed arched ribs and infill surfaces around a central area covered by smaller domes.-^: base unit is a series of four pointed arches which are octagonal in plan but approximate to a rectangle, and these ur"f,t" ár" interconnected:, a series of_pendentives. The central area is covered by twenty four identrcal domes and small infill su'rfaces between them. The degree of.-ldivision of the dome su,rface is detsmined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced, together with the uppeisurface
' - ch is c.gmposed of shallow domes. This kaseh-sazi dome assemblage transmits an optical affect of rotundity ánO crystáttiniiy, ánA an acoustical

=":ct of diffusion.

;{)
( Y'/ri
, /l

&\x
',(l
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Dome height: 1.3x .,

'¡//././,,/,,
(/////
// / / /

S\
'\\\

:

IESSELLATION / SYSTEM '. SZ

Horizontal /Kaseh-Sazi Dome 
i

, xnseHsnztDoME, o.oscHnRSHAER-BAa ir*Ur'r' irnuo i

: re height : 0.8x =..

/t'

;-
pointed arch -/ /

pendentive l

\t
I The assemblage of pointed

arches, pendentives and
differently scaled small
domes forms a large domed
space with an octagonal
plan, transmitting affects of
rotundiiy and crystallinity.

L This kaseh-sazi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

r :2.6x (circle ..
that inscribes the \
pentagonal plan) \

,- Eight pointed arches along
' the perimeter of the dome

form an octagonal plan
with bilateral symmetry.

octagonal plan

2.5x

- : trome is formed by the horizontal tessellation of arched pointed ribs and infill surfaces around a ceniral area covered by a large dome
:,-:,nded with smalier domes. The base unit is a series of pointed arches, octagonal in plan, which are interconnected by a series of
:;-:entives. The central area is covered by a dome with a ring of eight identical domes on its perimeter. The degree of subdivision of the dome
. --..e is determined by the number of arches and infill surfaces that are introduced, together with the upper surface which is composed of-::,vdomes.Thiskaseh-sazi domeassemblagetransmitsanoptical affectof rotundityandcrystallinity,andanacoustical affectof diffusion.

s.
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shallow dome height: 0.6 r
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Kaseh-Sazi Dome
3i

, rnSeH Snzt , O HOSSEIN LORZADEH ' t."*Or, 
'*O, 

i ,*ru,r, i

:

1950:

upper pendentive -

The assemblage of four l
pointed arches, pendentives
and an upper laybr of
arches and shallow domes
forms a large dome with
a square base which
gradually diminishes in
scale towards the top of the
dome, transmitting affects
of rotundity and crystallinity.

As the shallow domes
are structurally
independent of the
kaseh-sazi, they can be
replaced by an aperture.

^'#@

pointed arch \

\ This kaseh-sazi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

t

t

;- inscribed circle diameter: 7x

,- Four pointed arches along
/ the perimeter of the dome

form a square-shaped plan
with bilateral symmetry.

7x

--= 
'.aseh,-sazi assemblage is formed by the horizontal tessellation of pointed arched ribs and infill surfaces around a central area covered by

: ::' es of small domes. The base unit forms .a square plan, with f or r pointed arch es and f ou r pendentives su pporting an upper su rface in th"e
-"- cf eighteen,shallow domes and infill surfaces between. them. The degree of subdivision of the dome surface is dletermined by the number

-- :-:1es and infill surfaces that are introduced, together with the upper surface which is composed of shallow domes. This kaseh-sazi nave
r-s¡its an optical affect of rotundity and crystallinity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal / Kar-Bandi, Kaseh-Sazi and and Muqarnas Dome

The number and scale of the
shallow domes and muqarnas
can vary, resulting dome surface
subdivision that determines the
intensity of its stalactiformity. =1

: MOSHIROLMOLK MOSOUE
::

UNKOWN : SHIRAZ,IRAN : 1770

shallow dome r

t-_

pendentive -.

pointed arch

! This kaseh-sazi dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

Two sets of differently sized
pointed arches along the
perimeter of the dome form
a rectangular plan with
bilateral symmetry.

--= \''loshirolm_olk mosque is a hybrid formed by the horizontal tessellation of a kar-bandi, a kaseh-sazi and a muqarnas base unit. Together they form an
,, : -=-blage of arched ribs and infill surfaces around a central area covered by smaller domes, combined with four larger pointed arches and two side
,,:::withmuqarnas.Thebaseunit,whichformsasquareplan,iscomposedof fourpointedarchesandfourpendentivessupportinganuppersurface
- '-= :orm of four shallow domes. The degree of subdivision of the dome surface is determined by the number of arches and infill suifaces ihat are-.'-:rced. The Moshirolmolk mosque transmits an optical affect of rectilinearity. rotundity and stalactiformity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

,L
/1



The base unit of the muqarnas dome is composed of variable but repeating plan forms,

or "tracks", which are stacked, corrugating the surface of the dome. Each track is composed of four
major elements: pendentives (shaparak),flat surfaces (takht), squinches (ras), and extruded vertical
planes. The pendentive is the most important of these elements, as it determines the position of

all the others. The squinches are positioned between the pendentives, and the pendentives and

squinches provide a transition between the ground plan and the plans of the subsequent trays.

The flat surfaces, which act as a transition zone for very complex tracks, are the only flat element.

The number of flat surfaces depends on the desired complexity of the dome. Toward the top of

the dome they disappear, and the track radius is closed by pendentives and squinches. A muqarnas

must include at least two trays; it can, however, have as many as desired. The trays must always

be of the same height. Muqarnas domes direct the loads along the surface of each element of

the assembly. Muqarnas domes can be made of sione or brick masonry, with a stucco or wood

surface-finish. The distribution of loads along the surfaces of a muqarnas dome embeds it with

an optical affective property of granularity and stepping that remains consistent within any space
it defines. The multiplicity of focal points and curvature variations create an acoustical affect of

diffusion which often overwhelms the focusing of the overall dome shape.

Muqarnas domes are flexible in several ways:

Plan: The protogeometry of a muqarnas dome can be flexible in its capacity to accommodate to

variable plan forms, adjusting to a vast range of polygonal plans and offering a similarly vast range

of arched openings at their base.

Profile: Changes in the degree of subdivision of the plan affect the degree of corrugation in the

section. The height and depth of each of the elements of a muqarnas dome, and their aggregation,

can affect the overall profile, making it steeper or shallower.

Scale: The scale of subdivision of the dome's surface also offers a range of granularity. Muqarnas

domes can tessellate concentrically and horizontally along straight or curved lines of growth to

produce horizontal or vertical structures.
Depth: The curvature and depth of each element of a muqarnas dome assembly can affect the

overall depth of the section.
Affect: The affective property of a muqarnas dome can be multiplied when the base unit imbricates

or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries which respond to the physical constraints

of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic requirements, etc. As a result, in addition

to granularity and stepping, a muqarnas dome can transmit other optical affects, including faceting,

rotundity, symmetry, enclosure. The acoustical affect is diffusion.



I

BASE UNIT , S:

a 

flat element (¿akhf)

- 
track line

- pendentive (shaparak)

\ L squinch (ras)

L extruded vertical plane
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Muqarnas Dome

top shallow dome \ l
--/

second tier

first tier

The horizonial tiers in the muqarnas
domes each need to be a full ring
if they are to be independently
structural. They are represented
as half-rings here to make the
elements forming each legible.

1
first tier -r
sq uinch

^

first track r

first tierj
vertical surface

\

L The assemblage of two different
tracks of pointed arches and
pendentives and a shallow
dome forms a large dome with
a subdivided surface which
transmits affects of faceting,
layering and granularity.

second track 
-

third track 
-

,-The top, shallow dome transmits an' acoustical affect of focus, and the
lower tier transmits diffusion.

,-The radial, symmetrical

I
/ arrangement of vertical surfaces,/ arches and pendentives creates

a dome with a regular, corrugated
perimeter, transmitting an
affect of rotundity. The scale of
granularity increases towards the
top of the dome as the number of
pendentives and squinches in the
second track increase.

-- > Some is formed.by the vertical tessellation of a base unit, or "track", composed of a series of varied yet repeaiing units arranged along a
- --zontal contour. The base unit varies as it repeats vertically to produce two different tracks, with a combinaiion ofitraight and"narrowin-g
:e-lentives following the corrugation of the plan and reducing in scale as.the surface of the structure rises. The perimetdr of the plan chañges'-: - a sixteen-sided.polygon at the base, to-a circle at the top. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of faceting, granularity, and rotuñdity,i-: an acoustical affect of focusing and diffusion.
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 3

Vertical / Muqarnas Dome :

top folded dome \

The degree of corrugatton in the
section is determined by the
amount of subdivision of the
plan. The height and depth of
each of the elements, and the
way they are combined, can
affect the overall profile, making
it steeper or shallower.

third tier folded 
-.pendentive \

third tier .
squinches \

third tier

first tier

Height of all tiers:0.9x

: The assemblage of a square-
shaped track, followed by two
circular tracks of corbelled
units and pendentives, forms a
large dome with a surJace that
is subdivided into many small
facets, transmitting affects of
orthogonality, stellatedness,
layering and granularity.

first tier
folded
pendentive

,- This muqarnas dome
/ transmits an acoustical/ affect of diffusion.

¡
A,/

second Iier J
folded pendentive

second y¡¿y '/
star surface t \ firsi t¡er

sq ui nch

\- The combination of a square
track, two round tracks and a
topping dome creates a form thal
transmits, simultaneously, affects
of orthogonality and rotundity.

5x

-- s dome i,s produce_d by the vertical tessellation of a base unit, or a "track", composed of a series of varied yet repeating units arranged along: -crizontal contour. The base unit repeats vertically to produc.e three different tracks, with a combination of ótraight ana"nárro*ing pÉndentivEs:-: squinches following.thecorrugation.of the planand reducing in scale as the surface of the structure rises. Th"e overall corrugaiibn of the::re surface is proportional to the number of units that form the tracks, and the degree to which they fold in plan. The párimeteiof the plan
--anges from a square at the.base, to a star-straped-fig-ure at the top, This assemblige transmits an óptical aifect ol orinogonaf ity, stellátedness,
:-'-:ularity, and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.

a''
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Vertical / Muqarnas Dome i

top shallow dome =.
The assemblage of five
tracks and a shallow
dome forms a large
dome with a surface that
is subdivided into many
small facets, transmitting
an affect of granularity. -r

The top dome transmits
an acoustical affect
of focusing, while the
lower tiers transmit an
affect ol diffusion.

The combination of
five tracks of gradually
diminishing size
and a topping dome
creates a dome with
a square plan which
culminates in a circular
head, transmitting,
simultaneously, affects
of orthogonality and
rotundity.

fifth tier
h :0.6x

"2"

fourth tier
h:0.6x

third tier
h :0.6x

second tier
h:0.0x

OO, a/

a/ track-

l

_--,/ pendentive

first tier
h : T,2x

Height of squinches: 0.3x
Height of pendentives: O.3x

L-
7x

- : :ome i,s formed by the vertical tessellation of a base unit, or a "track", composed of a series of varied yet repeating units arranged along
" 

* 
- - zontal contour. The base unit varies as it repeats vertically to produce five different tracks, with a combinaiion of étraight and 

"narrowin!
: --::rtives and squinches following the corrugation of the plan and reducing in scale. as the surface of the structure risesl The overall
: : "-:ation of the dome surface is proportional to the number of units that form the tracks, and the degree to which they fold in plan. The
::- -::er of the plan changes from a square at the base, to a star-shaped figure at the top. This assemblage transmits án optical affect of
I "-::onality, layering, granularity and rotundity, and an acoustical affect of focusing and diffusion.
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Vertical / Muqarnas Dome :

-^e scale of subdivision
:':ne dome's surface offers
: '¿nge of granularity.

- The assemblage of five tracks
forms a large dome that
encloses itself, transmitting
affects of layering, granularity
and stepping.

\

t 'at'

fifth tier

fourth tier

third tier

second tier

'. This muqarnas dome
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

<..

i')
/

squrnch l

first tier

Height of all tiers:0.6x

.. Five tracks of gradually
diminishing size create a
dome with a square plan
that culminates in a point,
transmitting, simulianeously,
affects of orthogonality and
enclosu re.

:: -: 
,s 

formed by the vertical tessellation of a base unit, or a "track", composed of a series of varied but repeating units arranged along:: - -ai contour. The base unit varies as it repeats vertically to produce five different tracks, with a combination of Jtraight ánd ñarrowin!"r r:-r'35andsquinchesfollowingthecorrugationofth.eplanandreducinginscaleasthesurfaceofthestructurerises]TheperimeteroTthe
' : -:- les from a square at the base, to a starshaped figure at the top. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of orthogbnality, stepping,:, , r-:_, and enclosure, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



Orthogonality, Scalloping, Granularity, Rotundity, Diffusion
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Vertical / Muqarnas Dome I

: 
'HETKHL.TFALLAHMosouE 

i o.rorso*ri*ro ; ;r.;;;r,;;;; I ;;,; i"""
:

The small pendentive
units that form each
track (base unit)
contribute to an affect
of granularity. -..

,/
-fhe 

assemblage of
six half-circle tracks,
additional pendentives,
and a shallow half-dome
forms a large half-dome
that transmits affects of
layering, scalloping and
rotundity,

sixth tier

r)-,^ N
.'t N\ *N)W

t

I

r

a* a.tt \
..t b=ffir%,w ir

\tYJ}'

;-'a
t--_qW-M

'.. :\w
Height of all tiers: 0.6x

fifth tier

fourth tier

-t-'

<.

first tier

S-eikh Lotf Allah mosque gate is a hybrid formed by the vertical tessellation of a base unit, or a "track", composed of a series of varied but repeating
f,^]-lli1l9l,1"l:lP : horizontal contour working iñ conjunction with a pointed arch. The base unit uári". uJ tii"f"át* r"iii"áiy to produce six3r-e'ent tracks, with a combination of .straight and narrowing pendentives and squinches following the corrugatión of the pfán ánO ieducing in'sca¡e¡s :re surface of the structure rises. The overall corrugationbi the dome surface'is proportional to"the numbe"r of units thai form the tracks,"and tlrer*3:ee.!o which they fold in plan. The perimeter of thaplan changes from a rectangi" at the base, to a half-circle at the iop, buttressed Uy á poinl.O¡r:: This assemblage transmits an optical affect of orihogonalitf, scalloping, grañularity, una roilnAity, and an acoust¡caL áttéct of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM . S¡

Y::li::l { Mye3i:i: ?:Tp ,

' : "::rs of gradually -
- - : - -: sizé form a' tr.

:: -= ,,¡rth a square plan, ...
- ,^ culminates in a

= : -:ed dome, transmitting,
- - :aneously, affects

:' -:epping and conicality.

,- squrnch

u- This muqarnas
dome transmits an
acoustical affect
of diffusion.

': 'Fl
08 | ['"i'fj\.\F-

' 2 seventh tier

OU, L é#
ffi

5.3x -

eighth tier

fifth trer

first tier

)-t..'>>>
:!?,+rttill-l -t

t

L,'
-t>it
l:€i
l<-..1¡:,:r'\4
\[1'

" L r']---l-ñ, The assemblage of nine "t-. I Jffil'' square-shaped tracks of tll
progressively smaller size
forms a large dome without
the need for a circular dome 6x -/
to-enclose it, transmitting ----affects of enclosure, and
conicality.

,.^l

I

t l
7x

. come.is formed by the vertical tessellat¡on of a base unit, or a "track", composed of a series of similar units arranged along a horizontal-::ur' The base unit varies,as it repeats vertically to produce nine different trácks, with a combination of straight 
"ná 

nurro*lng squinches
- ""ing 

the corru.gation of the.plan and reducing in scale as the surface of the structure rises. The overáll coi;üg;il;; ;ii;;;"il" surface:'lportional to the number of units that form thé tracks, and the degree to which they fold in plan. ÍhL perimetJr of the pLan óÁáng"s tro,.n:-are at the base' to a star-shaped polygon at the top. This assem6lage transmits aÁ opiical'affect oi enclosure, 
"tápp'inl 

uná1o"nicality,: an acoustical affect of diffusion.

4x

5L

,4.;¡tI

I
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Vertical / Muqarnas Dome
: Sitt Zubaida Mausoleum. Shrine of Zumurrud Hkatun : Baghdad, traq , t t OO

intenor pendentive

; squinch

,- lhe assemblage of nine
/ circular tracks, growing

i progressively smaller in
size, together with a small
dome, forms a tall dome
transmitting affects of
rotundity, stepping and
conicality.

This muqarnas
dome transmits an
acoustical affect
of diffusion.

fourth tier

3.9x -4,

first tier

Height of all tiers: 0.3x

2.2x -
,_. ¡ .l
nffñrtrÁffi

sixth tier

This Sitt Zubaida Mausoleum dome is formed by the vertical tessellation of a base unit, or a "track", composed of a series of similar units
arranged along a horizontal contour. The base unit varies as it repeats vertically to produce nine diifereni tracks, with a combination of straight
and narrowing pendentives and squinches following the corrugation of the plañ and reducing in scale as the surface of the structure rises.
The overall corrugation of the dome surface.is propórtional to ihe number oi units that form tñe tracks, and the degree to *f-,i"f.r tf..,"y fold in plan.
The perimeter of the plan changes from a.thirty:two sided polygon at the base, to a star-shaped polygbn at the tofr fñ¡s-S¡tt 2uUaiOa
Mausoleum dome transmits an optical affect óf stepping, coniCality and rotundity. and an acousiicaiáffect of diffusion.

eighth tier

second tier

4.2x =-J '\ . -/
'-- i {:l' ttq;;l

¡ 
- - 

Fi\lt)
L$-+. .*.iñl 1\.rI 

tr i-t il1r n















The base unit of a folded plate is assembled from a thin steel reinforced-concrete or steel

surface that is bent to increase its strength and allow it to span like a beam. Folded plates resist
the primary bending stresses across their inclined section with peak stress at the ridge and valley

of the folds. The depth of the plate's folds is proportional to its resistance to bending. Folded plates

can be made of reinforced concrete or steel but they can also be made of a mixture of concrete
and lightweight terracotta tiles, in order to reduce the overall weight, or a lightweight polymer
mixture of concrete and fibreglass. Scored laminated timber sheets can also be used, resulting in

a much lower weight-to-span ratio. This distribution of load through the depth of the steel-reinforced
concrete or steel section embeds the folded plate with an affective property of pleating and

arching that remains consistent within any space it defines. Folded plates add diffusion to modify or

dominate the acoustical affective property of their r4acro-geometry, which can be focusing (curved)

or specular (flat).

Concrete or steel folded plates are flexible in several ways:

Profile: Folded plates can tessellate horizontally and vertically along horizontal or vertical axes

of growth to produce structures which are horizontal (sheds) or vertical towers and domes.

The protogeometry of folded plates can be flexible in the location of the apexes of the folds,
ranging from spanning two supporting walls, to a basic three-sided "portal" section, to a highly

folded nave section.
Scale: The rate and scale of the folds can vary, changing the overall subdivision of the section.
Depth: The depth of the folds can also vary according to the scale and rate of subdivision of the
overall plate. The deeper the folds, the more structural depth they gain, thus the more resistance
they offer to bending moments.

Affect: When the base unit is intertwined with external desires, or when it develops organicity with
external factors, its affective properties are multiplied. As a result, in addition to pleating and arching.
a folded plate can transmit other optical affects, including flatness, slanting, wrapping, vaulting,

corrugation, tubularity, asymmetry, and pinching. The acoustical affects are diffusion and specularity.



:ó¡SYSTEM

Folded Plate

.'Á

When slope of folds is 22.6-60 degrees:
ZIA: o.2-O.B
As B increases, Z/A must also increase.

lf ZlAis 2 or less the internal,bending and.shearforces will result rn tension ¡¡he top of the folds and tension ¡n the bottom at mid span.
Similarly, shear stresses will be greatest close to the supports in the plane of the folás. The fold u"i"l¡t" the section of a beam when resisting
bending and shear forces.

+



Horizontality, Pleating, Axiality, Diffusion
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The folded surface
diffuses sound.

steel-reinforced concrete plate

Horizon Ial / Folded plate

This surface folds alono
two load-bearinq side "
walls transmittirio an
affect of horizontálity.

Folded plates
extending in one
direction produce
an affect of axiality.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Folded Plate
, Sr ;Olw'S ABBEY , t. t*araR, pL. NERVI , COt-leCrvtLLE (MN), USA , ,nu,

steel-reinforcedconcrete \
folded plate \

At
t

The folded surface J
diffuses sound.

o,t, I

o,uuf

oruu I

N
I\]..>

Nl1fr
\\l_

fN'.. 115rtr/\'

The slee/-relnforced
concrete surface folds
along two seams,
transmitting an affect of
vaulting and flatness.

- 
fhe surface-folding

/ changes in span and in
the width of the folds
from one end to the other,
transmitting an affect of
d iff e re nt iat ion.

.uu I

*,u I
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130 ft

i - , - - : Abbey is produced by the horrzontal tessellation of a folded plate base u n it, a su rface f olded to create a portal section. The density
''- : ::::h of the repeating folds determines the overall surface corrugation of the resulting form. ln addition, the foids giuá Jir"tur"l strengti to- : : - -aces' allowing them to span Iike a beam and, add ing. rig id ity belweeh the surf aces óf the ,pper and side walls. ih is assemblage traismiis
'-,: :al affectofvaulting,pleating,taperinganddiffereniiation,ándanacoustical affectof diffu'sion.



Vaulting, Pointedness, DiffusionoPleating,
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lsri:elpl { l:I9eg IFIe ,

The steel-reinforced -concrete surface folds
along four seams to \
create a vaulted form that \
transmits an affect of
pointedness,

}e;olded surface
¡rlses sound.

The folding results in
shallow corrugation
along the perimeter.

tll

iil
ll
/i

ll
ll
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I
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lii
lii
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The vaulting of the form
creates an axial space.

-lll"nrrl6T:r- s produced by the horizontal tessellation of a folded plale base unit, a.surface folded to produce a portal section. The density and depth:ilnfi* -Epeating folds determine the overall surface corrugation of the resulting.form. ln addition, the folds giv'e structural strength to t¡á *rif"",i",
MlllmmnnE :ne-m to span like a beam and adding rigidity between the two u.pp_er [lanes and the sulfaces of th"e side walls. This aóemblage transÁiis
illrr wnE¿. affect of vaulting, pointedness and pleating, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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Horizontal / Folded Plate

The steel-reinforced
concrete surface folds
along five seams to
create a form that
transmits an affect of
pleating, vaulting and
po¡niedness.

-ne folded surface -:'ffuses sound.

The folding results in
deep corrugation alono
the perimeter.

- 
fhe vaulting of

/ the form creates
an axial space.

- : -:--r'l is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a folded plate base unit, asurface folded to produce a portal section. The surfaces bend to:-::-:e an apex at the centre, a ridge rn section, and the side walls, which bend outwards, Ñ"oli"r.ri"g rigidity and continuity between the top:" I i re planes of the envelope' Thé resulting section approximates to a bairel uurlt rr'r" iorá""li""""irr.t*"| strength to the surfaces, allowing*n-:: span like an arch and adding rigidity 6etween thb'upper pt"n"" unJin" surfaces 
"itÁóliaá *ulls. This assemblage transmitsan optical,';:- :'cleating, vaulting, pointednésJand folding, and an'acoustl"ur 

"rt""iot diffusion.



Pleating, Vaulting, Asymmetry, Bending, Diffusion
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l:li::lt:l {Pl9:g l!*: :

The steel-reinforced concrete
surface folds along three
seams, the central one of
which changes position
along a curve, transmitting
an affect of vaulting, bending
and asymmetry. 1 \

The folding results in --r
shallow corrugation \.
along the perimeter.

The curving central -=.
seam creates an \

21x

r:-:-- sproducedbythehorizontal tessellationof a.foldedplatebaseunit,asurface,foldedtoproduceaportal sectionwithagradually
r ¡'- I - I apex. The surfaces bend to produce a central apex, which foilows a curve in plan, establishing rigid'ity and continuity Oeiween thL top and

'] 
:: : :-es of the envelope, The density and depth of the repeating folds determine thé overall surfaceioirugátion of the resúlting torm. tn aJá¡tion,*"i -r: :s give structural strength to the surfaces, allowing,them,to épan lrke b.e.ams and adding rigidity betweán tn" upf"i pfán"" una the surfaces' r: : re walls. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of pleating, vaulting. asymmetry"anó oeiaing, una án uJ,iu"tiLJ attect of diffusion.



Pleating, Vaulting, Bending, Diffusion
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Horizontal / Folded Plate

The steel-reinforced
concrete surface folds
along three seams,
transmitting an affect
of shallow vaulting. l

\\\
----.......-\

,I

Tre folded surface r
: ffuses sound.

lÑurN
vv

The bending of the folded
sufface transmits an affect
of curvilinearity.

"I

22x

-- ='orm is produced by^the horizontal tessellation of a folded plate base unit, a surface folded to produce a portal section with a central apex,- .I i: curved. in plan. Rigid ity.is established by the continu ity between th e top an d side planes of the foldeb su rface of the envelope, with
:::- 'ollowing the curvature of the plan. The folds give structural strength to the surfaces, allowing them to span like beams and adding rigidity
:.:¡,een the upper planes and the surfaces of the side walls. This assémblage transmits an opticál affect of pleating, vaulting and benáin[,:.-: an acoustical affect of diff usion.

\ \\\\\ \\ \\\ \
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Horizon tal / Folded Plate :

:

The steel-reinforced 
-concrete surface \..

changes from folding \
along three seams
to folding along six,
transmitting an affect of
pleating and branching.

The folded surface l
diffuses sound.

¡ fhe branching of the' folded surface creates
a form that transmits
bi-axiality.

22x

-- : form is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a folded plate base unit, a surface folded to produce a portal section, curved and bifurcated
-. : an, wrth two apexes. The surfaces bend to produce a single bay that branches into two separate bays. Rigidity is established by the folds
-' :-e surface as well as the continuity.between the top and side planes of the envelope. The overall suriace c--orrúgation is determiÁed by the
:=^sity and depth of the folds. The folds give structural strength to the surfaces, allowing them to span like beamsánd adding rigidity beiween the
-:cer planes and the surfaces of the side walls. This assemblage transmits an optical afÍect of pleating, branching, bi-axiality"aná vaulting, and an
' - : :stical affect of diffusion.

- Repeated folded
plates create a
corrugated perimeter.



Diamonding, Openness, Specularityo
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Horizontal / Folded Plate
361

The steel-reinforced
concrete surface is
folded into a triangular
grid of seams, with
the lowest vertices of
the surface resting on
columns that direct the
loads toward the ground.

The triangulated folding
of the surface transmits
an affect of diamonding.

_+.

k-

\U

\ rn" fotded surface
creates an acoustical
affect of specularity.
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The seams of the folding
form equilateral triangles that
create a non-oriented space.
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4x

--'s fo.rm is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a folded plate base unit, a folded surface that spans between supportino columns which
nr= set.on a trianguJat-gd grid. The folded surfaces approximateto the surfaces of avault, with the iol.i" inirááu"rg ü¡ilty. ihYs assemblagera¡smits an optical affect of diamonding and openness, and an acoustical affect of speóularity.
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' Diamonding, Vaulting, Twisting, Specularity
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Horizonlal / Folded Plate

The folding of the steel-reinforced
concrete surface corresponds to
a twisting triangulaied grid, with
the lowest vertices of the surface
resting on columns that direct the
loads toward the ground.

The folded surface --r
transmits a vaulttng, \
twisting and \
diamonding affect

The folded surface
creates an acoustical
affect of specularity.

\|
- rl

!

I\]\|
-\.i

¡ fhe asymmetrical
/ triangular seams of the

folding create a non-
oriented space with a
bias toward the lines
of twisting.

- : ':rm rs produced by the horizontal tessellation of a folded plate base unit, a folded surface that spans outwards from the faces of a series' :-:oorting columns that follow a triangulated grid which is distributed along a pattern of curves. The folded surfaces;p;;.;; between the- --"rs approximate to the surfaces of a vault, with the,folds introducing rigidity.'This assemblage transmits un ápiiá"f 
"-ri"|i 

oiáiamonainj, 
-

. - -g. and twisting, and an acoustrcal affect of specularity.
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Vertical / Folded Plate i

Vertical tessellation of
the triangulated folded
surface transmits an
affect of diamonding and
verticality.

The curved form focuses
sound, but this may be
modified by the affect of
diffusion transmitted by
the folded surface.

3.75x

-¡s'crm is produced by the vertical tessellation of a.folded plate base unit, a surface which is folded.to produce a horizontal ring. The rings arem;r-:cal, producing a vertical figure with an extruded profile. This assembláge transmits an optió.táitect of pleating, diamonding and verticality,rrc . acoustical affect of diffusion and focusing,

l1
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Vertical / Folded Plate

The variations in the
scale of the base unit as
it tessellates vertically
transmit an affect of
fanning, verticality and
pleating.

ñ\v
ñV
rñw
ffi)v

sf

ef

fL-
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rI
3,75x

6.'/x

-:^.j::T.':,?t^"^*::9,!y^]h" 
vertical tessellation of afolded plate base unit, a surface which isfolded to create atwelve-sided potygonal ring.-e scale ot the rings increases as the_assemblage becomes taller, creating a profile that becomes wider towards the top. ifris assémblage":=nsmits an optical affect of pleating, fanning and verticality, and an acousical affect of diffusion and focusing.
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Vertical / Folded Plate
: rtri

The curved form
focuses sound, but
this may be modified
by the affect of
diffusion transmitted
by the folded surface.

The steel surface folded
around a circle creates a
ring-shaped base unit that
tessellates verticaily wh ile
varying in scale and folding
profile to form eleven
different base units which
together transmit an affect
of twisting, pleating and
verticality.

Variations in the folding
of the enveloping surface
create an asymmetrical,
vertically extended space.

3,9x

kS:,llo_1]^1",!t^odr"ed by the vertical tessellation of.a folded plat base unit, a folded surface in the form of a twelve-sided polygonal ring.rllG ssre ot the r¡ngs increases and decreases as the assemblage becomes taller to create eleven differently sized rings and a twisted Érofiter*lllrdr Srows wider at the top and the bottom, but is narrower towards the center. This assemblage transmits an opt¡"áirfié"t át totaing, t*i"tingmu cerscality, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and focusing.
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Vertical / Folded Plate

"'@

I

t,

I
j

The steel surface folded
around a circle creates
a ring-shaped base unit
that tessellates verticallv
while varying in scale arid
folding profile to transmit
an affect of conicality
and pleating.

The curved form focuses
sound, but this may be
modified by the affect of
diffusion transmitted by
the folded surface.

I

3,8x

5.2x

-"nls rorm is produced bv the vertical tessellation of a folded plate b,ase unit, a surface which is folded to create.a twelve-sided polygonal ring.*ne 
scale of the rinqs in-creases in the cenier to create fgu+u.g.l oitteieniry iizea ,i"g" 

""i ; t"pJiJi!rorir". This assemblage transmits an opticalsfiect of pleating añd conicality, and an acoustical affect of diffusion and'focusrng.



AFFECT

Pleating, Rotundity, Asymmetry, Diffusion) Focusing



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Folded Plate

The steel surface folded around
a circle creates a ring-shaped
base unit that tessellates
vertically while varying in scale
and folding profile to transmit an
affect of rotundity, asymmetry
and pleating.

Variations in the folding
of the enveloping surface
create an asymmetrically
tapering vertical space.

A
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3,95x

:0p' iltte ¡er:r-¡. tessellation of a folded plate base unit, a surface which ís folded to create a twelve-sided polygonal ring.
ünúñ'leas:E -': íorm five differently sized rings, stacked to form a domed structure. The height of the rings ánd iheir rad¡iinü rn .llrn : :'o'ned structure. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of pleating, rotúndity and a{rmmetry, and an

The curved form focuses
sound, but this may be
modified by the affect of
diffusion transmitted by
the folded surface.

ulilñ¡n,mn¡ a-r:':,:-sing.
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: AFFECT

, Crystallinity, Rotundity, Reflectivity, Matteness, Diffusion) Focusing'



PLAN-TYPE GEODESIC STRUCTURE 
I

:LLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Folded Plate

R. BUCKMTNSTER FULLER i lg¿s

3

The folded surface
diffuses sound, but this
:'nay be modified by
the affect of focusing
:ransmitted by the
Comical overall form.

Steel triangular
plates assembled to
form three different
structural base units
produce a spherical
form which transmits
an affect of rotundity
and crystallinity.

Each steel plate is polished
on the outside face and
brushed on the inside,
transmitting an affect of
reflectivity on the exterior
and matteness on the
interior.

i

i

Steel triangular plates
are folded down along
each edge and joined
to other plates.

6.6x

"lhe plsr Type Geodesic Structure.is produced by the vertical tessellation of a folded_ plate base unit, a surface which is folded to create a ring. The scale
irmm tle degree of surface corrugation of the base unit are determined by the scale of ihe facets that iubdivide the surface in a star-shapea páttern 

- -- -
iunrd ¿cr¡roximate to the curvature of a dome, here tessellated as trianguláted,. planar, folded-plate surfaces. The curvature is generated Uy tfrb scálé otfiÍr ra:es. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of crystallinity, rotundiiy and symmetiy, and an acoustical affect of difYusion and fácusint. 

- -
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, Pleating, Rotundity, Fanning, Diffusion) Focusingo
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Vertical / Folded Plate

\/L ,A\¿

TzlANNt-r{ \ -

36 folds

ó.t2x

72 folds

The folded surface diffuses
sound, but this may be
modified by the affect of
focusing transmitted by
the domical overall form.

The steel surface folded around a
circle creates a ring-shaped base
unit that tessellates vertically
into four different structural rings
which together create a domed
form transmitting an affect of
pleating, rotundity and fanning.

3.75x

24 folds

3.75x

;MrmrE€c ly tfre vertical tessellation of a-f-olded plate base unit, a surface which is folded to create a ring. The scale and degree ofnüq¡úrn are determined by the number of folds introduced into the plan, which in this case is twelve. As ihe envelope rises. ilre der

=-tl^.91"_1!y,ll1"y1b"i 
9] 

tol{g iritroduced into the plan, which in this.caseis tré1"!. ¡* in" é"""1á'p" ,¡*", üiJáJp*,
jffi.*t_e]1 !o,greate.the domed form. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of pleating, rotundity ana'tanninj, ;"¡;;

rr :r-sion and focusing.
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I Pleating, Rotundity, Fanning, Diffusion) Focusingo
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oculus \

l

-'¡e folded surface J
: 'fuses sound, but this
-ay be modified by
:^e affect of focusing
:'ansmitted by the
:c¡nical overallform.

"I

8x

-r', :-- sproducedbythevertical tessellationof afoldedplatebaseunit,asurfacewhichisfoldedtocreatea¡ng.Thescaleanddegreeof
r", 

* 
n - : - r'rugation are determined by the nu m ber of folds rntrod uced into the .plan, wh ich in this case is twenty-foui As the envelope ri|es,'-::::-cf thefoldsdecreasesinplan.tocreatethedomedform.Thisassemblagetransmitsanoptical affect'of pleating,rotundityandfanning,

r" : ¡.- =::rstical affect o{ diffusion and focusing.

TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 38:

Vertical / Folded Plate i

8.75x

1 20 folds

\- The steel surface folded around
a circle creates a rino-shaped
base unit that tesselÉtes úertically
into four different structural rings
which together create a domed
form transmitting an affect of
pleating, rotundity and fanning. 9x

48 folds



The base unit of a steel truss folded plate is composed of steel truss members triangulated
to form a stiff, stable lattice. Steel truss folded plates direct the bending through the top and

bottom chords of the truss while shear stresses are directed through the diagonal elements.

The combination of the individual elements, even if they are individually under-dimensioned, provic:=
structural strength. The distribution of loads through steel plate produces a portal form with the tr- 

= 
.

in the upper part of the section and the folded plate in the lower. This distribution of loads along

the surface and lines of the folded plaie and steel truss embeds the plate and truss folded plate',', :-
an optical affective property of pleating and diamonding that remains consistent within any space

it defines. A plate and truss folded plate adds diffusion to modify or dominate the acoustical affec:

of its macro-geometry, which can be focusing (curved) or specular (flat).

Plates and truss folded plates are flexible in several ways:

Profile: The protogeometry of steel plates with truss folded plates allows them to be flexible,

in similar fashion to the concrete folded plate, by varying the location of the apexes of the folds.

ranging from spanning two supporting walls, to a basic three-sided "portal" section, to a highly

folded nave section.
Steel plates with truss folded plates can tessellate horizontally and concentrically along horizor:=
or vertical axis of growth to produce structures which are horizontal (sheds) or vertical towers
and domes.

Scale: The rate and scale of the folds can vary, changing the overall subdivision of the sectior
Depth: The depth of the folds can also vary according to the scale and rate of subdivision of t-=
overall plate. The deeper the folds, the more structural depth they gain, thus the more structura
depth is available for the truss.

Affect: The affective property of steel plates with truss folded plates can be multiplied when :-=
base unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond tc

the physical constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, ei.
As a result, in addition to pleating and diamonding, a structure built of steel plates with truss ': -.':
plates can transmit other optical affects, including arching, differentiation, cantilevering, asyr*:" "

flatness, branching, fluidity, vaulting, twisting, non-directionality, horizontality, folding, fanninc

symmetry, slanting, tubularity. The acoustical affect is diffusion.



SYSTEM

Folded Plate and Truss

)

truss member -

folded plate surface \

1\
L]

.-t A

', ^en slope of folds is 22.6-60 degrees:

- I : 0.2-0.8

:- 3 increases, Z/A must also increase.

+

'- Ais2orlesstheinternal bendingandshearforceswill resultintensionrnthe,topof thefoldsandtensioninthebottomatmidspan.: - arly, shear stresses will be greatest close to the supports in the plane of the folds. The fold acts like the section of a beam when resisting
: : - r:19 and shear forces.



Pleating, Axiality, Pinching,
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 38

Horizontal / Folded Plate and Truss i
:

: AIR FORCE ACADEMY CHAPEL i sTIovoRE, oWINGS & MERRILL : CoLoRADo SPRINGS, USA i Isoz 
:: i (W.A. NETSCH, G. BUNSHAFT) i . :

This aluminum surface, working
in conjunction with a steel truss,
folds along three seams, more
acutely along the central one,
transmitting an affect of pleating
and pinching.

It
t

The horizontal
tessellation of the
base unit along a
straight axis transmits
an affect of axiality.

280 Ír

fllitítum'$m rn¡rce 'bademy chapel is formed by the horizontal tessellation of a plate and truss folded plate base unit, a series of repeaiing folded
'üllllllflümmm. mnrcrrenented by a truss, to create a portal section with a pointed apex at its center. The surfaces bend to produce burfacé continuity

r{ln¡rflltlilmmrm ifiÍ :ct,:a affect of pleating, axiality and pinching, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



388 AFFECT

Pleating, Tubularity, Verticality, Diffusion



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Folded Plate and Truss

--rs':.'ded surface, working
f'r i::rr -nct¡on with a steel
Tri"ss. s folded along six
sear*s :he central two of
toflnil:r a.e at the same heighl
nrsnr ::É ground, creating a
mmlr :-€l transmits affects
rr :lea-9. tubularity and
qW'lrGrLi:¡"

l-¡e folded surface
:ffuses sound.

The horizontal tessellation
of the base unit along a
straight axis transmits an
affect of axiality.

27x

-ll\rrm tr- s produced by the horizontal tessellation of a plate and truss folded plate base unit, shaped inio a portal section with a faceted apex
,un ls re"-:er. The surfaces bend to produce surface continuity and rigidity along the section. The corrugation of the overall surface is determined
'¡ru, te a=-sity and depth of the folds, complemented in section by the truss. The folds and truss give structural strength to the section, allowing
rlr ú t;a- ke an arch. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of pleating, tubularity and verticality, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.



AFFECT

Pleating, Tubularity, Axialrty, Diffusion) Focusingo



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Folded Plate and Truss

This folded surface,
working in conjunction
wiih a steel truss, is
folded along ten seams
which are arranged
radially with respect
to each other, creating
a form that transmits
affects of pleating and
tubularity.

Sound is diffused by the
folded surface, although
this may be modified by the
focusing which is typical
of the curved shape overall.

38x

ll¡.e r:r¡ is produced by the horizontal tessellation of a plate and truss folded plate base unit, shaped into an arched section that approximates
u r :a-el vault. The surfaces bend to produce surface continuity and rigidity along the section. The corrugation of the overall surface is
umu.- :ed by the density and depth of the folds, complemented in section by the truss. The folds and truss give struciural strength to the
:im:fl{:r allowing it to span like an arch. This assemblage transmits an optical affect of pleating, tubularity and axiality, and an acoustical affect
¡ c,n:: on and focusing.

I

I

1""
2"
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Pleating, Arching, Differentiation, Horizontality, Asymmetricality, Diffusio.
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TESSELLATToN/sysrEM i se

Horizontal I Folded Plate and rruss, and Girder i

: YOKOHAMA INTERNATIONAL : FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS;
: PORT TERMINAL : STRUCTURAL DESIGN GRoUP. NAGATA ACOUSTICS

The girder part of ihis hybrid
structure, which houses the
ramps providing connections
across the different levels of the
terminal, have different profiles
on account of the different
air-side and land-side entry
and exit points they connect. 

\

The steel plate and truss folded
surface spans two steel-girder
bridges that together define the
longitudinal spine of the structural
system. The steel plate and truss
folded plate are also cantilevered
from either side of the girders.
This creates a long central space
with two side spaces that extend
along the length of the form. 

\

- Sound is diffused by
the folded surface.

L Scale and profile
variations of the
folded plate and truss
as well as the girders
along the length of
the terminal create a
form that transmits
affects of pleating,
arching, horizontality
differentiation and
asym metricality.

- The central seam of the steel
folded plate system changes
in plan along the length of
the terminal, transmitting an
affect of asymmetricality.

j

steel folded plate

". 
"'rhamalnternational 

PortTerminal isformedbythehorizontal tessellationof aplateandtrussfoldedplatebaseunitwhichspanslaterally., ' . . : 'vo.side-girders in the form of shallow arches sp,ann ing long itud rnally. The plaie and truss system together with the long itudinal g irAeÁ '
' .-=:<ed to producetwo concourse and parking levels. Thefoldé of the truss aÁd plate give stru'ctural sténgth and depthto-the secñon as
'=.^o-stingenvironmental systemssuchasventilation,firesprinklers, drainage,eic.ThéYokohamalnternat"ional Portierminal transmitsan: : = =Ífect of pleating, arching, differentiation, horizontality and asymmetricaliiy, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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The base unit of a conical shell is composed of a surface that is extruded perpendicularly to join

two hyperbolic curves, spanning primarily longitudinally to meet edge beams resting on columns
or load-bearing walls, with a cable tie located at the abutment of these edge beams and the columns
or load-bearing walls. Conical shells direct the primary loads along the surface of the shell. Conical
shells can be made of steel-reinforced concrete, which can also be mixed with lightweight terracotta
or glass bricks to reduce the overall weight. Conical shells derive their structural strength when their
curvature approximates to that of an arch or catenary. The distribution of loads along the surfaces
of a conical shell embeds it with an optical affective property of arching and directionality that
remains consistent within any space it defines. The acoustical affect of a shell is determined by the
curvature of its surface. Consequently, a concave shell has an affect of focusing near the centre of

curvature, and a convex one has an affect of diffusion. At a distance from the center of a concave
shell, or in the case of a concave shell with a shallow curvature, the shell has an affect of specularit.,

Conical shells are flexible in several ways:

Span: Conical shells can be flexible in the degree of curvature in the shell surface, which allows
for a range in the spans that bridge the edges, with the curvature increasing as the span increases
Accordingly, they can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved lines of growth to produce
primarily horizontal structures, or sheds.
Profile: The degree of curvature of the shell's surface can vary, resulting in a wide range of profiles
The more the curvature of the shell approximates to that of an arch or a catenary, the more it gains
in structural strength as well as the ability to be self-supporting,
Affect: The optical affective properties of a conical shell can be multiplied when the base unit
imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physicar

constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, etc. As a result.
in addition to arching and directionality, a conical shell can transmit other affects, including quil: -;
piercing, linearity, orientedness, braiding, hyper-curving. The acoustical affect of conical shells c.-
be focusing or specularity.



SYSTEM

Conical Shell

>1 t3

>:1<

¿;J

shell surface r

Lateral thrust
is countered
by buttressing
the vault with
adjacent vaults,
or by adding a
tension cable
between the
springing points
of the arch.

,4._ 4\tt\LI

D?

R

Z\>ll r/LJ /'

zJ R
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, _ the greater of A or B

2-12

ianc S: freígñfs of the sheff at each end.
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Vaulting, Symmetricality, Asymmetricality Focusing



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Conical Shell

Owing to changes in the
ceiling profile and column
positions, this space transmits
affects of symmetricality or
asymmetricality, depending on
the viewer's position in relátion
to the conical shells. -. \

conical shell 
a

edge beam \ V-\hñ\
Nft



Piercing, Vaulting, Repetition, Focusing
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 4C

Horizonlal lConical Shell :

RAILWAYWORKSHOP : E.FREYSSINET : BAGNEUX,FRANCE : 1928

This shed is formed by -the simple repetition of '..
a base unii comprising a \
steel-reinforced concrete \
conical shell, embedding
it with affects of vaulting
and repetition.

conoidal thin-shell concrete

concrete edge-beam

cable ties

glass infill skylight

concrete column
\

The irregular edge -.of each base unit \
creates an openrng as \
it repeats, 

"ri.'rb"dd"ing 
\.,

the form with an affect
of piercing.

-h:9.<

;\

Conical shells depend on a
secondary structural system,
in this case edge beams
and cable ties, to reduce
lateral thrust.

-^e suíace of /
:-= conical shell
-::tses sound.

m

h. xS

ril[
lli

I
L- masonry and glass-block infill

, The introduction of a smaller bay

/ introduces asymmetry in plan. '

72

129.0

-- s railway workshop is produced by the tessellation of a curved conoidal shell base unit, to create four barrel-vaulted bays that span four axes
-'columns and the walls along the perimeter to rest on edge beams. The flexibility offered by this assemblage of base units lies in its section.--: apertures in the surface of the roof can be altered by adjusting the double curvature of each of the shells to enable the structure to respond-: 3rogrammatic or environmental requirements. This railway workshop transmits an optical affect of piercing, vaulting and repetition, and an
= -:lstical affect of focusing.

I

l



Vau lting, Striation, Repetition, Specularity
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TESSELLATToN/sYSTEM i o,

Horizontal /Conical Shell :

concrete edge beam -.
Gaussian curved brick cable ties \

shell with cement - 
c¿

,, \\ h:4
\ masonry infiil wall r\_)___-....- / -.^

\ñF:-'\ /,a':"
:(,r2-----------\ llx..-=*?stassinfilskytisht-\ 

S { \\
Snri::m:i'"Hl"x, R \\
shell base unit creates a \ \ :)..
double-curvedconical < 

.-\ 
\ \. \ \ \\ \j*[m.'*i:",1r:; \ \\ ,x \

with skylights, transmitting >-- \ V
slf":fftvau*insand \\\ - u,.-t;,-z<R-\.*\ \\ \\ \ \ \ \ \

\\ \ \ \2 conlcaJshe'sdependona
\ \* \ \ \ \ \ \ \-'tl I secondarvstructúral svstem.

\\\
\\\\\\\\-\\H

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ >4ll Conicalshellsdependona
\ \ \ \ \ \ \44 | secondarystructurat sysiem,

\ \ \ \ \ \.21 lly inthiscaseedsebeams
\ \ \ \ \ \--Á I )'" and cable ties, to reduce

lateral thrust.

The varying heights introduced
by the Gaussian curves that
define the shell surfaces
create variations in the section,
resulting in heighi differences
of I meter which are used as

A t "Y]]ilDtr1 -!X.rhesherismadeora 
skvrishts'

A'+L^..^L ^^..^r i^ \ | L'/ combination of hollow clay
flT:^1T":::1"^:*^^^ '..1-r'' brick and a thin tayer of
rocused by the surface ;i;;ñft;,;;a'Jáic,ete.
of the conical shell, its
center of curvature is
below floor level and this
results in specularity.

c-:----r;r ffi

[I t t L: I

z- A consistent bay width in plan
/ creates an affect of repetition.

77

-*e Port Warehouse is produced by the tessellation of a curved conical shell base unit spanning the full bay to create a series of shells resting on
1*e oerimeter walls. The flexibility of this type of assemblage lies in its section. The number and size of the apertures in the roof can be controlled
:-r 3radually adjusting the Gaussian curve located at the central apex, which defines the double curvature of each surface, and, similarly, the overall
g::lon can be ad.justed to increase or decrease the volume to enable the structure to respond to programmatic or environmental requiiements,
-*e Fort Warehouse transmits an optical affect of vaulting, striaiion and repetition, and an acoustical affect of specularity.



4oB 
i

The base unit of a hyper'curved umbrella column shell is composed of surfaces, usually four,
which are derived from the extension of the faces of a column that is polygonal in plan. Hyper-curved
umbrella column shells direct the primary bending moments through their surfaces, along multiple
axes, transferring the forces from the horizontally spanning hyper-surfaces to the vertical faces of
the column. Hyper-curved umbrella column shells can be made of reinforced concrete, although in

some instances terracotta bricks are incorporated to reduce the overall weight, or glass-block bricks
to bring light in. The distribution of loads in a hyper-curved umbrella column shell embeds it with an
optical affective property of slanting and linearity that remains consistent within any space it defines.
The concave surfaces of the umbrella shell may promote focusing or specularity, depending upon
the expanse and radius of curvature of the surfaces.

Hyper-curved umbrella column shells are flexible in several ways:
Plan: Hyper-curved columns can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved lines of growth
to produce primarily horizontal structures, or sheds.
Profile: The protogeometry of hyper-curved umbrella column shells allows them to be flexible
in the section of the surfaces springing from the column, and also in the height of the column itself,
Affect: The optical affect of a hyper-curved umbrella column shell can be multiplied when the
base unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the
physical constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, etc. As a
result, in addition to slanting and linearity, a structure made of hyper-curved umbrella column shells
can transmit other affects, including folding, tenting, axiality, hyper-curving, focusing, specularity.
The acoustical affect of umbrella shells can be diffusion or specularity.



_ the greater of A or B
2-12

SYSTEM : 4t

Umbrella Column Shell ,

cantilever being supported by
a column,



Banding, Specularity



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Umbrella Column Shell
RIO WAREHOUSE : F. CANDELA. A SAENZ DE LA CALZADA : MEXTCO CtTy, MEXICO i lsSS-s¿

drainage point

thin reinforced-concrete
umbrella column shell

masonry wall

Simple repetition of the base --.
unit at different heights forms
an open canopy that transmits
an affect of banding.

'.- The shell surface
transmits an
acoustical affect
of specularity.

The section can be chanqed
by varying the height of the
columns or of the edges of
the surfaces as they span
away from it, which here
allows skylights to be inserted
between the edges where
there are differing heights.

,- The columns can
/ be staggered along

,t lhe edge to create
an asymmetrical
perimeter.

I

l

124

The Rio Warehouse is produced by the tessellation of an umbrella column shell base unit, to create a series of bays in which the shells span
outwards from columns symmetrically positioned along the central axis o{ each bay. The elevations between the surfaces can be changed by
graduallychangingthehéightof eacñof theirfaces_,añdtheoverall heightof thectlumn"un"t"ouury Gradual 

"¡"ng""táil'eoverall section,
in terms of both the shell surfaces and the height of the columns, can cñange_thevolume of the spacé as well as the ámount of natural light,
allowing it to"respond to programmatic needs and environmental conditions. The Rio Warehouse transmits an optical affect of banding,áná 

"nacoustical affect of specularity.
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i D¡rectionality, Slanting, Axiality, Lightness, Specularityo
;.............



TESSELLATToN/sysrEM i +rs

HorizonLal / Umbrella Column Shell i""""':"" """""":' ":"""""'
, HEnnnlzwAREHousa : T.CANDELA i VEXICOCtTy,MEX|CO i rnuu ,

Simple repetition and
mirroring of the asymmetrical
umbrella column shell
creates a vaulted shell
with skylights that transmits
affects of directionality,
slanting and lightness. -r.

\

t
f

--'\ il\-'--\ A
,n,n r.,nr.rt".)){ , t

.- The section can be changed
by varying the height of the
columns or of the edges of the
sudaces as they span away from
it, which here allows skylights to
be inserted beiween the edges
where there are differing heights.

L exterior
masonry wall

The shell surface
transmits an
acoustical affect
of specularity.

* Umbrella column shells are
flexible in section and can
therefore be tilted, as they are
here along one axis, allowing
clerestory lighting to be
introduced.

,- Tessellation of the
/ umbrella column shell

base unit transmits an
affect of axiality.

8x

The Hernaiz Warehouse is produced by the tessellation of an umbrella column shell base unit to create a central bay and two smaller side aisles,
with the shells spanning outward from a set of columns located asymmetrically along the central axis of each bay. Here the umbrella column
shells work in pairs to create a single bay. A gradual increase in height of the apex can vary the section from one bay to the next, increasing or
decreasing its height in response to programmatic or environmental needs. The Hernaiz Warehouse iransmits an optical affect of directioñality,
slanting, axiality and lightness, and an acoustical affect of specularity.

concrete umbrella
column shell



AFFECT

Tenting, Axiality, Verticallty, Specularity Diffusion "
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TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 4

Horizonlal / Umbrella Column Shell ,

I ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;il;;;;;;;;;;;; : ;;;;;.; i;;;;;;;;;;;_1"" ¡ ,,.._;; i

The tessellation of five -steel-reinforced-concrete
umbrella shell base units
which are very steep
creates this church
space which transmits
affects of tenting, axiality,
and verticality.

'. - side glass infill

side opening

thin reinforced- -concrete umbrella\
column shell

,- surface edge
beam

The columns of the umbrella -./
shell are grven a differentiated
section to increase structural
continuity and to furlher
stabilize the asymmetrical
arrangement of the portal.

--e conical shell '
: --face transmits
=- acoustical affect
:' specularity but
:-: variations in the
- :epness of the
-. -;aces diffuse
.:-rd. ,- Tessellation of the asymmetrical

,/ umbrella column sheil creates
/ an interior with a central aisle

and side aisles with gradually
/ rncreasing heights, transmitting

an affect of multiscalarity.

--- :-urch of .Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal is produ.ced by the tessellation of an umbrella column shell base unit to create a central bay
- : -::sed of five variations of the base unit and two smaller side aisles, with the shells spanni.ng outward from a set of columns locáteA asy'mmetrically, r-ri1€central axisof eachbay.Theumbrellacolumnshellsworkinpairstocreateasinglebáy.Theheightof thesectionisincreasedOyagr"áu;i '
- --:ase, in the height_ of the_ base unit_as it repeats. The height of the columns is also reduóed giadually, rñd ¡n the final bay tháy disappea'r áfüg"th;r,.. -:theuppersurfaceoftheshell free-standing.Theseadjustmentstothesection,whichaiiernotónlytheheightofthástructurebutalsothe
- - 1: 3ns, enable it to respond to both programmatic and environmental needs. The church of Our Lady áf the Miiaculous Meáal transmit" an opticat,,-.-: :f tenting, axiality, and verticality, and acoustical affects of specularity and diffusion.
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The base unit of a three-pointed hyper-curved shell is composed of a hyper-surface spanning
in two directions, which rests on three vertices, Three-pointed hyper-curved shells the primary

loads through the section of the shell. The geometry of the shell is determined by the nature and

magnitude of the loads it will resist, For predominantly uniformly distributed loads the (ie if the
shells self weight governs as is the case in long span roofs) the curvature will be close to spherica
Hyper-curve shells can be made of thin-shell reinforced concrete spanning very great distances.
The distribution of loads along the hyper-surfaces of a three-pointed hyper-curved shell embeds
it with an optical affective property of lightness and radiating that remains consistent within any

space it defines.

The acoustical affect of a shell is determined by the curvature of its surface. Consequently,
a concave shell has an affect of focusing near the center of curvature, and a convex one has

an affect of diffusion.
At a distance from the center of a concave shell, or in the case of a concave shell with a shallow
curvature, the shell has an affect of specularity,

Three-pointed hyper-curved shells are flexible in several ways:

Plan: Three-pointed hyper-curved shells can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved lines

of growth to produce primarily horizontal or curved structures.
Profile: The protogeometry of a three-pointed hyper-curved shell allows it to be flexible in the ra^::
of curvature given to the surface and the curvature of the edges, which can form an arched oper - l
in a wide range of widths. The curvature of the shell's surface can also vary, resulting in a wide
range of profiles.

Affect: The optical affective property of a three-pointed hyper-curved shell can be multiplied wn=-
the base unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond
to the physical constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, etc

As a result, in addition to lightness and radiating, a structure made of a three-pointed hyper-cur,e:
shell can transmit other affects, including rotundity, attenuation, thinness, pleating, enclosure.

triangularity, slitting, tapering, scalloping, flaring, pleating, torquing. The acoustical affect of a
hyper-curved shell can be focusing or specularity.
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: Rotundrty, Lightness, Smoothness, Focusingo
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Horizon tat /Hyp"r-'Eir';ilt d'ñ5il

hyper-curved shell

side opening

i

I

I

-)í
L The conical surface

focuses sound.

2x

concrete shell directs
loads to the apexes of its
triangular plan and forms a
space that is open on three
sides, transmitting an affect
of rotundity, lightness, and
smoothness.

The shell consists
of a single base unit.

-lhnc -rorizontal form.is produced by a hyper-curved shell base unit. This type of assemblage is flexible in the changes that can be made to the:i!r'ü@Jre of the arch in elevation and to the section as the surface of the shell ;s a.uáiope"J érrá,i"i"r'"ng"" i; ti" ;ütrr"-ot tn" archesüfim Í:n-n the three elevations, together.with changes in the height of the central rpur, 
"-n.uiu 

ih; f-; to respond to programmatic and
'¡n'mr':nrnental needs' This form tiansmits an opticál affect of roiundity, lightness dn¿ 

"r"ohlá"", ála an acbustical'áti""óióiiocr"ing.



Centeredness, Lightness, Faceting, Focusing



TION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Hyper-Curved Shell

i u:acRRnNDA NTcHTCLUB
::
: ACAPULCO, MEXICO : 1957

x : 19.25

\.. 
1¡,l" shell directs loads toward
the apexes of the triangular
plan, freeing the interior of
stru cture an d lransñIilng
an affect of openness and
lrglrtness.

A
/he contcal ]

=.¡rface 
focuses

=und. side opening l
The curvature of this shell
alternates between concave
and convex ridge lines,
resulting in a form that
transmits an affect of faceting.

\- The need to create a
free-spanning sface here
results in a form made of'
a single base unit.

t8

*re 
La Jacaranda Club is produced by a hyper-curved shell base unit. This type of assemblage is flexible in the changes that can be made to the

l:-r,ature of the arch in elevation and to the section as the surface of the shell is developed. Gradual changes in the curvature of the arches that
tr- the three elevations, together with changes in the height of the central apex, enable the form to respond to programmatic and environmental
ne*cs.The La Jacaranda Club transmits an optical affect of centeredness, lightness and smoothness, and an acoustical affect of focusing.

v/i

hyper-curved shell 1
\

5.91 \ \\

. The curvature of the shell
changes direction to form
an overhang.

'-/'a:

:Y\-\
\

,:r,,

'',\.

.)r/
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AFF-CT

Centeredness, Iapering, Lightness, Specularity"
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TESSELLATT.N/'YSTEM i or"

HorizonLal I Hyper-Curved Shell, and Frame :

:- , ,;.-Ei'rT DE PAUL CHAPEL i T. CAXOTIA, E. DE LA MORA, A. LOPEZ CARDONA . VTXICO CITY, MEXICO i 1NU*-UN .
:

¡ steel
' space-f rameTwo base units, a hyperbolic,

thin-steel-reinforced concrete
shell resting on columns together
with a tripod-shaped steel frame,
form a tapering shell surface
that incorporates skylights at
the center, transmitting affects
of centeredness, tapering and
lightness.

L The conical surface
focuses sound.

\

1.2 
-

hyperbolic thin l
concrete shell

;-
,/

The hyperbolic -/paraboloid surface
illustrates the flexible
section of the hyper-
curved shell.

steel columns -/

The shell and steel frame work in
conjunction in this hybrid system,
with the frame distributing the
forces along the edge of the
shells to stabilize the system.

\srassinfirr
\ .oo

).',

, The shell produces a
,/ centralized space with

a symmetrical perimeter,
transmitting affects of
tapering and centeredness.

l
34.0

--= S:. Vincent de Paul Chapel is a hybrid form produced by the tessellation of a hyper-curved shell working in conjunction with a steel space
'=-:, Three shells are supported at their centers by a space frame, a tripod made of open steel trusses. Gradual changes in the height of the
:::::s of the shells changes their sections and elevations. Higher apexes increase the area of the side elevation. ln this type of form more-:- :1ree surfaces can meet at the central iripod to create enclosed space in a variety of shapes, such as pyramidal or rectangular or linear.--- S:, Vincent de Paul Chapel transmits an optical affect of centeredness, tapering and lightness, and an acoustical affect of specularity



' Centeredness, Triangularity, Scalloping, Diffusiono
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Horizontal / Hyper-Curved Shell ,

: CNITBUILDING : R'CAMELOT,J.DEMAILLY,B.ZEHRFUSS,PL.NERVI..I.pROuvÉ N.ESOUtLLnru, pnntS,FRANCE i ,nur ,

edoe beamv \ :¿oJ

ttt... 
reinforcement beam

scalloped thin \
concrete shell \ \\\

The conical surface
diffuses sound.

'. Changes in the overall height
of the arches forming the
shell's curved surfaces (a-c)
result in a varying section.

area:22,5O0m2
L glass infill

. entrances

The pleating of the three
shells results in a form
that transmits an affect of
scalloping.

;
(\

The three shells are conioined
by a reinforced beam.

The radial repetition of the
fan-shaped shells results
in a form that transmits
an affect of centeredness
and triangularity.

218

- : ' ding is the largest concrete shell in the world in terms of the ratio between the supports and the floor area covered. lt is formed by three
'::=:hype-r-curvedshellsthatintersectatacentral pornt.Theindividual shellsarenot"ltonlmou.,Urta"p"náonáüunoir,"rtoformthe

' =--:Jheflexibilityofthedesignliesinthechangeswhichcanbemadeiothecurvatureoftheaichrnelevation,andthechangesinsection,-= :-'face of the shell is developed. The cNlr building transmits an opticat affect of 
""ni"i"lnL.", triangur;iitt ánJ .""rro=ping, 

"no 
un- -. :¿l affect of diff usion.

,,u 
/





TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal / Hyper-Curved Shell

The surface of r
the saddle shell
transmits an
acoustical affect
of specularity, with
some diffusion.

Seating Space =1
\ \\

The self-supporting saddle-
shaped shell, built of steel-
reinforced thin-shell concrete,
transmits affects of fluting and
smoothness.

The shell directs loads to two
edge lines rather than a set of
points, giving it stability and
enabltng rt to span a great
drstance.

L base edge footing

L Changes in overall height
along the curvature of ihe
surface (b,d) can vary the
section, contributinqio the
shell's complexity. -

l

l

1,,,

\
]'.

l

31 .5

'i

l

'.- The shell's saddle shape,
due to differences in iis section
at each end, produces an
irregularly curved perimeter,
contributing to an affect of
eccentricity.

27

-: -lrnas de Cuernavaca Chapel is produced by a hyper-curved base unit, which.comprises a.single paraboloid shell, saddle-shaped and': -':-pporting. The curvature of the shell can be"chaÁge.d by modifying the radii of the curves that áÁfine 1'" pf"", *iii" ;ñ;;;". in the width- :::epness of the shell's curvature can also change its foró, to enáblé this type of shell to aa"pt io progrurrutic needs .r"ñ 
"" 

acoustical: ': -:':ies, or environmental requirements such as ihe introduction of natural íight to the interiorl-rÁL Loras de Cuernavaca Chapel transmits
' 
- : ': cal affect of fluting, smooth ness, complexity and eccentricity, and an acóustical af f eci oi spááu tarity and d iff usión. 

- - -



Smoothness, Specularity"Pleating,



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Hyper-Curved Shell
: CURUT IÁNIZCALLI,MEXICO : 1960

:

: BAOARD| BOTTLING pLANT : F. OANDELa, R. sÁeuz DE LA CALZADA,: cANCro-MARTtN, ALVAREZ n¡¡o culÉRnrz

Changes in height
along the arches that
define the curvature of
the shells (a-d) result
in a changing section,
transmitting an affect
of scalloping. -a

reinforced cross-arched ribs -
glass infill \

hyper-curved thin-shell concrete -

Hyper-curved shells can be
supported by a secondary
structure, as is illustrated
here by the arches and piers
running along the perimeter.The hyper-curved r

shell transmits an \
acoustical affect
of specularity.

-'\

tt
t

! masonry
side wall

The quadripartite shell
illustrates the flexibility in
the degree of subdivision
of hyper-curved shells.

\- glass infill

\ entrance

extended
shell
footing

¡Three shell base units
/ are repeated, resulting

in pleatino of the roof.

! The repetition of three shells
creates a long, columnless
rectangular enclosure that
transmits an affect of lightness
and smoothness.

-',= 
trcardi Bottling Plant is produced by a hyper-curved concrete shell base units . Shells intersect to form a cross-vault with glass and masonry-' l. The plan and section can be chang_ed by increasing or decreasi.ng the radii of the curves that define the arches in order to ihange their heigñt,

-' :he.area of the glass and masonry infill can be extended, to allow thé structure to adapt to programmatic or environmental requirem"ents such ás 
'

--: vol.ume of the space or the amount of natural light. The Bacardi Bottling Plant transmits an oplical affect of scalloping, pleating, lightness and
.-cothness, and an acoustical affect of specularity.
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: Attenuation, Lightness, Scalloping, Specularity',' D iff usio n "



'it

:ad-bearing point '
The conical shell surface
transmits an acoustical affect
of specularity which may,
however, be overwhelmed by
the diffusion resulting from
the aggregation of multiple
shell surfaces.

hyper-curved
shell surface

.;\. lrr ,

Éi*\

TION/SYSTEM : 43

Horizontal / Hyper-Curved Shell ,

- 
h :0.5

\
0.33a\..,

h :0.17

. side opening

L Changes in height along
the arches that define the
curvature of the shells (a-d)
are reflected in the section
and plan, transmitting an affect
of attenuation, lightness and
scalloping.

./ I ta.
The changes in section allow
for a variety of heights in the
elevations and an increase in
:he amount of surface overhang,
:ransmitting an affect of
attenuation. 

\ ,--,:-\_-_Jt: .t-_p,.

''..].-r'.:r.r
i ,'*', t,n. 

\ i; \ ;*t'.' 
j

'*)-' ' *:' t,*,-'-- --'--..á€.,-'' '.::: ,r'
i

I i' i ''-t , .u, j( t'*:.,. 
1I 't i ,,i'

,*-.. -:-.-# - 
g,. * -f' - -' 

t

i r; i ': i t*': . 'i ,*, ' 
itt 

da

-i^e aggregation of a '' 
---r---i -r--'--r'--:---

:..:adñp-artite shell base - l
,rrt that varies as it repeats
c-oduces a perimeter in the
':'m of a tapering rectangle
,r th varying degrees of
=: allop ing.

/-{ \ --. -h:1.25at^\
..-> 

\-\

' 1.2s,

h : r.34

l

- 
-::ilal form is produced by the tessellation of a_hyper-curved concrete shell base unit, forming three irregular bays, with the width of

:=,:'aduallytaperinglongitudinally.Theheightof theshellsinthecentral aisleisgreaterthanthatof thetwoside'aisles,allowingfor-=- -theresultingelevations.Thisassemblagetransmitsanoptical affectofattenuation, lightnessandscalloping,andanacous'Íical
,- =:ecularity and diffusion.
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: Centeredness, Diff usionScalloping, Focusing



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / Hyper-Curved Shell

nax. h:2/3 x

L Changes in height along
the arches that define the
curvature of the shells creates
a form that transmits an affect
of scalloping.

L load-bearing point

opening

: 433

,/
'['lrne tryrper-curved J
dinel bansmits an
ma¡stical affect of
cttrñsion at the centre
end bcusing at the
Mrneter.

\",0"

7 fwo identical base units
/ composed of tripartite

/ hyper-curved shells
are joined to produce
a hexagonal form that
transmits an affect of

y centeredness.

curvature that defines the surfaces in section,
H_.j:Í?pg 9"9i1 

."9 of each shell on the perimeter, and changes to the height oi in" 
""r'trul 

point around *hicñ the shells arelJ:'J::::::'.rrdrrg ur trdurr srrcrr urr tlre per¡rnerer' ano.cnangeS to tne nelght ot the central point around which the shells arthe herght ot the arches that define the curvature, the base unit can increáse or decrease tÉe interior volume that it definesincreasing--or decreasing the area of its exterior elevation, enabling it to.ad-apt to programmatic or environmé"üi *qrii"r""L.r oOtical affect of centeredness scellonino and f¡nciinn rnd ¡nn,io+i^ol ^++^^*- ^{ {^^..^;^^ ^^r r:¡¡..^:--an optical affect of centeredness, scalloping and faceting, and acoJst¡cal affécts df fü;;i;g;"d;¡iius¡on.



, Centeredness, Scalloping, Focusing
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Horizontal / Hyper-Curved Shell
LOS MANANTIALES RTSTNURRruT . F. cANDELA,.l. ÁrvRRrz onoóñrz , vrxlco ctry, MExtco , lsse

The surface of the shell is
divided into eight identical
regions, illustrating the degree
of subdivisjon that is possible
on a hyper-curved shell.

h :5.84 
-. \./r- 'V
.']-l:\/
.a''\ 

./ ..----"' 33x

\..---"

overall p an array:8 x

range of he qhts : 5.84 - 9.93m

h :9.93

'. load-bearing
point

.- Changes in height along
the arches that define the
curvature of the shells (a-h)
are reflected in the section,
transmitting an affect of
scalloping.

secondary glazing supports .'

,ai.N...=, r;;,,:i , ', ,, ,,i',l",prr;....',....-.;:.',^ .- rwo identicarbase units

i 
\.. ,t \ comPosed of q,uadriPartite

I "\ ,l I f tP"r-curved shells are joined
i i I to produce an octagonal form
I \,-

\:.i.l¡¡\1,,. .. . .-,:( i': ti :ti{ ..-... ...,..,.,...,.'...i'l centerednessandscallopins'

-.*''*
.r' 

.. ' /
I .P - : by a ring of side columns and

' :]*i '-

, -.. 
:: ' --'l t,' " -

' 
.. '' 

'' ' i "\'.

-_,.-',.-"-
t1 1 \- '",'s'
i' .i r; i

ii
i .r, 

l,r, ' 
t,

,,i\,I
_d ,h.._

i

"L- ', ,t'

glass infill ," ,.' \ groin seam

49.4

- -:-t"anantialesrestaurantisproduced.bylpas.gunitcomprisingfourinte-rsectinghyper-curvedconcreteshellsarrangedaroundacentral' ':::ated once to form an octagonal plan. The flexibility olthis base unit lies in thé iÉanges that can be made to the rádius of the curvature"' :.'-=sthesurfacesinsection,changestotheextentofsurfaceoverhang,of eachshell o"ntheperimeter,aná"hungL"iáineheightof tl.re
' :: -1 around which the shells are arranged. By changing the height of the arches that define the curvature, the b"ase unit can increase or" ; : :: : - e interior volu me.wh¡le sim ultaneously increasing oi decreas-in g the area of its exterior elevation, enabíing it toáaapt to program matic'---enlal requirements. The interiorsurfaces are outlined by the edges of the eight groins, reinforcing the 

".J". 
*¡oáihe stresses

':. ¡,riletheexteriorsurfaceof theshell appearsasacontiñuoussurface.TheLósü"n"nii"lesresiauranttransmitsanoptical affectof- . :: -:ss and scalloping, and an acoustical affect of focusing.



Centeredness, Pleating, Specularity) Diff usion
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Horizontal / Hyper-Curved Shell
i lovns DE cuERNAVACA BAZAAR F. CANDELA. c. ROSELL. r\4. LARROSSA CUERNAVACA, MEXICO : tv5ó:

compresston flng

\[v--7hyper-curved 
\:shell surface \

supportrng
nng

- 
= :rell's seams '/
-=--ate between a
: - : a re valley line and
---.ex ridge line,
- :'-=i;ng the flexibilitv
-- 

= section of a
::;-':urved shell.

t The hyper-curved shell

\- side corumn Xr?::{1i"r?t?.1"f,i""tl??',n"
centre and focusing near
the perimeter.

F

_ .--;,i.,::.... , 
¡, 1r-:;;l_;ri'r5;;;t$

li ' ' ':;1rr*r;... a lfi'
tit*-.

, ,.-- 
, 

,,, 
j ,'1, ', ., .,,:. i

21.8

-"::CuernavacaBazaar isproduced-Pyasinglebaseunitcomprisingsixteenfoldedhyper-curvedconcreteshellsarrangedarounda
- --:-ession ring in the form of atube. The flexibility of this base únit isáetermined by seíbral characteristicsr¡re freighüf"tü apere" of'-= -^ells as they span outward from the central tu-be can be changed to increase thó structural deplrr, tlre aupir.1 oitÉ"ioi¿. ir.,"t form each-: : ran be changed to increase.their.strength against bending móments, and the location oi ttr" ó|rpr"".ion ring 

""n 
Uá 

"nitua 
tro.

'":.,1'oduceanasy.mmetrical plan'TheLomasdeCuernavacáBazaartransmrts"nopii"at-"ttécticenteredn"*J"nJftl"tlng,"na"n
. =":ct of specularity and diffusion.
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Tenting, Torquing, Smoothness, Lightness, Specularity) Oittusiono
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Shell and Tensile Membrane :

.:eel tension cables -.

concrete and -glass tiles

hyperbolic paraboloid -shell surface

PHILIPS PAVILION : LE CORBUSIER. I. XENAKIS

supporting n"asts

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

Heights of vertices a, b, c
can be varied.

The hyper-curved surfaces
span from three primary
support masts of which the
differing positions and heights
determine the eccentric
curvatures of the shell surfaces.
resulting in variations in section
and transmitting affects of
torquing and tenting.

\.

\

2't".t ".,--- 
- ----\. Thu gradual subdivision

. of the shell surfaces into
water moat panels of pre-cast 

"onciet"or glass tiles of varying sizes
and curvatures produCes
a highly torqued surface
that transmlts an affect of
smoothness.

The hyper-curved shell
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion
near the center and
specularity near the /penmeter. 

/

/-:

0 25.7

39.4

-: :^ lips Pavilion is produced by the tessellation of a hyperbolic paraboloid base unit repeated asymmetrically to create a dynamically angled- ' -= :hat begins as a series.of curves in plan and transforms ¡nto u nrÁt"t of ,pu, points. The .rií"ó". are made of steel tens¡on cables and= =si concrete and qlass tiles' A large-scale steel structure controls the requlár di¿tribuiio; ;f 
""uIÁ 

that give shape to the ruled surfaces of:'-:lls Theflexibilityof thisbaseun-itisdetermineobyseueial J,áá"iélir¡cril"ien"ureii ioáiáii t""hangingprogrammaticrequirements:' : - rns can be made in the curvature of the perimeter in plan. in il 
" 

r-',"ig;t;r tre apex points of the i,bular slructure, and in the scale of
,- -.i.ll;üT;H;i::,"j]?J31""131i:::iiJ""flli ¿:'á 

er'irip' e"uriállán.',t' 
"n 

opti"ui,ri""i} t"nting, ioiq,i"g, 
",;áihness 

and















The base unit of a parallel cable tensile membrane is composed of a pair of masts supporting
parallel ridge-and-valley cables, a fabric membrane, and the tie-downs that fasten both, The ridge

cables span from the top of one mast to the top of the other, As they span, they form a catenary,

known as a ridge, The valley cables span from one point on the ground on one side perpendicularly

to its counterpoint on the other side, giving form to the lowest profile (valley) of the membrane.

These form an arch, known as the valley, The fabric spans between the ridge and the valley cables,

All fabric structures are stable because they have a system of internal forces set up within them that
are equal and opposing when no external load is applied, These stresses are generated by cables

and masts working in an opposite direction and curvature to the fabric itself. When external loading

is applied the geometry of the unit changes and the balance of the internal forces also change to finc

a new equilibrium, Thus fabric structures are long displacement structures by virtue of the manner

in which they resist load, The distribution of loads along the lines of the cables and the surface of

the fabric embeds the parallel cable tensile membrane with an optical affective property of lightness

and stretching that remains consistent within any space it defines. The acoustical affect of tensile

membranes is determined by their surface curvature, A convex membrane will have an affect of

diffusion, A concave membrane which is shallow will have an affect of specularity but, near its cente'
of curvature, there may be some focusing.

Parallel cable tensile membranes are flexible in several ways:

Section: The protogeometry of a parallel cable tensile membrane allows it to be flexible in the

range of curvature of the perpendicular section, The curvature of the ridge and valley cables that
shape the fabric can be made shallower or deeper, resulting in a corresponding change in the
overal I perpendicular section,

Plan: Parallel cable tensile membranes can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved lines

of growth to produce primarily horizontal structures, or sheds,

Affect: The affective property of a parallel cable tensile membrane can be multiplied when the

base unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the

physical constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, etc. As a
result, in addition to lightness and stretching, a parallel cable tensile membrane can transmit other

optical affects, including smoothness, vaulting, asymmetry, orientedness, The acoustical affect
can be diffusion or specularity.
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valley cable ¡

parallel masts 

\

Gonerned by aesthetic and functional requirements but internal forces and reactions increase as Z/A reduces and B increases.
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Horizontal /Parallel cable Tensile Membrane
FOLKLORE PAVtLtoN : H2L2; GRETGER BERGER , pHlLRoelpHtA, usA i lszo ,

fabric membrane -
cable tie-down 

-

vertical mast

valley cable ¡

ridge cable 1

L The seams of the membrane
alternate between a concave
valley line and a convex ridge
Iine, illustrating the flexibility
of the section of parallel cable
tensile membranes._/-: .,ited -'

" -:_: transmits
,.- :.: : -stical
.. -: _ :'

:.. - -,.ily.

The fabric membrane
surface is stretched taut
between compression
masts and tension cables,
transmitting affects of
smoothness and lightness.

2,6:1 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height at
center point of valley cable

The height of the
vaulted surface varies,
transmitting affects of
vaulting and variegation

t ":-'Pavilionisproducedbythetessellationof aparallel cabletensilemembranebaseunitwhichvariesthreetimestocreatefjvefull
r¡rr ":-::''osidebays,spanningbetweentheprimaryportalscomposedoftwoinboardpá.i",""Jt*ocablesthatformtheupperridgeand
I ":''- evprofileof themembrane.Theflexibility"oiferedbythiiassemblaget¡esiniÉe-sectü",*f.,Lüá*ld;;;";;"j;";5nury"rru"r""n
' ' ::: by the cables that give form to the mem6rane. lt can also extend to'the pran *i*iie"p-"ót io t¡,e periretár-Á"t., *r,i"r.', are able to: :- range of lines or curves' or even form an asymmetrical perimeter. The Folklore pu"Íián trun"rits an optical affect of smoothness," .. .-d vaulting, and an acoustical affect of speculárity



[#L"rhness, l-ightness, Stretching, Vaulting, Asymmetry, Specu a
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HORTICULTURE EXHIBITION TENT

fabric membrane r

F. OTTO; L. STROMEYER & CO. : HAMBURG, cERMANY : 1963
:

h: 12 -.

Horizontal / Parallel
:

TESSELLATION/SYSTEM : 4s1

Cable Tensile Membrane :

,t--=- --..,r1- 
n:'u

¿_ ,'- i\
t'tt \lliL_ I-\ / '-'i

3:1 > approx. ratio of
span to section height

ridge cable -

valley cable =.

. The vaulted surface
transmlts an acoustical
affect of specularity.

! The seams of the
membrane alternate
between a concave
vailey iine and a convex
ridge line. iliustrating
the sectional flexibility
of parallel cable tensile
membranes.

\- The fabric membrane
surface is stretched taut
between compression
masts and tension cables
to transmit affects of
smoothness and lightness.

/. Variations in the spans formed
by the peak and valley cables
and the height of masts that hold

,/ and stretch the fabric result in./ ¿ form that transmits affects of
asymmetry and stretching

l

86.8

."- - =t.:jt^",?1"*l:."t:"^1:::9 ll:1"^l=:l?ll:",_'j: q:*rrer cable tensire membrane base unir to create six ruir bays and two side
:, :jl:?; Ji:3::i:1f i1: ?:Ir,?::9,:j,'^:^':?r'9^l:1:r":o,ly:,:1,!1"" *hi;ñ ¿;;tl;;;ñffi;;;; ,;.*ril¿; üi";
:.-: :l:"'ii,T,T?l::":"ll:j,::,P:,:,t^,1,j?:?.!,if ,l: :::.:lbrase ries in the section, *r'á," u *,'i"-;"";""; ";i;;.ü;;,;;:7".--: -¿c es. lt can also extend to the plan with résgect.to the pe"rimeter masts, which are aUle to toltowl";;;;;;"'";1i;;"";;

- -- :' asymmetrical perimeter. The Horticulture Exhibition ient transmits 2n onrinat ¡ffoni n{ cmn¡rhn^-^ r;^L+^^^^ ^¡-^¿^L:

: -=Jrtr¡ rL uarI arso exrenQ Io Ine plan wlln respect.to.thelserimeter masts, which are able to foilowá wide range of lines ort-:: ":fTT""tj:T'l-?j]|:},"j;]l:::i::ulture Exhibition ient transmits an opticat affect of 
"'áothn""r, ligt tnÉ.., 

"lr*t"ñing,
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=:-.,'. and an acoustical affect of specularity.



AFFECT

Smoothness, Lightness, Stretching, Vaulting, Repetition, Specularity



TATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Parallel Cable Tensile Membrane
45r

fabric membrane

---,-
-,'=-\-/¡r\\

----a 
\ \

,l--'- \ \
/ \'rr\ \

\., \ \t\\
a\ \

\-\parallel support arches --.

valley cable .

cable tie-down

-^)
ridge arch -.

L The seams of the membrane
alternate between a concave
valley line and a convex ridge
line, illustrating the flexibility
of the section of parallel cable
tensile membranes.

The vaulted -/
s u rface
transmits an
acoustical affecl
of specularity.

The membrane is tautly
stretched between supporl
arches and tension cables,
transmitting affects of
smoothness, stretching
and lightness.

.,- The simple repetition of support
i arches along a straight line

./ produces a regular section and' perimeter, transmitting affects
of axiality and repetition.

L A l0:1 width versus height
ratio is used in the section,
decreasing bending
moments caused by wind
resistance and increasing
the aerodynamic properties
of the section.

' . -:'izontal form is produced by the tessel.lation of a parallel cable tensile membrane base unit to create eight full bays and two half-bays,
: .- - ^g beiween primary portals,composed-of two inboard arches ihat form the upper ridge, and cables thai form the lower valley profiló,

- I '3jm to the membrane. The flexibility offered by this assemblage lies in its section, where a wide range of heights can be ass'igned to the
.-=. Thesecanbeevenlydistributed,orslightlystaggeredtofollowadiagonal line, enhancingtheflexibilityof théplan.Thearchésthatform
: ::-"s.can also be arranged along a curver or can increase in radius to create an asymmetrical-perimeter. Tñis form transmits an optical affecl
, -:::hness, lightness, stretching, vaulting and repetition, and an acoustical affect of specularity.

Bx



The base unit of a radial cable tensile membrane is composed of a central mast supported
by a variable number of cables arranged in a radial pattern. ln cases where the masts follow a
linear axis, the areas they cover are similar; where they are set out along a curved line, they become
differentiated. All fabric structures are stable because they have a system of internal forces set
up within them that are equal and opposing when no external load is applied. These stresses are
generated by cables and masts working in an opposite direction and curvature to the fabric itself.
When external loading is applied the geometry of the unit changes and the balance of the internal
forces also change to find a new equilibrium. Thus fabric structures are long displacement structures
by virtue of the manner in which they resist load, Radial cable tensile membranes are made primarily
of steel mast, cable and fabric, or sometimes of timber or trussed steel columns. The distribution
of loads along the lines of the cables and the surface of the fabric embeds the radial cable tensile
membrane with an optical affective property of flying and tapering that remains consistent within
any space it defines. The convex surfaces of a radial cable tensile membrane transmit an acoustical
affect of diffusion or specularity, depending upon the radius of the curvature. However, the
membrane material may possess sound-absorbing properties which can reduce or even eliminate
the usual affects.

Radial cable tensile membranes are flexible in several ways:
Profile: The protogeometry of a radial cable tensile membrane allows flexibility in the range
of curvature that can be given to the tension cables which give shape to the fabric.
Plan: A radial cable tensile membrane system can tessellate horizontally along straight or
curved lines of growth to produce primarily horizontal structures, or sheds.
Affect: The affective property of a radial cable tensile membrane can be multiplied when the
base unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to
the physical constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, etc.
As a result, in addition to tenting and tapering, a radial cable tensile membrane can transmit other
optical affects, including orientedness, arching, vaulting, floating, lightness, verticality, cellularity,
non-orientedness, enclosure, rotundity. The acoustical affect can be diffusion or specularity.



SYSTEM

Radial Cable Tensile Membrane

central mast r

f,
tension cable -r \

;--------------..- 
/7

boundary ¿¿61" J .---__\

\-
>--__\ fl

/r'Q'--r
uu 2 \

functional requirements but internal forces and reaction as Z/A reduces and B increases.



456

Tenting, Lightness, Verticality, Specularityo



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonral / Radial cable Tensile Membrane

.,,- 0.75x

\\/V\

fabric membrane --
segment

radial cable - \ -'-

The tented surface -
transm¡ts an
acoustical affect of
specularity.

1:0.75 is the approx. ratio of span
io section height at outer edge

The cables radiate at equal
rntervals trom a central
compression mast to produce
a form that transmits an affect
of tenting and verticality.

\- The fabric membrane is tautly
. stretched by the tension
A cables, transmitting affects of

smoothness and Iightness"

,- The surface of the membrane
/ is subdivided to create

/ openings between each region,
introducing direct sunlight or
ventilation to the enclosure,

2x

-- : rorizontal form is prod,uced. by a radial cable tensile membrane base unit composed of a central mast to which are attached in a radial:::::rn a series of cables that,give form to a segmented membrane. The flexibility óf thi. 
""""rnbtáge 

uaries in Uo¡r prán-ánJsáction: the cables':- ¡e attached to the g.ro.und in a wide range of_plan configurations, either rectángular or circularls wellas u.vrr"ir¡"ái, Ñ each of these: =-s would produce a different section and a difÍe¡ent degiee of segmentation in iie r"roráÁ". rt,ls totr iráÁ'sr¡|. á. áót¡"^r 
"iti"ioii"nting,: -:ress and verticality, and an acoustical affect of specularity.



458 : AFFECT

Tentlng, lrregularity, Lightness, Smoothness, Specularity



flng connector ..

cross-cable network \ 
'\

fabrjc membrane \

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Radial Cable Tensile Membrane
FESTIVAL PAVILION : R. LAMB HART;GE|GER BERGER : ORLANDO, usn i tseo

-h-1,

-h:22

LThe tented surface
transmits an acoustical
affect of specularity.

t
t--: cables radiate f¡6¡ s¿6h -/

-:st in a regular pattern to
: -:rent perimeters, creating
: ---m that transmits an affect
' ::rting and irregularity.

- The fabric membrane is tautly
stretched by the tension
cables, transm¡tting an affect
of smoothness and lightness.

The location of the central mast
is different in each of the regions
defined by a set of radial cables,
resulting in local conditions of
asymmetry, although the overall
plan forms a regular polyhedron.

. The tessellation of four different
base units produces four
distinct regions which have the
flexibility to cater for different
programs yet are joined to form
a continuous enclosure.

90
--: Festival Pavilion is produced by,the tessellation of a radial cable tensile membrane base unit to create five central masts of differing heights,' : :ach of wh ich is attached a set of rad ial cables. The radial cables land, above g rade, on a second network of cross cables, and on the overall:=' :neter wall made up of a compacted-earth berm. This allows for an open plan that is differentiated by a range of section nárghts which are:=-:rmined by the, heights of the masts. Each of the.areas defined by a mast and.its cables-correspondé to a diferent condition- in plan. 

"náUting-: structure to adapt to the.varying volumetric requirements of the program, and also to different perimeter conditions. The Festival pavilion'-:rasmits an optical affect of tenting, lightness and smoothness, and an-acoustical affeci of specularity.



: AFFECT

, Cantilevering, Lightness, Specularityo



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizonlal I Radial Cable Tensile Membrane
: OLDENBURG GRANDSTAND SCHLAICH BERGERMANN OLDENBURG, GERMANY : 1995

The horizontal
frame is supported
by two tension
cable systems
that pull upward. -

fabric membrane 
-

\
1.9:1 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height

tension cables 
-

;/,14,

L The fabric surface is tautly
stretched from the off-center
compression masts and
secondary horizontal frame
and by radial cables,
transmitting affects of
cantilevering and Iightness.

grandstand
seating

I
The tented surface
transmits an acoustical
affect of specularity.

,/ Cables of unequal length that
/ radiate from the masts define

/ the perimeter of each bay to
/ produce a cantilevering and

/ inversely tented form.

60

--e Oldenburg Grandstand is formed by the tessellation of the base unit to create a series of central masts identical in height and aligned along
: near axis, with each mast holding a set of eight radial cables. The base units follow the perimeter of a stadium with a linear axis, and each
:'the areas covered by the central mast and its cables is therefore identical, but the base units can be aligned to a wide range of perimeters,
:"ering flexibiliiy with respect to the plan. The Oldenburg Grandstand transmits an optical affect of cantilevering and lightness, and an
=:oustical affect of specularity.

,a
-f1
\1 V

.' The membrane is held
in tension inversely,
illustrating the flexibility of
the section in radial cable
tensile membranes.



: AFFECT

, Vaulting, Axiality, Lightness, Specularityo



TESSELLATION / SYSIEM

Horizontal / Radial Cable Tensile Membrane
i;;;il;;;;;;; i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;: ;;il ffi;; I ;;;;

46

'acric membrane -.

primary tension cables

secondary tension cables

'- The stretched fabric
transmits an affect
of smoothness and
lightness"

The membrane
edge is tied down
io counteract
wind-uplifting. -\\

\
-85

\ Simple repetition of the
base unit creates a form
that transmits affects of
vaulting and axiality.

Each base unit
consists of four
compressive masts
from which primary
and secondary
steel tension
cables span. =,

The Bremen Dock roof was
designed to cover a new dock
basin under construction on
the left bank of the Weser
River. To ensure unrestricted
unloading and easy access
to storage, ii was necessary
for the roof structure to have
a free span of at least 200m.
The tensile solution was
devised in response to the
dimensional requirements
as well as the desire for a
lightweight structure, economic
concerns, ease of construction,
and minimal use of materials.

- Subdivision of the
fabric membrane
produces apertures
along the perimeter
for light or ventilation.

The compression masts set on
a regular grid along two parallel
lines produce a regular section
and perimeter, transmitiing an
affect of axiality. -,

' l'=-:r D-ock is produced by_the tessellation of a radial cable tensile membrane of the base unit to create an assemblage of bays, each- : :::: of four inboard masts from which span a set of primary and secondary cables. The primary cables form the barre'í-vault sLction while''' : --larycablesareinterlacedandconnectedtothemembranebyaseriesofpointsatwhichtÉesurfacecanbeadjusted.TheBremen'.-s¡its an optical affect of vaulting, axiality and lightness, and an acoustical affect of specularity.



, Pleating, Vaulting, Bending, Lightness, Specularity
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Horizonral lRadial cable Tensile Membrane i

Each base unit consists of
four compressive masts
from which primary and
secondary steel tension
cables span.

primary tens[on cables

46r

secondary tension cables

compression mast

fubric membrane

The edge of the
membrane is tied
to the ground to
counteract wind uplift.

- Simple repetition of the base
unit along a curved horizontal
axis of growth creates a
form that transmits affects of
vaulting, bending and lightness.

/'lllilireyanlted l
rurfrce
ünrcrnits an
^m0ntic:l ¿ffsql
,dmecularity.

The network of points that
/ tie the membrane to the/ secondary cables can be

unevenly distributed along
the surfáce of the membüne
transmitting an affect of
pleating.

Eg-"",q| form is produced by the tessellation of a radial cable tensile membrane base unit curved in plan and composed of four inboardnn¡m ftorn which span a set of primary and secondary cables. The primary cables form tñá ¡ári"iuurlt 
"ubtion 

while the sácánoary cables are¡llÍblmed and connected to the membrane at a series of p-oints where the'membrane surface can be ad¡ustea. rrristóru¡nát¡on ot cables andrfilllluhane forms a light surface that transmits an optical affect of pleating, vaulting, bendi;é;;¿ ¡igñtn"'ss, and an acoustical affect of specularity.



466 :

Cellularity, Tenting, Lightness, Diffusiono



TESSELLATION/SYSTEM i 467

Horizontal /Radial cable Tensile Membraná r:"""'......
: HAJ TERMINAL : SKIDMORE, OWINGS AND MERRILL;GREIGER BERGER :

pnmary \
cables \

\ {.J

L I he stretched
fabric enclosure
transmits affects
of lightness and
tenting.

L double mast at
periphery

JEDDAH, SAUDIARABIA :

3.75:1 is the approx. ratio
of span to section height
at outer edge

At
t

The surface of the fabric
membrane is tautly stretched
from the compresóion ring
which has a centralized
aperture that introduces light
and air to the space below.

J|¡s {s¡1sd J
surface diffuses
sound.

,- Simple repetition of the
base unit creates a form
that transmits an affect
of cellularity.

lT'srirmnal is formed bv ihe tessellation of a radial cable tensile membrane base unit to create an assemblage of square bays, each composeduudhoard masts f rom 
-wh 

i r

n diffhrmr sce,inn¡r ^,^,,iL" 
j^TPl: 1ry":::r^y:ll{ ""p!|":,,"'tend 

to support á J."11" ".";;;;il; iñ; ñ;üi;;itñ8ii.,l'""n be variedrdiffierent sectionalororiles,,and *'e áiángei;";i"'rih";;;'"-'¿;j#;#;"';"";lii";i3':T:",:'Jlr?"JJf; 5:tJJ""lll;:l*:il::,}fiH|riionr']mr¿al transmits an optical 
"t¿"t "il"ilriái¡ü,'i*t¡"g and lightness, and an acoustical affect of diffusron.



Stellatedness, Rotundity, Tenting, Specularity



Horizontal / Radial Cable
: DANCE PAVILION (TANZBRUNNEN) : F. OTTO;H. SPANDOW

cable anchor

TESSELLATION i SYSTEM

Tensile Membrane
: 46f

:

: COLOGNE, GERMANY , ISSZ

4.7:1 is the approx. ratio
of span to section height

The surface of the fabric
membrane is tautly stretched
between the compression masts
along the perimeter and a central
compression ring that introduces
light to the space below.

t
f

compressron flng

The tented surface
ground tension
cable

transmits an affect
of specularity.

! mast tension cable
(hanger cable)

The cables radiating from
the tension ring subdivide
the fabric surface into twelve
equal segments, creating a
form that transmits affects of
stellatedness and tenting.

Equal spacing of the cables
radiating from the tension ring
creates a form ihat transmits
an affect of rotundity.



Tenting, Pleating, Orientedness, Specularity



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I Radial Cable Tensile Membrane
471

At
f

The tented surface
transmits an affect
of specularity.

mast length :

The surface of the fabric
membrane is tautly
stretched between the
compression masts along
the perimeter and the
radial cables, transmitting
an affect of pleating and
tenting.

7:5 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height at
largest span

- The alternatino valley and
/ ridge cables iupporting the

/ pleated membrane meet at
1 'a point off center to produce- a form that transmits an

affect of orientedness.

'. The combination of peak and
valley cables creates folds in
the membrane, transmitting
an affect of pleating and
orientedness.

"lllnG Mobile Theater is produced by.the.tessellation of a radial cable tensile membrane base unit to create a radial assemblage composed of armuork of cables of irregular lengths that is supporied by twelve masis. The membrane is attached to this network oi;b¿l which consists of
n w-,es gf radial cables, ridge-hanger tension cables connected to the masts, and valley cables spanning directly iror if'á 

"éntr"l 
point to ttregrnu-d- The Mobile Theater transmits an optical affect of tenting, pleating and orientedness, and án acoüstical aítect át specularity.



AFFECT

Pleating, Hollowness, Tenting, Specularity



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM 473

Horizonlal I Radial Cable Tensile Membrane :
:.,...............:.........:.......

: KING FAHD STADIUM : I. FRASER, J. ROBERTS;GEIGER BERGER i RIYRon, SAUDIARABIA ees i

1 .6:1 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height

total surface area : 57,22Om2
total covered area:43,220 m2

transmits an acoustical
affect of specularity.

The surface of the fabric
membrane is tautly stretched
between the compression masts
along the perimeter and ihe
central compression ring, which
introduces light and ventilation
to the enclosure, transmitting an
affect of hollowness and tenting.

The regular arrangement
of the cable and mast
base units results in a
circular plan.

The peak and valley cables
create a variety of folds in the
membrane, transmitting an
affect of pleating.

lklf"E Fahd Stadium is produced by the tessellation of a radial cable tensile membrane base unit to create a cable network suspended from
hl$four masts, which supports the membrane. The cable network is composed of a series of radial cables, ridge-hanger tensión cables
ülnE red ro the masts, and valley cables spanning directly from the tension cable ring girder to the ground, The King Faid Stadium transmits
rüqEti:al affect of pleating, hollowness and tenting, and an acoustical affect of speculaiity

peak tension cables \
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inboard compression masts
h:1oo

Horizontal / Radiat Cabte, Tensl:'ilffi[;;TZ
TVILLENNIUT\4 DOME : R ROGERS:BURO HAppOLD , I_ONOON, Uf , zOoO

tenston r¡ng

7.3:1 is the approx. ratio
of span to section height
at center of dome

The inner lining of the membrane
absorbs sound to such an
extent that there is no noticeable
specularity, and the acoustical
affect is one of deadness.

'- radral tension
cables

.,. The regular arrangement of
i the membrane bays radiating

,,/ from the central riíg r"rrli"",' in a regular subdiviéion of the
surface and a uniform perimeter,
transm¡tting affects of bnclosure,
rotundity and tenting.

- The nodes are connected
by circumferential cables
which provide stability.

- - - 
"irilennium 

Dome is nroduced by the tessellation of a radial cable tensile membrane base unit along a curved axis of growth to create a: : -=-shaped assemblaáe composéd of a cable network supported;;;; .; o{ twelve r"st". iÁe 
"áble 

network to which rhe membrane is''= 
- red consists of a series of radial cabies, in pairs. which span is r"t".r"o"t;";. 

";i;;;rpó-.i"0 by hanger cables which connect them to-: 'lps of the masts The Millennium Dome transmits an optical attect ot'án-closure, rotundity and tenting, and an acoustical affect of deadness.
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The base unit of an air supported pneumatic membrane is composed of a pressurized

envelope enclosed by a membrane which is shaped and reinforced by a network of cables.

Air supported pneumatic membranes are the result of the difference between the internal pressun=

creating the structure's shape and the external forces and self-weight acting upon it. Air supporte:

pneumatic membranes are made primarily of steel cable and fabric. The distribution of loads alor':

the lines and surfaces of steel cable and fabric embeds the air supported pneumatic membrane

with an optical affective property of quilting and undulation that remains consistent within any

space it defines. The acoustical affect of an air supported pneumatic membrane is determined

by its surface curvature. This is usually concave, in which case there is an affect of focus near tl-:
centre of curvature, although a shallow concave surface will have an affect of specularity. Howe,,=-

surface undulations in the form of air-pockets or other elements can result in an affect of diffusic-

Air supported and cable reinforced membranes are flexible in several ways:

Depth: The flexibility of this subsystem lies in variations in the pattern of the cables that subdiv:=
the surface of the membrane. This surface variation can range in depth in accordance with the

depth in section of the inflated profiles.

Plan: Air supported pneumatic membranes can tessellate horizontally along straight or curvec

lines of growth to produce primarily horizontal structures, or sheds'

Affect: The affective property of an air supported pneumatic membrane can be multiplied whe-

the base unit imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that responc

to the physical constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns. 3::

As a result, in addition to quilting and undulation, an air supported pneumatic membrane can

transmit other optical affects, including rotundity, lightness, amorphousness, centeredness, s:a:' - !
bubbling, inflatedness, vaulting. The acoustical affect of an air supported pneumatic membra^=

is determined by the macro-geometry, which is usually focusing (curved).



:

SYSTEM : 483

Air Supported Pneumatic Membrane 
:

- membrane in tension

flng rn compresston ]

u- foundation heavy
/ enough to balance

/ internal pressure
without lifting

internal (air pressure) ) atmospheric external load



Rotundity, Arching, Lightness, Specularity



:

TESSELLATION/SYSTEM, +es
curved / Av supported pneumatic Membrane 

i""""""" """""":': usPAvllloN, onvts,BRODY,cHERMAyEFF;GEtGERBERGER i osooo,JAPAN, rnro,

steel tension \
cable net \

fiberglass fabric -.
membrane \ /-.'

concrete ring girder -
\,'compacted earth -.

berm edge
./)¡'

/
\,.'/t-'l-- 

a - _,a,
i

The air supported -1surface transmits an
acoustical affect of
specularrty.

l

i i _ --!---t- -- 
.r I

t

,l_

X

The diagrid subdivides
the membrane rnto small,
articulated cells, transmitting
an affect of quilting.

/// ,/ \///./'\"/ / ./ \

L The inflated membrane is formed
by the diagrid and a concrete ring
girder at the perimeter, producin!
a shallow but broad-spanning
enclosure and transmitting an affect
of rotundity and lightness.

,/ The tension cable net diagrid
i covers a regularly ovoid perimeter,

/ producing spans of varying widths
.r' which result in a differehtiáted

section that is lower at the edges
and higher toward the center, -
transmitting an affect of arching.

a The tension cable net
diagrid holds the air/ supported membrane
in place and provides
wind resistance.

¡ --"1
'i",.'urr,a..

vi

l

140

-^e uS Pavilion is produced by an air supported pneumatic membrane formed !y a regular network of cables which consists of a diagrid
''anning the perimeter and delermining ihe curvature of the structure. Th; us páv¡lioñtransmiis án ápticar affect of quilting. rotundity and:rtness, and an acoustical affect of specularity.

I



Arching, Quilting, Amorphousness, Rotundity, Lightness, Focusing



Curved I Air Supported
TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Pneumatic Membrane

tension cable net

membrane

ring girder

\\

Ik ar srpported
rufuefansmits an
,mnmrEd affect of
ifuucr€ nearthe
rontrs of the two
{ü@rins"

tt

'.- The tension cable net grid
subdivides the membrane
into small, articulated cells,
transmitting an affect of
quilting.
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The tension cable net diagrid
covers a regularly curved
p erimeler, ¡tr od u c i ng span s
o'f varying widths which result
in a differentiated section
transmitting an affect of
arching.

holds the air supported
membrane in place and
provides wind resistance.

form is.produced by an air.sup-ported pneumatic membrane and a regular network of cables that consists of a regular grid spanning
lr.and determining the scale of subdivision of the membrane as well ás the curvature of the structure. This form tánsmits an'opticai

2.3:O.6 is the approx. ratio
of span to section height

The inflated membrane is
formed by the grid of cables
and a concrete ring girder at
the perimeter, producing a
shallow but broad-spanning
enclosure and transmitting
an affect of rotundity and
lightness.

cf arching, quilting, amorphousness, rotundity and lightness, and an acoustical affect of focusing.
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membrane --

tension cable net
ring girder 1

4.3:0.3 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height along
the longest span

The inflated membrane is
formed by the grid of cables
and a concrete ring girder at
the perimeter, producing a
shallow but broad-spanning
enclosure and transmitting an
affect of quilting and lighiness.

The air supported surface l
transmits an acoustical
affect of focusing near the
centers of the four domes.

,- fhe tension cable net grid
/ covers a curved perimeter,

producing spans of varying
widths which result in
a differentiated section
transmitting an affect of
amorphousness.

L The intersection of the spheres
creates an intermediate surface
that connects the primary forms
and subdivides the overall
surface of the membrane. The
seams at the intersections need
additional support in the form of
arches which further subdivide
the surface, transmitting an
affect of quilting.

l

3.8x

-ris curved form is prod-ucqd,Py qn air.supported pneumatrc membrane and a re_gular network of cables spanning the perimeter and:etermining the scale of subdivision of the membrane as well as the curvature of"the structure. This form transmiis an ápticai alfect of:.,ilting, amorphousness and lightness, and an acoustical affect of focusing.



Ouilting, Undulation, Rotundrty, Lightness, Focusing



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Curved I Air Supported Pneumatic Membrane

membrane 
-

ring girder r

tension cable net --.

segmenting 1
reinforced
cables

,\ /\. l

.. A,\ / e++-

)
\.'1 x .\

/ r.r,

10:1 is theapprox. ratio of
span to section height along
the longest span

The inflated membrane rs
formed by the grid of cables
and a concrete ring girder at
the perimeter, producing a
shallow but broad-spanning
enclosure and transmitting
an affect of rotunditv and
lightness.

The air supported surface l
transmits an acoustlcal affect
of focusing near the centers of
the curvatures of the concave
surfaces of the domes. t

tt

- 
The tension cable net grid

/ covers a regularly curved
perimeter, producing spans
of varying widths which in
turn result in a differentiated
section that is lower at the
edges and higher toward the
center, transmitting an affect
of quilting and undulation,

¡ f he intersection of the spheres
/ produces seams that need

additional support in the form of
arches w¡th internal tie-downs,
which subdivide the surface,
transmitting an affect of quilting.

I

L
l

3.7x

" ' :-rved.form is produced by an air supported pneumatic membrane and a regular network of cables spanning the perimeter and determining" ' ._ale of subdivision of the membrane as well as the curvature of the structuri. This form transmits an óptical áffect of quilting, undulation,' 
- - r ty and lightness, and an acoustical affect of focusing.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Curved / Air Supported Pneumatic Membrane
ORCHID PAVILION : Y. MURATA; M, KAWAGUCHT : TOKYO, JAPAN

The irregular system of
cables illusirates the flexibility
in surface subdivision
and section of this type
of assemblage.

1=
J

At
\f

LThe air supported surface
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion, with
some focusing.

The tensile cables form a series
of cross-cables that vary in height
along the section to próduce
a differentiated section that
progressively lowers the profile
of the membrane, transmiiting an
affect of rotundity and lightness.\ 

"on" 
ring girder

The right-angled tension cable spans
regularly from one edge to the other
of an irregularly curved perimeter,
resulting in an eccentric and curved
growth and transmitting affects of
scalloping and amorphousness.

- 
The tension cable net hofds

,/ the air supported membrane
in place and provides wind
resistance.

L
84.7

"r* -'chid Pavilion is produced by an.air suppo,rted pneumatic membrane and a network of cables spanning an irreoularly curved perimeter andrc-:'-ining the scaie of subdivision of the membrane as well as the curvature of the structure. ir.r" 
"-iüi" 

iiuli"rr ái"Á""'t;;i ;"ry in height to':::: an irregular overall profile. The Orchid Pavilion transmits an optical affect of scalloping, 
"rorphor"n"ss, rotundity and iightness, and anr: : -::'cal affect of diffusion and focusing.

=---------- 
\

r\\ \ \\\\ \
\\ \'\\\\
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TESSELLATToN/sysrEM i oru

cY:Y:g 1Ai:9:Pp?Í:9 |r:T3lie y:T?r3l: 
i

tension cable net

membrane l

segmentrng \reinforced \
cables

3.Bx

4.2: 1 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height along
the longest span

The air supported -surface transmits
an acoustical affect
of specularity.

The reinforced cables
subdivide the surface into
eight equal parts that radiate
from the center. The pattern
of the cables is visible
through the membrane,
transmitting an affect of
lightness and rotundity.

. edge ring girder

The cross cable formation
spans regularly from one
edge of the irregularly curved
perimeter to the other to
produce a curved volume
with a high area in the center,
transmitting an affect of
centeredness and scalloping.

The tension cable net holds
the air supported membrane
in place and provides wind
resistance, transmitting
an affect of rotundity and
lightness.

3.8x

-ris curved form is produced by an air supported pneumatic membrane and a network of vertical and horizontal tension cables as well as a
=:ries of tension ribs that determine the scale of subdivision of the membrane as well as the curvature of the structure. This form transnrits an
:¡tical affect of scalloping, centeredness, rotundity and lightness, and an acousticai affect of specularity.

I

14t

l

i
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Curved / Aw Suppoded Pneumatic Membrane

e:renting reinforced cables

membrane -.

:able-reinforced -.
membrane \

tt

tensron cable net

4.2:1 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height along
the longest span

The reinforced cables
subdivide the surface into
nine regions. The pattern
of the cables is visible
through the membrane,
transmitting an affect of
bubbling and rotundity.r/

The air suppo rted J
surface transmits an
acoustrcal affect of
specularity.

\- edge ring girder

\ The tension cable net
holds the air supported
membrane in place and
provides wind resistance,
transmitting an affect of
Iightness.

*¡ ; :lrved.form is.producef by an air supported.pneumatic membrane divided into a lower and a network of cables. The surface of the lowerrl :- is,reinforced by a high d.ensity of cables, distributed in a regular pattern, while the 
"rrtu"u-oiiÉ" 

upper region has a much lower density of:';: =s which are larger in section añd form the overall divisions oflhe membrane. This form transmits an optical affect of brbbl;;g:;t;;;;i; J";i&*i-ess, and an acoustical affect of specularity.



, Bubbling, Rotundity, Lightness, Diffusion



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

curved / Au supported pneumatic Membrane

lower cable-reinforced membrane _....

,+:-enting reinforced cables - \
-:cer membrane region -a

iension cable net =..

X

4.2: 1 is the approx. ratio of
span to section height along
the longest span

- The reinforced cables divide
the.surface into eighteen sub-
regrons, transmittinq an affect
of bubbling and rotundity.Art

The air supported surface l
diffuses sound.

.'- The tension cable net holds the
air supported membrane in place
and provides wind resistanie,
transmitting an affect of lightness.

'* edge ring girder

-"'is curved form is produced by an air supported pneumatic membrane divided into a lower and a network of cables. The surface of the lower-egion is reinforced bv a high d-ensity of cables, distributed in á rugrür p;ttern, wrr¡te the surface of ir," upp". region has a much rower density:'cables' laroer rn se-ctionlwhich súbdiuide it inio scallopeJ gruti"g;ñ"-ih"u, 
"un 

b" .huó;;l;;iJiaualry by increasing their internar air pressúre-ris form transmits an optical affect of bubbling, iotundity and lightness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Curved I Air Supported Pneumatic Membrane

membrane

tension cable - \

reinforced -1
supportrng
arch

tfr
'- The reinforced cables subdivide

the surface into ten equal
parts that radiate from the
center to produce a corrugated
membrane. The pattern of the
cables is visible through the
membrane, transmitting an affect
of lightness.

The air supported surJace l
transmits an acoustical
affect of specularity, with
some focusing.

\- edge ring girder

- 
fhe supporting arches and
tension cables span regularly
between the edges of a
scalloped perimeter and a
central open area to produce a
form fhaf lransmfs an affecf of
blastulation and rotundity.

L The tension cables hold the air
supported membrane in place
and provide wind resistance.

I

3.3x

: --:ved form is produced by an air supported pneumatic membrane, blastular in shape with an exterior void at its center, and a combination-:-s on cables and reinforced arches.spanning from the scalloped perimeier to the central void. This form transmits;" ;Ét.J affect of:-'-, ation, rotundity and lightness, and an acoustical affect of specularity and focusing.

--------\ \ t'. ". I\ \ \ \.\

",r/,--==\
' t''

L,7.''
/,/ / ." -"'=

-- 
\ L=a -'\.a .'.-/

/ ...t ..,t a.'

,/ /t r't /t/
,/ ,/ ,/ t/./ ,/ /// / ÑN(t
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

curved I Air supported Pneumatic Membrané
: 503

membrane -
tension cable

nlernal tie-downs

3.7x

The reinforced cables divide
the surface into ten sub-
regions radiating from a central
void, producing a corrugated
membrane. The pattern of the
cables is visible through the
membrane, transmittino an
affect of lrghtness.

edge ring girder

An irregular profile is created -
by the supporting arches
and the tension cables that
lower in curvature toward
the central void.

The supporting arches and
tension cables span regularly
between the edges of t-he
scalloped perimeter to form
a curved volume, transmittinq
an affect of blastulation ancl "
undulation.

The tension cable net holds
the air supported membrane
in place and provides wind
reststance.



Cellularity, Arching, Lightness, Focusing



TESSELLATION / SYSTEM :

Curved I Aw Supported Pneumatic Membrane i

The membrane transmirs
an affect of lightness.

reinforced
supporting arch

tension cable net

variable

\ edge ring girder

* The repetition of the arches
and tension cables transmits
an affect of cellularity and
arching.

The irregular plan and section form
a variety of internal spaces while
maintaining as much as possible
the regularity of the cable grid,
transmitting an affect of arching.

I

The cable grid varies its span
across a range of regularly and
irregularly curved perimeters,
producing variable section
heights which are lower at the
edges, transmitting an affect of
lightness.

-^is,curved form.is produced by an air supported pneumatic membrane and a system of tension cables as well as reinforcing arches, The system
:an be.expanded to cover large.areas, and is capable of incorporating variable Ápans. This form transmits an optical affect o"f cellularity, 

"r"'hing.=^d lightness, and an acoustical affect of focusing.
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The base unit of an inflated beam pneumatic membrane consists of a series of membranes

with a pressurized section which acts like an air inflated beam and shapes the structure. lnflated

beam membranes direct the primary bending moments along a number of axes distributing loads

along the surface of the beams, or pillows, shaping the overall section. An inflated beam membrane

is usually made of steel cables and fabric. This distribution of loads along the surfaces of the

membranes and the line of the steel cables embeds the inflated beam membrane with an optical

affective property of striatedness and scalloping that remains consistent within any space it defines.

The acoustical affect of an inflated beam membrane is determined by its surface curvature. This is

usually concave, in which case there is an affect of focus near the centre of curvature. However,

the inflated beams may transmit an affect of diffusion which may reduce or dominate the affects of

focusing or specularity,

lnflated beam membranes are flexible in several ways:

Section: The flexibility of an inflated beam membrane lies in variations in the air-inflated section

and the curvature of the control cables.
Plan: lnflated beam membranes can tessellate horizontally along straight or curved lines of growth

to produce primarily horizontal structures, or sheds.

Affect: The affective property of an inflated beam membrane can be multiplied when the base un i

imbricates or intertwines with external factors, such as asymmetries that respond to the physical

constraints of the site, environmental considerations, programmatic concerns, etc. As a result,

in addition to striatedness and scalloping, an inflated beam membrane can transmit other optical

affects, including centeredness, rotundity, lightness, bubbling, quilting. The air pockets of pneuma: :

structures add diffusion to modify or dominate the acoustical affect of their macro-geometry, whicl-

is usually focusing (curved).
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lnflated Beam Pneumatic Membrane
507

air inflated beam 
-
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A convex ridge line is formed
by joining together inflated
tubes of similar length which
span varying distances between
points along a circle in plan. -a

h:28 4\

TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal / lnflated Beam Pneumatic Membrane
: FUJIPAVILiON

inflated air beam

Y.MURATA;M.KAWAGUCHI : OSAKA,JAPAN : 1970

side beam belt

h :28.3 
-

L Each of the inflated beam
arches varies in height
and overall curvature,
transmitting an affect of
arching, lightness and
fl uti n g.

.,.:i'

f
. tension cable

The assemblage of air -inflated beams transmits \
an acoustical affect of \
diffusion.

The parallel inflated beams
span regularly between the
edges of the circular perimeter.
transmitting affects of arching
and fluting.

50

-^e Fuji Pavillion is formed by the horizontal tessellation of an arch-shaped inflated beam base unit, which is repeated sixteen times. The beams
.-'e individually inflated to a range of heights and curvatures, and tied together by reinforcing belts, to form a saddle shape which is circuilar in plan.
--e Fuji Pavillion transmits an optical affect of arching, lightness and fluting, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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TESSELLATION i SYSTEM

Horizontal I lnflated Beam pneumatic Membrán"
5t

I
l

l

I

inflated air beam

reinforced tie-rings 1

,/
The assemblage of J
air inflated beams
transmits an acoustical
affect of diffusion.

I

Apertures in the dome's
surface along the perimeter
are produced through the
removal of some of the inflated
cells introducing sunlight or
ventilation for the enclosed
volume.

\- Th" radiating inflated cones
span regularly from one edge
to another of the circular
perimeter radiating from a
central tension ring, producing
a concentric internal space
and transmitting affects
of pleating, rotundity and
lightness.

\),',,\Ñ:
'. \\'i t, \'i

llfrm -orüontal form is produced by the tesssellation of an inflated beam pneumatic membrane base unit which is shaped as conical pillows,mtr@ Dgether both for reinforcement and to create an overall curved section r¡e in¿iuiJral óil".i*" ái be aggregated as a continuous surface,
ffffi::15"J"#l""tfj,t$5j';1fñ;Snbe varied to produce openingi. rhis rormtrán!'itláñ o*pti""ráir*.i áipr"áffi'otunarty ana
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inflated air beam

reinforced tie-rings -,

TESSELLATTON/SYSTEM : 513

Horizontal / lnflated Beam Pneumatic Membrane :

_\- /

3.25: i is the ratio of span
to section height along the
longest span

This pillow in the shape
of a double cone is not
symmetrical which enables
openings to be formed along
the perimeter to introduce
light and ventilation.

t
l,
t

The assemblage of air -
inflated beams transmits
an acoustical affect of
diff usion.

! surface apertures

" The inflated cones radiating
from the center span regulárly
along the perimeter to form an
concentric internal space that
transmits an affect of quilting,
rotundity and lightness.

-rrs horizontal form is produced by the tesssellation of a.n inflated beam pneumatic membrane base unit which is shaped as asymmei, ca conrcal: llows, tied together both for reiniorcement and to create a curved section. rr'" ¡n¿iuiárái;;ll";;; u" uglr"g"i"T"JJ"Jnt¡"rors su.race.:'some can be removed or their profiles can be varied to produce openings. This form ttt;.;it;;;;pticaráYreJióilrni"j. ..",rr-c:,, a-c3htness, and an acoustical affect of diffusion. 
q¡r vvLrvqr orrsur vr 9urrrrr¡g ru
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TESSELLATION / SYSTEM

Horizontal I lnflated Beam Pneumatic Membrane

inflated air beam

3.2:1 is the approx. ratio
of span to section height

.- Apertures along the perimeter
are produced by the removal
of some of the inflated double'
cone cells, introducing lighi
and ventilation.

/
mernblage of 7

beams
h¡n*s an acoustical
rftddiffusion.

.- The parallel inflated double
cones span regularly from
one edge to another of
the rectangular perimeter,
transmitting affects of arching
and lightness.

\- 
1¡s asymmetry introduced in
the individual double cone
is aggregated linearly to
produce a barrel vaulted form
transmitting affects of quilting.

ntal form is produced by the tesssellation of an inflated beam pneumatic membrane base unit, an arched assemblage-composed
cilfourteen pillows in the shape of double cones, individually inflated, shaped, and tied together by reinforcing rings. Asymmetries
etermine thé curvature of each of these units, which are arranqed alonq a linear perimeter to form a barrel vault structure. This forn

scilfourteen pillows in the shape ot double cones, rndrvrdually rnllateo, snapeo, ano treo togetner oy relnrorclng rlngs. Asymm€rrles
determine thé curvature of each of these units, which are arranged along a linear perimeter to form a barrel vault structure. This form
rm optical affect of quilting, lightness and arching, and an acoustical affect of diffusion.
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